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ABSTRACT 
Embossed holographic l!(emenh, 
holograms and optical discs 
such as diffraction gratings, display 
ar" now firmly establishl!d as mass 
replicated items. The embossed hologram has evolved from its original 
form recorded in emulsion on glass plate to present day images stamped 
into plastic. The process of obtaining a holographic image in plastic 
requires several stages of information transfer: first a surface relief 
image must be recorded into emulsion; next a metal replica must bl! 
made; finally the embossed plastic image is produced. A detailed 
analysis of the information transfer process has been undertaken and is 
described. 
Techniques are discussed which are currently used for the production 
of embossed holograms from origination to display copy images. Analysis 
of the information transfer process is made by the use of diffraction 
gratings which facilitate quantitative assessment. Optical and surface 
finish techniques used to quantify the change >n surface relief 
information for each stage are described. The optimizahon of methods 
of material exposure and processing has been studied in order to 
achieve repeatable results and this is discussed. Electroplating 
techniques are explained for the production of metal replicas of the 
surface relief pattern and a modiflcation of a hand operated platen 
printer is described which allows control of the variables important in 
the embossing of different thermoplastics. The levels of distortion of 
surface pattern were assessed and compared at each stage of the 
information transfer process. Results identify areas of loss by profile 
assessment and diffraction efficiency measurement. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Holographic images ere becoming increasingly familiar, appearing in 
journals, engineering laboratories, art galleries, on credit cards and 
even toys. The ability to record and display images in three 
dimensions is an exciting prospect for scientists, engineers, 
advertisers, surgeons and artists alike. The type of hologram 
available includes large format, laser-lit holograms, holograms lit by 
small white light sources and metallic-like holograms found on credit 
cards or book covers. This latter hologram, known as an embossed 
hologram, is the type of hologram most suited to low cost, mass 
replication for inclusion in magazines, technical journals etc. The 
production of such holograms requires the interaction of many different 
technologies and processes. The study of the entire process through 
each Individual stage has provided the basis for the work in this 
thesis. 
Deni s Gabor is accredited with the invention of ho I ography and the 
means by which to record and replay the third dimension that 
distinguishes holography from photography. The phenomenon of 
Interference between direct and reflected wavefronts produces a unique 
"interference pattern" that Gabor realised could yield three 
dimensional information about an object. Holography was an apt title 
for the discovery, 'holos', from the Greek, meaning whole, 
write or record, hence recording the complete and total 
about an object. 
'graphos' to 
information 
Holography was initially confined to engineering and physics 
laboratories which had suitable light sources, producing holograms on 
glass substrates that could only be viewed WIth a laser source. As 
improvements in laser sources and holographic techniques were made, 
holography was recognised as a potential tool for many applications -
holographic interferometry, multiple image recording, vibration 
studies, object deformation studies, etc. The emergence of display 
holograms for galleries and exhibitions is more recent. The mid 1960's 
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produced holograms viewable by white light sources instead of lasers, 
coloured images by chemical treatments, true colour holograms, 
'rainbow' holograms with bands of colour, 360" holograms with animated 
images and latterly metallic holograms transferred to book covers and 
magazines by printing techniques. The majority of display holograms 
are recorded into silver halide emulsions on either glass or film 
substrates. The emulsion is stable, sufficiently fine grl!lim•d and 
sensitive enough to record the interfering wavefronts. However, large 
numbers of silver halide holograms can be time consuming to produce 
requiring wet chemistry processing and finishing operations. The 
' embossed hologram was developed to met the demand for mass replication 
of images with the minimum of processing and h!!lndling stages. The 
process of producing embossed holograms becomes cost effective only 
when large number are involved. Graph i) below 11 Justrates the unit 
cost per number off for plate, film and embossed holograms. 
10K 
1K 
UNIT 
COST 
IN f. 
100 
10 100 1000 10K lOOK 1M 
NUMBERS OFF 
Graph i) Unit Cost for Plate, Film and Embossed Holograms 
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The possibility of including holograms in point of aale displays and 
mass circulation I iterature has seen the development of a type of 
hologram that can be mass replicated by printing techniques without the 
need for ind1vidual wet chemistry, handling or finishing stages. 
Despite these apparent advantages, the production of embossed holograms 
requires individual areas of technology that must be rigidly controlled 
to produce quality holograms. The process involves optical and 
mech~nical copying stages that introduce distortion and change to the 
original image or element. The quantitative assessment of the accuracy 
and efficiency of these transfer stages has been the objective of this 
research. No quantitative feedback system has been reported that 
considers the overa I I transfer process in the production of embossed 
elements. 
This work has identified and studied the individual stages involved in 
the production of an embossed holographic element and apphed the 
results to 1mproving the overall accuracy and efficiency of the 
process. The sequence involves many copying stages in which losses or 
d1stortions occur, these variables have been defined and quantified. 
The information transfer process can b~ consid~red 1n a number of 
different stages as illustrated in Figure a). 
These stages are; 
1. The record1ng and opt1cal copying of a surface pattern or 
profile for the transfer of information. 
2. The production of a metal replica of the surface pattern by 
electroforming techniques. 
3. The embossing of the metal replica of the surface pattern into 
thermoplastic material. 
A brief description of these stages and the contents of chapters is 
given in the following pages. 
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Surface = IMAGE RECORDING 
Relief Image 
Surface Relief ~ 
Metal Replica = 
HEATED 
METAL MASTER 
PLASTIC SHEET 
12 z z z z z z z z z a 
PLASTIC REPLICA 
E LECTROFORMING 
EMBOSS! NG 
Figure a) Overall Scheme of the Information Transfer Process 
for the Production of Embossed Optical Elements 
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Chapter 1 - CRITICAL REVIEW presents a review of the literature studied 
in this thesis. 
Chapter 2 - IMAGE RECORDING AND OPI"ICAL COPYING. The ima~e recordi~ 
and optical copyi~ of the surface relief pattern is deteiled. 
Alternative methods for producing the surface relief hologram are 
presented and experimental details given. 
Chapter 3 - SELECTION OF SURFACE RELIEF MATERIAL FOR OPTICAL COPYING. 
The transfer process relies upon the production of a surface relief 
image and a number photosensitive materials capable of giving surface 
detail are discussed. Photoresist is identified as the ideal material 
and the chapter considers theoretical and experimental aspects of 
positive photoresist. 
Chapter 4 - MEASUREMENT OF SURFACE RELIEF PATTERN AND DIFFRACTION 
EFFICIENCY. The surface relief pattern carries the information through 
the optical and mechanical copyi~ stages of the embossing process. 
Measurement of the surface pattern at each copying stages allows 
quantihtive analysis of the cycle. The measurement of diffraction 
efficiency determines accuracy and quality of the copying process. 
Chapter 5 - REPLICATION OF SURFACE RELIEF PATTERN BY ELECTROFORMING 
TECHNIQUES. The original surface relief pattern is reproduced in metal 
by electroforming techniques to produce multiple, durable metallic 
copies which are used to stamp Into plastic. Expenmental details of 
equipment and bath formulations are given and results of electroformed 
gratings presented. 
Chapter 6 - EMBOSSING OF METAL REPLICAS INTO PLASTIC FILM. The metal 
copy of the surface rei ief pattern is used as the embossing stamper. 
The process of embossi~ is described and theoretical and experimental 
detail for the embossing of the holograms and grati~s is given. 
Chapter 7 - EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS. The results from experimental work 
are presented from each stage of the copying process. Surface profile 
traces and efficiency curves are used to study the accuracy of the 
process. 
Chapter 8 - DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS. Conclusions drawn from the 
experimental work are presented. The accuracy and efficiency of the 
information transfer process is detailed. Further Work addresses the 
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areas of the transfer process 
investigation. 
that would benefit from continued 
Appendix 1 presents a mathematical description of the holographic 
recording process. 
Appendix 2 details the theoretical and optical properties of 
diffract1on gratings as used in this study. 
Appendix 3 describes the composition of positive resiets end proposed 
image formation models. 
Appendix 4 discusses the metal distribution end accuracy of 
electroforming. 
Appendix 5 presents a brief description of properties of thermoplastics 
important in the study of embossing. 
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CHAPTER 1 
CRITICAL REVIEW 
1.0 Introduction 
The embossed hologram Is firmly established in the market place; every 
cred1t card displays one. Literature discussing the production of 
embossed holograms is less widely available. The technologie" and 
processes used for embossed holograms are separate areas that have 
been applied to a quite different field - holography. Consequently, the 
literature review has covered a number of topics; diffraction gratings 
the basis of the hologram, photosensitive materials in which to 
record gratings, electroforming - the art of reproducing patterns and 
details In metal form, embossing - the stamping of patterns into 
plastic. Each of these topics is used in the production of embossed 
holograms and needs to be considered on an Individual basis before 
applying the technology to the overall scheme of embossed holograms. 
Since the embossed hologram IS essentially a complex diffraction 
grating generated by Interference of laser light wavefronts to produce 
a pattern that is copied Into a plastic medium, the literature review 
starts With a discussion of the importance of early diffraction 
gratings and how the need to replicate such patterns has always been of 
Interest. 
1.1 Diffraction Gratings 
Since the 1800's diffraction gratings have been important In the 
sciences of physics and spectroscopy. Diffraction gratings change or 
'diffract • a wavefront striking the surface and produce diffracted 
orders. The original difTract1on gratings were hand produced, extremely 
delicate, unique specimens. As the demand for grat1ngs Increased 
automated manufacture was sought and diffraction grat1ngs were 'ruled', 
literally scratched, into metal blanks. Such 'masters' were expensive 
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one-offs, each Individually ruled with the errors and inaccuracy 
associated w1th the rul1ng machinery. Hence the interest and desire to 
be able to mass replicate from one master. The possibility of 
repl1cat1ng such elements was investigated as early as 1947, before the 
manufacture of optical elements such as flats, mirrors and prisms was 
totally perfected. In a paper by Jarrel [IJ mention is made of a patent 
filed In 1947 by J.U. White et al describing a method of making replica 
ophca I e I ements by depositing a greasy "parting" I ayer onto the 
master, followed by evaporated aluminium, approximately O.l~m 
thickness. The alumin1sed master is coated with a thin layer of 
plastic, 'laminae' or epoxy and backed with a replica blank. After 
several hours the plastic polymerizes and the replica is separated from 
the master grating. Simi I ar work had been undertaken using 
electroform1ng techniques applied to metal or glass substrates [2J. 
Replicas from gelatin substrates were reported by G. Dew [3) 1n 1956, 
copies being made using glass-based mixtures. The work is one of the 
few to give details of damage to masters, the number of replications 
possible and effictency measurements. Replicas were wtdely used In 
place of original gratings, however, recent advances in the production 
of Interference grahngs, (produced by interfering light beams) have 
resulted 1n perfect, cost effective master gratings, readily and eastly 
manufactured reducing (but not eliminating> the need for replicas. 
1.2 Hologram Replication 
Corrvnercial 
in1tially 
replication of holograms is more recent, spurned 
by the production of higher quality images available with 
the development of the off-axis holographic techniques [4). The early 
copy methods concentrated on 
silver haltde copy material. 
"contact printing" of holograms onto 
F.H,~ris [5J describes the early 
techniques of using high pressure mercury lamps to expose holograms 
held 1n Intimate contact with a copy plate by means of vacuum printing 
frames. Harris IS the first to mention the "venetian blind .. effect 
whereby the orientation of the Interference planes within the hologram 
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to the exposing beam must be considered to avoid obscuring detail. 
Landry [61 studied the effects of contact copying parameters, 
orientation of the plates to the exposing beam and separation between 
origins I and copy plate. Using ll•ser beams instead of mercury arc 
lamps offers greater coherence properties allowing reduced intimate 
contact between the plates. In this way Landry was able to obtain 
copies made at orientations not easily copied using the mercury arc 
techaiques of Harris. Palais [71 suggested the copying of gratings by 
contact printing to improve upon the efficiency of the original. The 
measure of efficiency of gratings is more straightforward than for 
holograms but the idea of improving upon efficiency of the original is 
mentioned tn later work. 
1.3 Photosensitive Materials 
Wt th the development in copying techniques at tent1on was turned to 
different copy materials, silver halide was well tested but could not 
produce sufficient surface rei ief Information needed for repltcatton. 
Photoresist was identified as a material suitable for hologram copy1ng 
because its Image recording mechanism results in a surface profile. 
Puech [81 offers a theoretical explanation of contact pnntlng and 
shows reconstructed holographic Images from both Sliver halide master 
and photo-resist replica. Peuch studies the replica by measuring 
diffraction efficiency <the amount of light diffracted Into a spectral 
order for a given tnput tntenstty> and claims Increased efficiency of 
xlO of replica over original. However, the replica is a phase hologram 
and the original an amplitude hologram. Phase holograms are Inherently 
more efficient than amplltude holograms <by at least a factor of 4) 
because of the way In which the hologram is reconstructed. The work of 
NakaJima et a! [91 investigates the optical properties and 
characteristics of copied phase holograms using diffraction 
efficienc1es and similarly claims x 10 to x16 Increased efficiency. A 
novel approach using contact pnntlng is reported by Nakano [ 101. In 
an effort to overcome the need for a vacuum frame, photorestst is 
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coated onto fllm and rollered onto a heated ortginal hologram. The 
combination of pressure and heat is designed to remove air bubbles and 
ensure intimate contact between plates. After exposure the plastic 
copy is ""pee I ed" from the original for development. No mention is 
made of the likely distortions that would occur by heating of original 
hologram to the temperatures suggested nor the effect of having to peel 
resist from the original. The technique is almost a one-stage embossing 
method, the final stage in the production of embossed plastic 
holograms. 
The use of photoresist as a holographic recording medium is discussed 
by Beesley and Castledine [111. Their treatment of the subject concerns 
experimental technique, in particular a pre-exposure stage to reduce 
exposure times caused by low sensitivity of photoresist to wavelengths 
greater than 350nm. The major discussion of photoresist properties and 
parameters for holographic recording is found to be that by Bartolini 
[121. The development of a theoretical model for positive photoresist 
exposure characteristics Is verified by the experimental techniques 
related to Interference gratings. The work reported by Bartolini has 
provided the basis for photoresist characterisation undertaken in this 
study whereby high emphasis IS placed upon controlling the parameters 
of the Initial surface reltef pattern. The measurements of properties 
were made using Shipley AZ1350 resist and the 441.6nm output for a He-
Cd laser. Norman and Singh [131 traced the experiments of Bar to IIni 
and extended them to the then new Shipley AZ1350J resist using Ar 
and Kr Ion laser lines between 457.9nm and 488nm. The work uses the 
model proposed by Barto!Ini to characterise the spectral sensitivity 
and linearity of the new resist. Other models proposed by Neureuther 
and Dill [141, Dill et al [151 and Kim et a! [161 are not based upon 
expertmenta I 
verify. 
techniques ,10nd 
<>--
consequently have proven difficult to 
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1.4 Electroforming and Embossing 
The step from the single photoresist to mass rep I ication by 
embossing IS a logical one. Techniques of electroforming as 
previously applied to grating replication can be used on photoresist. 
This yields a ~etal copy with surface relief detail that can be used as 
hard weanng 'masters' to stamp, or emboss the detail into a plastic 
copy. 
In a review paper by Burns [171 the process from master hologram <Ht>, 
transfer technique, photoresist replica, electroforming and embossing 
is outlined. Figures for resist thickness, exposure parameters, 
plating solutions and plastic substrate detai Is are reported but the 
important optical and physical characteristics of the copies are not 
studied. No attempt is made to quantify the overall information 
transfer process. lwata [181 gives figures on properties of a 
photoresist hologram and its replica. More accurately it describes 
point obJect holograms, ie. two beam Interference gratings. The replica 
was made using epoxy resin, nickel plated to produce a metal mould used 
as the embossing master. Diffraction efficienc1es of the repl1ca are 
less than for the ong1nal, attributed to the fact that "deep grooves 
can not be accurately copted". The measurements made on groove depth 
compare 0.75l'm orig1nal with 0.45l'm of the replica. Values of SNR 
<signal-to-noise-ratio) and efficiency for a hologram of a diffusely 
Illuminated obJect are given. The efficiency of the replica is almost 
one third that of the original. The reason for this loss of efficiency 
for the hologram as opposed to the grating IS given by the fact that 
the hologram has a more complicated fringe pattern and IS thus more 
difficult to reproduce by replication. 
relief depth IS made by Bartollni et al 
Reference to efficiency and 
[191 in respect to embossed 
hologram motion pictures for television playback. Photoresist relief 
Images of Fraunhofer type holograms are metallized and embossed into 
plastic tape. Bartolini reports on the limits of efficiency given the 
non-linear response of the recording medium .. The exposure parameters 
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encountered for studies undertaken result in an efficiency of only 3~ 
requiring a valley to peak depth in relief pattern of 0.1J1m for the 
values of 633nm wavelength of light and a refractive index of 
photoresist of n=1.4. Claims are made that studies using a scanning 
ele~tron microscope confirm the depth experimentally- thus the process 
for repllcating relief phase holograms must be capable of yielding a 
resolution of 0.1Jlm in depth and less than 1J1m along a surface. These 
results are not expanded upon nor supported by accompanying 
photomicrographs but this reference is the first to quantify a relief 
pattern depth and relate it to diffraction efficiency. No references 
to a "feedback" system have been found relating the Initial resist 
depth to efficiency nor relating the depth of copies and their 
efficiency. 
Much literature exists dealing with refinements of experimental 
techniques in terms of exposure and development parameters, processing 
latitude, groove profile formation and specific details will be 
referred to throughout the text. As for photoresist characterlSation 
the main source of data has come from references [12,131. The area of 
metal deposition and electroform1ng prior to embossing Is less well 
documented. One reason for this may be the commercial nature of the 
process, little experimental detail is g1ven over and above solution 
make-up or perhaps foil thickness [17]. 
The study of stress in electrodeposits IS documented in an early paper 
by Hammond [201. The work discusses the stresses in electrodepos1ts as 
a feature of solution composttion and operattng parameters. In 
parttcular the measurement of stress is well reported with reference to 
experiments as early as 1877, indicating that the problem has always 
been encountered but not necessarily solved. The stresses In 
electroforms is considered by McKinney and Bartle [21J. Interested in 
rep I icated grahngs for high energy lasers and spectroscopy work, the 
authors found that epoxy replica techniques lacked the necessary 
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accuracy, durability and high thermal conductivity necessary for short 
htgh energy laser pulses. Mention is made of the "residual stresses" 
1n the electroform, giving surface deformation of many fringes upon 
separahon of the original from the electroform. It is reported that 
stress which accumulates in the nickel can be avoided by electroforming 
to a th1ckness of 120J1m only. How this factor is determined is not 
reported. 
More recent still with direct application is the work in the area of 
electroforming for video and optical disc manufacture. Wearmouth and 
Bishop [221 concerned with video disc stampers compare stress and 
hardness of deposits for two commercially available nickel plating 
baths. Nickel is the most commonly used for electroforming and the 
compos1t1on of bath make-up 1s well formulated and tested. The 
addition of organic brighteners to the composition is believed to 
affect the rouglmess of the surface fin1sh. The work of Wearmouth 
and Bishop shows a linear relat1onship between the deposited stress and 
the add1 hon of the bnghteners <butyne - d1ol) and compares stress 
values fer increasing depos1 t th1cknesses upto 50J1m. The typical 
thicknesses for the stampers however is reported as 250-300J1m. The 
conclus1ons reached suggest that the solution with the additional 
brighteners offered advantages in deposit hardness and residual 
stresses and may be used in preference to the trad1 t1onal sulphamate 
solutions. Similar mention IS made to the use of brighteners by 
Leg1erse [231 1n cons1denng the electroforming process for optical 
disc systems. Leg1erse discusses all aspects of the rep! ication of 
discs from master recording, electroforming through to InJection 
mouldtng of discs with mention of internal stress, flatness and 
roughness of the electroform. Although reaching no conclus1ons on the 
nature of stresses or the means to reduce them. the work is the most 
applicable and informative to the work 1n this study. Of similar 
1mportance and 1nterest is a paper d1scussing the accuracy of detail 
reproduction by one-off electroforms [241. The applic .. tion 1n th1s 
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1nstance appears to be the dental profession and the use of elastomeric 
1mpression mould mandrels. Conclusions reached upon the study of the 
e I ectroforming process suggests that "inflll ing" of detul occurs. The 
difference with the procedure used however is the use of metal! ising 
powders d1rectly onto the elastomer original to render the surface 
conductive prior to e I ectroforming. It would appear that this process 
is normal for such applications. A liquid containing colloidal silver 
end "ilver powders is physically burnished onto the surface of the 
original. The authors suggest that the spherical nature of the s1lver 
particles used in this manner results in poorer dimensional accuracy 
than when using flat, flaky powders. These conclusions "'"Y also be 
relevant to the deposition of the in1tial conductive layer for 
gratings. The dimensions under study in the paper ranged from 6~m to 
!~m and the authors suggest accuracy of 0.1~ was possible. 
The final stage of the process 1s the embossing of the metal copy of 
the electroformed original. Embossing is not a new technique but 1 ts 
application In holography is novel, though becoming more commonplace 
Wl th the advent of the credit card hologram. The work by Bar to! in1 
[191 already mentioned, is concerned with producing embossed 
holographic motion pictures intended for telev1s1on playback. The 
requ1red rel1ef depth in the photores1st res1st 1s calculated at O.l~m 
and less than O.l~m surface resolution. The embossing process used for 
all these types of applications is governed by four parameters; type of 
plastic, temperature of embossing, duration of embossing (dwell time) 
and pressure of embossing. Bartol in1 describes a roller embossing 
process of master and plastic passing through heated rollers. Details 
of the above four factors are not given but 1n a later paper [251 are 
discussed more fully. A ser1es of papers by the authors Gale and Knop 
[26,27,281 cons1der the emboss1ng process for the product1on of black 
and white and colour 1mages from relief grating structures. The papers 
report no signif1cant differences 1n repl1ca and original but is not 
quantitative. The last reference considered on the area of embossing 
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is one mentioned previously, that by Burns [171. The section on 
embossing considers all current market place techniques including hot 
foil stamping. Although comparisons are drawn between embossing 
methods, li tt I e experimental detail in terms of embossing parameters 
are given. 
1.5 Sunmary 
A -wealth of references is available on areas of 
holography, electroforming, 
consider the entire process. 
the losses or distortions 
embossing and 
the individual 
replication but very few 
None offer a quantitative assessment of 
that occur throughout the information 
transfer process. Here we attempt an Insight into each individual stage 
of the process, to identify and quantify the changes that occur and to 
assess the overall sequence defined as the Information Transfer 
Process. 
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CHAPTER 2 
IMAGE RECORDING AND OPTICAL COPYING 
2.0 Introduction 
The assessment of the transfer function for embossed elements relies 
. 
upon transfer of information or images through optical and mechanical 
copymg processes as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Image recording and 
optical copying IS the first stage of the transfer process. 
Surface 
Relief Image 
Surface Relief 
Metal Replica 
Metal Replica 
Plastic Sheet 
Plastic Replica ~ 
IMAGE RECORDING 
ELECTROFORMING 
EMBOSS! NG 
F1gure 2.1 Overall Scheme for the Information Transfer Process 
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The majority of display holograms seen in gallerieS ere produced by a 
two stage copying process much as pr1nts are generated from negative~. 
From a 'master' transmission hologram (effectively the 'negative'>. 
multiple 'pnnts' can be copied to produce a vanety of different 
holograms in different photosensitive materials. Different optical copy 
techniques include direct transfer or contact printing methods using 
laser and non-laser sources. Theoretical and experimental detatl for 
each copying regime is presented including the merits of each system. 
This two stage optical copying process iS used in this study for 
producing copies that possess surface relief detail. The surface relief 
pattern then becomes the Information 'carrier' through the embossing 
sequence which must Withstand mechanica I copying stages. In order to 
quantify the information transfer process, the surface relief pattern 
must be measured in order to assess the accuracy and efficiency of the 
copytng stages. 
This chapter details the recording of diffraction gratings and 
holograms and explains the need to produce Slmpltfted, uniform surface 
Information for quantitattve analysis. A mathematical description of 
the holographic recording process is presented in AppendiX 1. Appendix 
2 describes the optical propertieS of diffraction gratings. The 
experimental detail of recording diffraction grat1ngs and holograms IS 
g1ven before considering the optical copying of the 'master' to produce 
white light copy holograms. 
2.1. Holograms and Diffraction Gratings 
The theory of 'wavefront reconstruction' or holography, was proposed 
by Denis Gabor working in 1948 to improve the resolution of Images 
from electron microscopes. Gabor had suggested that Interfering 
wavefronts could produce "Interference patterns" unique to the obJect 
being recorded and that a three dimensional image of that object could 
be replayed from the record of the unfocussed diffraction pattern. 
Gabor was limited in his work by lack of suitable light sources, he had 
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recognised the need for a coherent light source with suffictent 
tntenstty and was restricted to mercury arc lamps for his own 
expertmentatton. Addittonally, Gabor made images of transparent obJects 
In a stmtlar fashion to shadowgraphs, making re-tllumtnation and 
vtewing of the hologram difficult. Figure 2.2 illustrates the nature 
of light from some sources to show the limttattons of the mercury arc 
output compared to the monochromattc, coherent output from the laser. 
Also Illustrated 1s the on-axts recording arrangement used by Gabor. 
....._ _ _.!~ 
Incandescent 
Lamp 
D~ 
Mercury Arc 
Lamp 
Random Wavelength Monochromat~c 
Laser 
Monochromatic 
Smgle Phase Random Phase Random Phase 
ScJttcrcd 
wave 
Object t 
\ 
~-_ ... -
---z 
~-- z 0 _ _,-l 
f-
Transmttted 
W3\C Photogra pl11c 
plate 
Figure 2.2 L1ght Sources and the On-Axts Gabor Arrangement 
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Not until the 1960's w1th the invention of the laser d1d holography 
f1nd further advancement. Letth and Upatneiks used an off-axis 
arrangement to record and replay holograms, which combined wtth the 
advantages of a laser source produced holograms of objects in three 
dimensions that were sharp, bright and clearly visible. The arrangement 
for off-ax1s recording 1s illustrated 1n Ftgure 2.3 
Another type of hologram was demonstrated at about the same hme by 
Yuris Denisyuk in the Soviet Union. Us1ng reflected light, he 
successfully produced a three dimens1onal 1mage of an obJect by 
recording wave front interference throughout the volume of a 
photograph1c emuls1on. The advantage of th1s type of hologram is that 
1t can be viewed 1n wh1te llght unltke the prevtous two examples of 
holograms that must be replayed w1 th the original recordtng source. 
The arrangement for Denisyuk holograms Is shown in Figure 2.4 
F~gure 2.3 
\ 
Photographic 
plate 
Off-Axis Recording Arrangement 
ObJeCt 
\ 
PhologrJ.pfJIL 
pJJ.tL 
Flgure 2.4 Denisyuk Recordlng Arrangement 
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A photograph only records the intensity of light using a lens to gather 
I ight diverging from each object point and focus it onto the film 
plane. No phase relationship exists between the m~u::!e.nt wavefronts. 
Holography records both the ampl•t.ude and phase Information from an 
ObJect. The obJect wave 1s made to interfere wtth a second, phase-
related reference wave Introduced from the split I as er beam. 
<Holography Is a two beam recording process, see Figures 2.3, 2.4, two 
wavefronts interfere in each regime.) The two interfering wavefronts 
must be coherent for the relative phase between object and reference 
wave to remain constant in ttme. This produces a definite effect upon 
the intensity distribution of the resulting interference pattern and is 
recorded by a photosensitive emulsion. ThiS pattern contains 
information on both phase and amplitude of the diffracted wavefronts. 
These ortgtnal wavefronts can be reconstructed (hence "wavefront 
reconstruction") by replaying the developed hologram With the reference 
wavefront. Just as the reference wave was used to encode phase 
tnformatton of the obJect, so It can be used to recreate the obJect 
wavefront as If the obJect was still there. A mathematical descrtptton 
cf the process Will be found In Appendix 1. 
The Interference patterns recorded In a hologram are extremely 
complicated and no regular feature or pattern could be Identified as 
relating directly to the obJeCt used In the hologram. However, If two 
coherent wavefronts Interfere without en object present. interference 
patterns still result and produce a 'diffraction grating'. At the 
points of constructive and destructive Interference bright and dark 
bands appear respectively and the surface pattern appears as a un1form 
and regular array of lines or troughs. Plates 1 and 2 show 
photomicrographs of the surface of a hologram and a diffraction 
grating. The recording regimes are Illustrated In Figure 2.5. 
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Plate 1. Photomi c rograph of the Surface of a Hologram 
Holographic Plate 
Figure 2.5 a). Re cord i ng Regime for an Off-Axis Hologram 
- 2 1-
Plate 2. Photomicrograph of the Surface of a Diffraction Grating 
PHOTOSENSITIVE 
MATERIAL 
SUBSTRATE 
Figure 2.5 b) Recording Regime for a Diffraction Grating 
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Whilst holograms and gratings are similar in most respects they are not 
tdenttcal stnce the hologram does not necessarily have a regular 
s~rface structure. A holographer may describe a diffraction grating 
as a simple hologram, whilst a spectroscopist may describe a hologram 
as a compleY grating. 
The transfer of surface detai I through each stage of the embossing 
process is the key to identifying losses or 
image quality. To undertake quantitative 
changes that affect final 
study a simple grating 
pattern was chosen, providtng a vehtcle of known dimensions at each 
stage through the process. Using a hologram with a far more complicated 
surface 
optical 
depths, 
pattern would not improve the study but only introduce more 
information. By producing gratings of varying spacings and 
as would be found in a holographic pattern, the transfer 
process for the hologram can be modelled. Two Important features of 
the surface pattern have been studted at each stage of the process, 
these are; groove profile and diffraction efftctency. Groove proftle 
1 s the nature and shape of the groove generated from the tnterfertng 
wavefronts. It Influences the way light striking the surface of a 
grating is s~IIt into different orders and reflected from that surface. 
Diffraction efficiency of a grating is a measure of how much ltght ts 
spltt tnto the orders for a gtven intenstty and angle of Incidence. 
AppendiX 2 presents the history, optical properties and theoretical 
description of wave propagation and diffraction gratings. 
2.2 Diffraction Efficiency 
A diffraction grating, described in this context IS a one-dimensional 
array, a regular form of parallel, equispaced lines or grooves 
diffracting a propagated wave Into spectral orders. Figure 2.6 
Illustrates the action of a diffraction grating. The grating changes 
the direction of the propagation as a function of the spacing, or 
period, of the grooves and the Incident wavelength of light. 
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F1gure 2 6 The Act1on of a D1ffract1on Grat1ng - Product1on 
of Spectral Orders 
Diffraction efftctency of a grating ts a measure of how much ltght is 
split Into the diffracted orders. Diffraction efflctency expressed as a 
single percentage Is a very Inaccurate figure unless parameters such as 
the measured angle of incidence, polarisation and wavelength of ltght 
are quoted, espectally when considering that grattngs may operate from 
soft X-ray to far IR regtons.An accurate measure of efftctency ts 
Important for spectroscoptsts and grating manufacturers. 
Two express1ons of effic1ency are commonly used; ABSOLUTE EFFICIENCY, 
the percentage of mc1dent llght d1ffracted 1nto the requ1red order. 
Influencing factors are groove shape and reflectance of the material 
on wh1ch the grat1ng 1s made. RELATIVE OR GROOVE EFFICIENCY, only 
groove profile Is Important stnce a reference mirror and not the 
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reflectance of the 
Intensity of light. 
grating material Is used to determine reflected 
Relative efficiencies should always be higher than 
absolute efftct~nctes. Relative effiCiency IS a measure used by grating 
manufacturers to determine accuracy of groove profile. For complete 
characterisation of grattngs, profile and efftctency are interltnked 
and should be determined. 
A number of factors Influence the measurement of efficiency and the way 
In which It Is calculated. The wavelength of light used, the angle of 
Incidence of ltght, the reflectance of the surface, the polarization 
vector of light, <horizontal or vertically polarized laser light can be 
used), the optical arrangement for measurement of tnctdent and 
diffracted beams. The 'Ltttrow' conftguratton allows Incident and 
diffracted beams to return along the same axis. When quoting 
efficiency values all of these parameters should also be expressed but 
rarely are. 
Efficiency curves for Ideal grattngs would show smooth variations 
from one wave I ength to another. Often however. ridges or troughs 
are seen, described as Wood's anomalies [291. These anomalies appear 
as rapid changes In efficiency for JUSt small changes In wavelength or 
angle of Incidence. In order to Illustrate anomalies many data points 
are necessary, measurement by laser IS useful In this respect because 
point Interrogation of the surface IS possible reducing the chance of 
miss1ng an anomaly. Figure 2.7 illustrates a 'typical' grating 
diffraction efficiency curve and shows how an anomaly may be missed If 
Insufficient points are read. 
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% 
Eff1t1ency % 
Wavelength (nm) 
Figure 2.7 D1ffraction Effic1ency Versus Wavelength 
The Broken Line Represents a Grating Anomaly 
+1 
EFFICIENCY r---------1------- O DIFFRACTED 
ORDER 
-1 
-10 • . 0 +10 +20 
ANGLE OF INCIDENCE 
F1gure 2.8 Example of Variat1ons 1n D1ffract1on Eff1c1ency 
for D1ffracted Orders 
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It is not necessary to describe in detail the nature of the 
anomalies and how they affect grating theory. However, the loss of 
energy In one order is accounted for in other orders and sudden 
fluctuat1ons may be seen in higher orders. F1gure 2.8 11 Iustrates th1s 
phenomenon. Anomalies are more pronounced when the S polarization of 
light is used <the electr1c vector be1ng perpendicular to groove 
prof~le). Hutley [291 presents a deta1led account of grat1ng theory 
and anomalies for a w1de var1ety of diffraction grat1ngs. 
Diffraction efficiency has not been used to determine groove depth of 
the gratlngs but primanly as a quantitative technique to evaluate 
distortions that occur in the transfer process. It can not be 1gnored 
however that groove prof1le of the gratings has an effect on the 
calculated diffraction eff1c1ency. It 1s believed that the quality of 
grat1ngs produced, having stnusotdal profiles, does not limit the 
usefulness of the dtffractton effiCiency measurements. Several workers 
have attempted to define the relationship between groove profile and 
dtffractton efficiency. Brain1n et al [30] described studtes made on 
transparent holograph1c grat1ngs and found that dev1at1on from a 
stnusotdal proftle shape exerted a strong Influence on dtffractton 
eff1c1ency and hence the relationsh1p w1th groove depth. They 
concluded, for determination of groove depth from measurement of 
diffraction efficiency, that grating frequency, polarisation of 
1ncident llght and actual prof1le shape data was necessary. If the 
shape of prof1l e was Ignored errors of up to 20% could art se 111 the 
determ1nation of groove depth. Efficiency measurements of grat1ngs 
produced are Included In Chapter 7. 
The measurement of hologram d1ffraction efficiency should apply the 
same criteria as for diffraction grattngs. The complex nature of the 
surface of th~ hologram does not produce d1stinct spectral orders that 
can be measured in the same way as for grat1ngs. Holograms are often 
only cons1dered 'eff1c1ent" by how br1ght they appear, str1ctly a 
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measure of br1ghtness. Often the only criteria applied to holography is 
the subJective measure of brightness. The measurement of luminance 
(measure of light emitted from a surface) iS possible and can be used 
to provtde an obJective assessment if critlcal illumination and vtewtng 
requirements are met. This would be a more useful standard for 
assessing holographic quality than iS currently seen but factors such 
as ~mage content, sharpness, depth of field or image blurr still 
determine the quality of a hologram. 
For the experimental work undertaken in this study both holograms and 
diffraction grahngs were produced. The following section details the 
recording of a laser transmission or 'master' hologram and the 
recording of the white light copies produced from the 'master' 
hologram. The optical arrangements and experimental details are also 
gtven for the diffraction grattngs recorded. 
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2.3 Experimental Detail - Image Recording 
2.3.1 Laser Transmission "Master" 
A mathematical description of the holographic recording process and the 
generation of re" I and virtual images is presented in Appendix t. 
Figure 2.9 Illustrates a basic optical layout for the recording of the 
master hologram. The laser beam is directed onto a shutter mechanism 
to control exposure times on the holographic plate. The beam splitter 
produces two beams, one of which is directed onto the obJect vie a 
steering mirror through a spatial filter assembly to expand and clean 
the beam. The object may be I it with more than one I ight to remove 
shadows, add highlights, etc. The second beam from the beam splitter 
is also expanded and cleaned and falls directly onto the holographic 
plate, th1s is the reference beam. In the region of the ho I ographi c 
plate, interference occurs between the reflected object beam and the 
d1rect reference beam. 
interference pattern. 
LASER 
SHUTTER 
TRANSHISSION 
RECORDING 
The holographic plate records the resultant 
BEAM SPUTTER 
HOLOGRAPHIC 
PLATE 
H1 
Figure 2.9 Transmission Recording of a 'Master' Hologram 
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Processing the holographic plate produces a metallic silver image that 
can be fixed and bleached to give a stable photographic record of the 
Interference pattern. The holographic Image can not be observed until 
wavefront reconstruction occurs by placing the master hologram back 
into the plate holder in its original recording position. The obJect 
beam is blocked off and only the reference beam illuminates the plate. 
The observer can then look 'through' the plate to the original object 
position and will see the holographic image of the obJect. The image 
will be a 1:1 recording with the same position and Illumination ss when 
the object was recorded. Figure 2.10 illustrates this arrangement. 
lASER 1--l-~.-----1 BlOCKED OBJECT BEAM 
SHUTTER APPEARANCE 
Of VIRTUAl 
IMAGE 
TRANSMISSION 
VIEWING 
. - }'-
OBSERVER 
PROCESSED 
HOLOGRAPHIC 
PLATE 
H1 
Figure 2.10 Viewing A Transmission, 'Master' Hologram 
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In viewing the hologram as illustrated in Figure 2.10 the observer is 
seeing the virtual image as it appears behind the holographic plate. 
The mathematical description of the process <Appendix 1) shows that the 
ho I ogram can produce a second • rea I ' image whereby the image of the 
obJect appears to be proJected out in front of the holographic plate. 
This is achieved by illuminating the plate with the conjugate of the 
original reference beam and this arrangement is used for the recording 
of white light copy holograms. The 'master' hologram can be viewed in 
monochromatic sources (of suitable wavelength> but would not replay 
satisfactorily in white light. The broad spectral output of a white 
light source produces many blurred images from each wavelength 
reconstructing the object wavefront at different angles to the 
original giving colour smear and a blurred image. 
The experimental hologram was of a small brooch. The subject was Ideal 
In many respects, It was small with shallow depth and fine detail, it 
could be easily mounted and rema1n stable during exposure. The 
experimental arrangement was similar to that shown in Figure 2.9. The 
obJect was mounted onto black cloth in front of the plate holder. It 
was illuminated by a single overhead expanded beam which adequately lit 
the subJect without harsh shadows or high! ights. The collimated 
reference beam illuminated the holographic plate situated in the 
holder. The master hologram was recorded on !!ford blue/green 
sensitive plate us1ng the 457nm output from an Argon ion laser. 
Recording details are tabulated below; 
Plate Reference - Object Beams 
w/cm2 
It ford 
Blue/Green 
Sensitive 
0.8 0.1 
Exposure Time 
secs 
4 
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Development 
!!ford SP578 2 mins. 
!!ford Hypam 2 mins. 
Ferric Nitrate Bleach 
till clear 
Wash dr . 
Observations 
An acceptable master hologram, 'clean' with little scatter and noise. 
This master hologram was subsequently copied to produce a white light 
transmission display copy, the expenmenta I details Will be found in 
Section 2. 5 
2.3.2 Diffraction Gratings 
The diffraction gratings produced allowed quantitative assessment of 
the Simplified, uniform surface pattern. Groove depth and diffraction 
efficiency could be more easily measured than for the complex nature of 
holographic images. The basic requirement for the generation of 
interference fringes has been illustrated in Figure 2.5. The initial 
optica I arrangement used for grating manufacture 1s shown 1n Figure 
2. 11. 
Collimated Beam 
M1 M2 
! Photoresist 
Figure 2.11 Initial Optical Arrangement 
for the Recording of Diffraction Gratings 
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It was necessary to produce gratings with different line spacings and 
rotahon of mirrors Mt and M2 allowed the col! imated I aser beams to 
interfere on the plate from different angles. The position of the plate 
holder faci I Hated variable frequency recordings. This 8rrangement 
worked satisfactorily for both silver halide and photoresist materials. 
The arrangement was i neff ici ent however due to the high number of 
optical components "nd the number of reflective surfaces each path 
traced was not matched. The path length of each beam w"s identical but 
the transmitted beam was reflected from only three surfaces whilst the 
beam reflected at the beam spl1tter traversed fo~r optical surfaces. 
lt was felt that the quality of the gratings could be Improved if each 
beam encountered the same number of reflective surfaces. A second 
optical arrangement was devised that greatly reduced the number of 
optics 1n the system, used the same number of reflective surfaces and 
allowed a range of frequencies of grating to be recorded. The layout 
is illustrated in Figure 2.12 
Incident 
Laser Bea 
Photoresist 
Collimating 
Lens 
Figure 2.12 Final Optical Arrangement 
for the Recording of Diffraction Grat1ngs 
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Diffraction gratings were initially recorded in silver halide material 
to assess the optical arrangement and quality of gratings. The 
gratings were also used for surface profile and groove depth 
measurements and the measurement of diffrection efficiency. 
Three series of diffraction grat1ngs were recorded in photoresi~t for 
the study of the embossing sequence 
depth and diffraction efficiency. 
to quantify variatton in groove 
From the original photoresist 
gratings, metal replicas were taken, measured and assessed before being 
used to emboss plastic copies which were similarly measured and 
assessed. Previous trials determined the optimum exposure and 
development parameters and the core axrl,~0n~ tabulated below are for the 
three series used in this work. 
Photosensitive Material: Shtpley AZ1450B Posittve Photoresist 
Substrate: Glass, Self Spun Coattng 1~ thickness 
Baktng: 93'C, 25 minutes 
Development: 
GRATING 
100 I /mm 
SERIES 1 
INCIDENT POWER 
mW/cm2 
1+4 Developer Dilutton 
tal 0.3 
la2 0.3 
la3 0.3 
la4 0.3 
1 bl 0.3 
lb2 0.3 
lb3 0.3 
lb4 0.3 
Shipley, AZ303, 20'C, 1 mtnute 
<Dilutton as detatled below) 
EXPOSURE =m.J/cm2 
secs 
10 3 
20 6 
40 12 
60 18 
80 24 
100 30 
120 36 
140 42 
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GRATING INCIDENT POWER EXPOSURE =m.J/cm2 
100 1/mm mW/cm2 secs 
SERIES 2 
1+5 Developer D1Iut!on 
2a1 0.3 30 9 
2a2 0.3 60 18 
2a3 0.3 90 27 
2a4 0.3 120 36 
2b1 0.3 150 45 
2b2 0.3 180 54 
2b3 0.3 210 63 
2b4 0.3 240 72 
2c1 0.3 270 81 
2c2 0.3 300 90 
2c3 0.3 330 99 
2c4 0.3 360 108 
SERIES 3 
1+6 Developer D1lutlon 
3a1 0.3 120 36 
3a2 0.3 180 54 
3a3 0.3 240 72 
3a4 0.3 270 81 
3b1 0.3 300 90 
3b2 0.3 330 99 
3b3 0.3 360 108 
3b4 0.3 420 126 
The above series of gratings were recorded at 100 lines per millimetre 
for s1mpllfled assessment of surface profi I e and depth by microscope 
and surface finish Instruments. The grat1ngs were exam1ned by optical 
microscope for defects or distortions. Plate 3 shows a photomicrograph 
of the surface f1n1sh of a d1ffract1on grating recorded in photores!st. 
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Plate 3 . Photomicrograph of the Surface of a Diffraction Grating 
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~.4 Optical Copying 
The previous section described the recording of a lBser transmission 
'master' hologram and diffraction grat1ngs. The master hologram can be 
used to produce two different types of white light display holograms, 
reflection or 'rainbow' copies. The latter is used In the manufacture 
of embossed holograms. The master hologram Is a photographic record of 
Interference patterns within the volume of a photosensitive emulsion. 
The white light copy hologram can be recorded such that the 
Interference pattern Is produced as a relief profile of mtcro peeks and 
troughs over the emulsion surface. A surface relief pattern capable of 
reproducing three dimensional holographic Images is essential to 
producing embossed holograms by prtnttng techniques. The surface 
pattern, if sufftctently prominent and stable, "carries" the 
holographic tnformatton through the embossing sequence and contains the 
necessary Information to replay an Image VIewable In white light. 
This section details the recording of rainbow holograms and some 
a! ternahve holographic copy1ng techniques. Production of white light 
holograms by direct, Interferometric recording requires the same 
Interferometric and environmental stabi II ty criteria as for recording 
the master hologram. Using silver halide materials with their 
relatively high sensitivity presents few problems but alternative 
materia 1 s, such as photoresi st wh1ch Is used to enhance the surface 
relief pattern requires increased laser output and greater 
environmental stability due to reduced sensitivity of the material. To 
overcome this, alternative methods of reproducing holograms Into a 
surface relief matenal have been developed. In a simi Jar fashion as 
lithographic and photomesk Images are produced by ultra-violet exposure 
of contacting negative and plate, a silver hal1de hologram can be 
contact copied 1nto photoresist to produce a copy w1th a surface relief 
pattern capable of being embossed. 
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The following section presents the experimental detail for the 
recording of a white light, 'rainbow • hologram before considering the 
alternative copy techniques. 
2.5 Experimental Detail - White Light 'Rainbow' Hologram 
Appendix 1 details the properties of a master hologram and the 
generation of a real a11d virtual image. The real image can be proJected 
from. the hologram by using a conjugate reference to illuminate the 
master hologram. Figure 2.13 Illustrates the recording sequence for a 
rainbow hologram. 
It wi 11 be observed from Figure 2.13 c) that the master hologram is 
masked WIth a narrow horizontal slit In the copying process. This 
technique developed by Benton [311 removes the vertical parallax 
information from the image. 
number of features; image 
reconstructed Image. Loss 
The sit t 
sharpness, 
of vertical 
across the master determines a 
Image blurr and no1se of the 
parallax IS acceptable stnce 
depth perception relies mostly upon horiZontal parallax. By masking 
the master a copy can be recorded, viewable In white light producing a 
sharp, bright Image with a good depth of field. Recording the hologram 
without masking the master produces a copy viewable In white light but 
limited to only a few centimetres depth of field. The Image 
reconstructs but with blurred edges and colour bands. 
The second holographic plate is placed In the plane of the real Image 
as seen m Figure 2.13 d). The position of the plate determines the 
depth of proJected Image that appears to stand out from or behind the 
copy. The projected real Image serves as the obJect beam and the new 
reference beam IS Introduced at an angle to the plate. 
Replaying the image with a diverging white light source proJects a real 
Image of the slit towards the observer. The light diffracted from the 
holographic copy passes through this slit pupil. Using a white light 
source the Image of the slit Is dtspersed 1n the vertical plane to form 
a continuous spectrum. Moving the head up and down whtlst VIewing the 
hologram shows a spread of red, green and blue colours across the 
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Figure 2.13 Record1ng Sequence for a Rainbow Hologram 
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image. The hologram can be vtewed in transmission or mirror backed to 
allow VIewing by reflection as is more often the case. The viewing of a 
'rainbow' hologram and the production of the real slit is Illustrated 
In Figure 2.14. 
Point 
Source 
White Light 
Hologram 
H, 
..... -- )> 
Observer 
Figure 2.14 VIewing a 'Rainbow' Hologram 
The photosensitive materia I used to record the copy hologram is not 
restricted to silver halide material. The Intention IS to produce a 
white light copy that has a pronounced surface relief pattern capable 
of Withstanding the subsequent physical copytng processes. The 
recording~mechanism of photoreSist produces a surface relief pattern. 
Photoresist may be used to record 
following requirements can be met; 
a 'ratnbow' copy hologram If the 
1. A laser output of 350-488 nm of suitable power and single llne 
frequency. 
2 A stable, Interferometric environment for long pertods of time -
(exposures may be >30 mtnutes). 
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The advantages of this direct recording are; 
!. A one step process from master to surface reltef hologram is 
achieved .. 
2. Recording master and copy hologram at the same wavelength (350-
488nm) avoids image distortion. 
3. Reduced hand! ing stages re suit in I ess physi ea I damage to the 
surface relief copy, eg. ftngerprints, scratches. 
2.5.1 Silver Halide Copy Hologram 
The master hologram of the small brooch, was used in the optical 
arrangement as tllustrated 1n Ftgure 2.13. The conjugate of the 
original reference beam was used to i Ilumtnate the master plate to 
proJect the real image into the plane of the second holographic plate, 
Figure 2.13 b). A slit was placed across the master hologram 
illuminated wtth a stripe of laser ltght from a cylindrical lens. This 
was more eff1c1ent than using a large diameter collimated beam to 
illuminate only a small sl1t of the hologram. The new reference beam 
was dtrected onto the copy plate from 45' overhead which slightly 
overftlled the copy plate. The second copy plate was pos1t1oned 1n the 
plane of the real 1mage such that the image was partly behtnd and 
partly ln front of the plate, Ftgure 2.13 dl. Stiffening braces and 
magnet1c supports were necessary to provide a stable environment durtng 
long exposure periods. 
Experimental details are g1ven below: 
Photosens1t1ve material: 
Beam Rat1os: 
Exposure: 
Development: 
!!ford Blue/Green Sens1t1ve Plate 
Reference beam 4.2 ~W/cm2 
Object beam 0.6 ~W/cm2 7: I 
4 seconds 
!!ford SP678C developer, 2 mtns 
!!ford Hypam Ftxer, 
Ferric Nttrate Bleach 
Wash, dry. 
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2 mtns 
clear 
Observations 
A clean and bright white light Image with low noise and good detail. 
The hologram In silver halide was m~de to prove the stability of the 
transfer rig and produce an acceptable copy for comparison with the 
image in photoresist. The silver halide hologram was recorded at 457nm 
to match the original mastering wavelength and avoid image distortions. 
this explains the low power output and long exposure times. Normal 
tranpfer at 514nm Into silver hal1de would require ~-1 second exposure 
tImes. 
2.5.2 Photoresist Copy Hologram 
The same optical arrangement was used for copying into photoresist as 
for the silver halide copy. 
plate holder changed to 
The image plane was identical and only the 
accommodate the smaller plate format. 
Add1 t1onal bracing was found necessary to overcome movement In the 
system. A small enclosure was used around the plate holder to reduce 
a1r movement effects during the long exposure times. Details are given 
below, 
Photosensitive material: 
Substrata: 
Beam Ratios: 
Exposure: 
Development: 
Observations 
Shipley AZ1450B Positive Photoresist 
Glass, self spun layer, l~m 
Reference beam 4.2 ~W/cm2 
ObJect beam 0.6 ~W/cm2 7:1 
30 minutes 
Shipley AZ303 developer, 1 minute, 
20'C, 1+5 dilution. 
Maintaining Interferometric stability over the long exposure times was 
difficult and some holograms had movement frtnges across them. Other 
white light copies were not as bright as expected due to movement 
during exposure. Additional bracing and screening overcame these 
problems. These white light holograms served as the first stage for 
the transfer process and were subsequently electroformed and embossed. 
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2.6 Alternative Copy Routes for White Light Holograms 
It was described earlier that alternative copying techniques had been 
developed to overcome the laser and environmental constraints that 
copying directly Into photoresist could introduce. This section wi 11 
consider 5ome alternative methods of contact printing us1ng laser end 
non-laser sources. Figure 2.15 Illustrates the possible routes by which 
a master silver ha!ide hologram can be used to produce a white llght 
cop~with surface relief detail. 
Referring to Figure 2.15 two 
starting from the master 
distinct routes have been identified both 
silver halide hologram. The distinction 
between the methods is as follows; 
Route I, la copy hologram made directly Into a photosensitive 
mater1al to produce a white light hologram, a 'direct transfer' 
requ1r1ng Interferometric stability~ 
Route 2 - silver halide white light hologram used to contact copy Into 
a surface relief material. '1nd1rect transfer' Involving one- or more 
stages. 
The broken lines on Figure 2.15 are further options, not discussed In 
detail as routes I and 2 have been experimentally verified. They are 
Included In the figure as It IS known that attempts have been made to 
follow these routes. 
The production of a white light 'rainbow' hologram using the proJected 
real Image has been described. <Route l,la Figure 2.15) This technique 
for producing a surface relief copy hologram IS possible only with 
suitable high power laser output and environmental stability. 
AI ternat1ve copying methods designed to overcome these requirements 
have been developed that use a stlver haltde copy as the 'mask' for 
contact printing methods. 
2.6.1 Contact Printing Techniques 
Dtrect transfer from a master hologram Into photoresist requires access 
to larger laser outputs of suitable wavelength, suitable optics and 
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env1ronmental stab1lity. If these requirements can not be met a silver 
hall de 'ra1nbow' hologram can stlll be copied to produce a surface 
rel1ef replica. Route 2, Figure 2.15. 
The intermediate silver ha!Ide hologram is made using holographic copy 
techniques of 'rainbow' holography as detailed. The advantages of this 
method are; 
1. The Increased sensitivity of silver halide materials over 
photoresist allows reduced exposure times and use of smal I er laser 
outputs. 
2. The white light copies produced in this way are highly efficient, 
bright images with low noise and 1mage distortion. 
The disadvantages are; 
1. Silver hal1de material produces limited surface relief deta1l. The 
gelat1n substrate would not withstand the physical and mechanical 
copy1ng processes for the embossing sequence. 
2. Copying Into s1Iver halide followed by transfer Into surface rel1ef 
material involves additional processing and handling steges. 
2. Images recorded 1n s!l ver ha I ide at 514nm and transferred into 
photores1st at 350-488nm suffer image distortion. 
Transfer Into photores1st, better suited for subsequent stages, IS 
achieved by contact printing techniques. The white light copy and 
photoresist plate are held together and exposed to radiation of 350-
488nm, <useful sensitivity range of photoresist). Holographic 
Information 1s transferred by diffraction through the silver hallde 
copy. The exposed photores1st softens (positive working resist) and IS 
removed by development leaving unexposed areas In tact. This produces 
a copy of the silver ha!Ide hologram In photoresist 1n the form of a 
surface rei ief pattern. The sensitivity range of photoresist allows 
different sources to be used as the exposing radiatton; 
I) Contact printing using vacuum frame and high pressure 
mercury arc lamps. 
II) Contact printing using lasers with suitable output wavelengths. 
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2.6.2 Theory of Vacuum Frame Printing 
Work In this area has been reported by several workers [5,6,10,181 and 
as early as 1952 £321. Rogers described the copying process as the 
production of a Gabor type hologrsm of a transparency - where the 
original hologram acts as a transparency through which light is 
diff~acted and the Interference pattern copied. 
Harris et a! £51, acknowledged the need for a high resolution copying 
system, without the use of lenses and was the first to mention the 
shadowing or "Venetian blind" E!ffect. The finite thickness of the 
hologram fringes require the hologram to be orientated with respect to 
the copying beam so as not to shadow the fringes. To best achieve this, 
contact printing methods holding hologram and copy material in Intimate 
contact are necessary. Harris used high pressure mercury arc lamps and 
ensured that the light source subtended only a small angle. The 
holograms used for copying had fr1nge separations of 1.6~ and 3.2~, 
intimate contact between the hologram and copy plate was achieved by 
use of a commercial vacuum pr1nt1ng frame. The copy plate records the 
original Interference pattern from the white light hologram by 
diffraction through the silver ha!Ide emulsion. Despite being copied In 
this fashion the hologram that results still appears as a positive 
tmage, the phase information of the copy IS reversed but this does not 
affect the visual Image. 
2.6.3 Contact Printing by Non-Laser Source - Mercury Arc Lamp 
The intimate contact required between hologram and copy plate IS most 
easily achieved by vacuum pr1nt1ng frames. Such Intimate contact may 
produce Interference fringes such as Newtons rings caused by the 
air/glass tnterface which can be overcome by 1ndex matching fluids, 
such as xylene. The holographic Information IS copied by diffract1on of 
light through the hologram. The nature of the expos1ng l1ght source is 
important 1n that 1t should be monochromatic to avoid tmage blurring 
and have some degree of coherence to overcome unwanted d1 ffract 1on 
effects that may occur between the hologram and copy plate. 
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Consider Figure 2.16. The white light silver halide hologram, H2, is 
placed in intimate contact with the copy plate, CP. For diffraction 
effects between H2 and copy plate, CP, to be ignored the separation, p, 
must be less than the wavelength of radiation used to illuminate the 
copy assembly. Considering the wavelength from a filtered mercury arc 
source may be 350nm, such a separation is very difficult to achieve 
without the use of vacuum printing frames. In order to accurately copy 
the hologram the complex amplitudes of the interference pattern must be 
recorded. This can be done if the degree of coherence of the 
illuminating source is sufficient to produce high visibility 
interference fringes between the undiffracted and diffracted light over 
the surface of the the copy plate, CP. The coherence properties of a 
mercury arc lamp differ from those of a laser source with a high degree 
of spatial and temporal coherence. High coherence sources are 
essential for recording interferometric fringe patterns. 
r 
I. s .I 
Figure 2.16 Contact Printing A Hologram 
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The factors which determine the degree of spatial coherence needed in 
the source are considered below to explain why non-laser sources can be 
used to replicate holograms.£331. 
If ~.9 is the maximum angle at which light is diffracted and is 
normally incident (i=lO) from source S over the surface of H2, then 
diffraction of normally incident light is given by; 
d sin ~;.e = l. ••••••• 1 
where d is the smallest fringe spacing recorded in the hologram, H2 and 
l. is the wavelength of light used. The light source S, as in Figure 
2.16 must have a high degree of spatial coherence over a cone whose 
angle is 
9 = r. = p tan ~.e 
s s • ~ •..•. 2 
if all of the diffracted light 1s to interfere at H2 with the 
undiffracted light. 
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Spatial coherence of 8 source IS 8 function of the product 8ro, where e 
Is given by equation 2, and ro IS the radius of the source S. In 
practical terms with nearly all sources, 9 is so small that any source 
WIth moderate radius ro has sufficient power and sufficient spatial 
coherence to record the hologram, H2, 1nto 8 copy plate. Hence a 
mercury arc lamp, a line source with a possible power output of 
hundreds of watts can be used to repl1cate holograms. 
The temporal coherence of a mercury arc source must also be sufficient 
to correctly repl1cate the hologram, H2, 1nto a surface rel1ef material 
on the copy plate. The coherence length LILH of the source S must 
exceed the maxim~~ optical path difference between diffracted and 
und1ffracted l1ght. <The same 1s true for all holographic recording 
reg1mes whereby path lengths of the 1nterferometer must always be less 
than or equal to the coherence length of the source.) 
From Figure 2.16, the path d1fference 1s (p/(cos ~m9>1-p, the coherence 
length, 6Lu, must therefore be; 
or 
LILH ) 2il-cos ~m9) 
cos ~me 
p ( COS ~m9 
1-cos ~m9 
..•.••. 3 
Holograms formed In a photographic emulsion are considered plane when 
~me IS small, so that we can approximate sin o.e by o.e and may set cos 
~me = Aid so that from equat1on 3, we have; 
p < LILH (2(d/A)2 - ll ••••••• 4 
This expression gives the separation necessary to achieve correct 
replication from a white light hologram ustng any source. Taking a 
mercury arc 1 amp as an example, a htgh pressure source may have a 
coherence length of approx1mately 0.2mm at a wavelength of 435nm. For a 
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plane hologram, d/~ can be taken as 3 [331. From equation 4, this would 
require a plate separation p, of less than 3.4nrn which is easily 
possible with vacuum printing frames. 
This example has shown that it is possible to replicate white llght 
holograms by contact printing techniques using non-laser sources which 
reduce the constraints of excessive exposure times and interferometric 
stab~lity. Coherence properttes of the chosen source can be calculated 
to ensure that experiments 1 regimes c8n be met. 
non-laser sources are summarised in Table A. 
2'~Qntact Printing Using Laser Sources 
The merits of using 
The second source of radiation suitable to expose the assembly of 
hologram and copy plate is the laser. Exposure of photoresist at 456 nm 
and 488 nm IS possible using an argon-ion laser. Exposure times are 
increased by the low output powers at these wavelengths but stability 
for contact printing systems is less critical and longer exposure times 
do not present a problem. 
The laser output offers Increased coherence lengths over that of a 
mercury arc 1 amp. This reduces the need for intimate contact as 
explained previously and copies can be made without vacuum frames. The 
mechan1sm for contact printing Is the same as for non-laser sources, by 
diffraction through the original hologram. Table A compares non-laser 
and laser based contact printing techniques. 
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Non-laser source Laser source 
eg. High Pressure Mercury Arc Lamp eg. Argon Ion Laser 
Spec1alised units with high power Possible outputs of 
output at 350nm (peak resist sensitlvity). 457-488nm. 
Limi~ed coherence properties dictate 
use of vacuum printing frames. 
Mult1-line output unless narrow band 
filtered. 
Limited optical arrangements when 
using specialised units. 
In1tial unit cost, £10K. 
High pressure lamp, replacement 
cost, £5K. Minimum running/maintenance 
cost. 
Un1t restricted to contact copy1ng. 
High coherence properties 
even In blue wavelengths. 
Limited power output at 
peak resist sensitivity 
(Argon ion laser). 
S1ngle wavelength output. 
Unlimited optical arr8nge-
ments possible. 
ln1tial un1t cost, £40K. 
Replacement laser tube 
cost, £8K. High runn1ng/ 
maintenance cost. 
Laser available for 
holoram/grat1ng 
recordin . 
Table A Mer1ts of Laser and Non-Laser Sources for Contact Print1ng 
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2.7 Experimental Detail - Contact Printing Techniques 
2.7.1 Contact Printing by Non-laser source- Mercury Arc Lamp 
The loan of a 200W Ortel Mercury arc lamp and vacuUM chuck substrete 
holder made 1t possible to conduct a number of contact print1ng 
transfers. Th~ optical arrangement is Illustrated 1n Figure 2.17 
._ 45° Dlchrok 
M•rf'OI' 
Ell1pso•dal 
Reflector 
I 
I 
I 
Ill 
Shutter 
~ ! J I I l Colltmatong Lens 
: I I I I I ' I I 
1 f I , ! 1 , 
lsssssssssssssss ss I 
Figure 2.17 Contact Printing Us1ng High Pressure Mercury Arc Unit 
A stx Inch collimated beam of light was directed at normal Incidence to 
the hologram and copy plate assembly. The aIl-lines output of the 
lamp was 36~W/cm2. The ortgtnal hologram used In early trials was a 
whtte light 'ratnbow' hologram of a metal cube wtth resolution chart 
and fine deta i I The hologram was considered vtsually 'brtght' and 
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clean. The copy plate assembly was held by the vacuum chuck, with the 
photoresist copy plate the silver helide hologram, emulsion to 
emulsion. When the vacuum was eppl1ed to the chuck interference 
fringes between the two plates appeared and changed as vacuum pressure 
was varted, the plates cculd not be separated until the vacuum was 
released. 
ln!tjal trials were made using the ell-line output of the lamp. 
Experimental details are given below: 
Photosensitive material: 
Substrate: 
Baking: 
Exposure time: 
Development: 
Copy Plate - Shipley AZ1450B Photoresist 
3"square glass. self spun resxst, lJ.I.m 
95•c, 25 minutes 
3-5 seconds all-line output at 36~W/cm2 
2-3 minutes 350nm output at 13~W/cm2 
Shipley AZ303, 2o•c, 30 seconds, 1+5 
dilution. 
Ini t1a I coptes showed Interference frtnges between hologram and copy 
plate. To overcome this Index matching fluids such as xylene, liquid 
paraffin and collodion solutions were tried. It was found that xylene 
gave the best results but complete eltmtnatton of fringes was dependant 
upon thickness and quantity of Index matching fluid used. If the plate 
assembly was left too long before exposure, the fluid would seep from 
the stdes leaving a void In the mtddle of the copy assembly and large 
circular fnnges would transfer to the copy hologram where the fluid 
had escaped. The use of an all-line output also added to Interference 
fringe problems and a 350nm narrow band filter was used 1n the mercury 
arc lamp to overcome this. The lamp output dropped by almost a third 
and exposure times for the photoresist plate had to be Increased 
accordingly. The Improvement In Image brightness was tmmedtate and the 
use of Index matching flu1d, namely xylene continued. The images were 
not free of all fnnge patterns but almost entire and bnght Images 
were achteved by contact copy ustng vacuum frame. 
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The experiments in th1s series demonstrated results were poss1ble by 
contact printing a silver ha! ide hologram onto a photoresist copy 
plate. The original hologram could equally well be copied 1nto sliver 
halide if a surface relief hologram 1s not requ1red. Use of a matt 
back1ng on the copy plate improved the contrast of 1mages and reduced 
Internal reflections ar1s1ng from the back surface of the copy plate. 
The technique could be applied to mass replication of 'rainbow' 
holograms if necessary although direct transfer would be recommended to 
reduce handl1ng and wear upon the original. Transferring into 
photores1st material 1s greatly facilltated by this techn1que however 
due to shorter exposure times and reduced interferometric stab1l1 ty 
requirements. 
2.7.2 Contact Printing by Laser Source 
The advantage of using a laser source instead of a mercury arc lamp 1s 
the Increase in coherence length. Th1s increased coherence reduces the 
need for Intimate contact between hologram and copy plate. The same 
problems of Interference fringes can be elimtr,ated by 1ndex matching 
fluids and back1ng the copy plate. The optical arrangement used 1s 
1llustrated 1n Figure 2.18 
A= 488nm Calli mating 
Lens 
Copy Assembly 
F1gure 2.18 Contact Pr1nt1ng Us1ng a Laser Source 
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The col llmated laser beam illuminated the copy plate assembly of 
photoresist and copy plate. The angle of Incidence of the illuminating 
beam could be easily varied but was directed normal to the assembly. 
The two glass plates were held upnght wittnn a frame holder dnd sealed 
together at the edges using opaque tape. The tape a! so prevented a'ly 
stray Illumination from scattertng within the edges of the plate 
assembly. 
The drawback of this technique was the Introduction of add I tlona I 
handllng stages which despite c I ean condi hons and the use of cotton 
gloves could not prevent dust and dirt settling between the plates. The 
process also transferred all marks from the origtnal silver haltde to 
the photoresist by diffraction around any marks. Consequently the 
onginal plate had to be scrupulously clean and dust free to produce 
quality transfers. 
The experimental details are gtven below; 
Photosensitive material: 
Substrate: 
Baking: 
Exposure: 
Deve I opmen t: 
Copy Plate - Shipley AZ1450B Photoresist 
3"square glass, self spun resist, lJlm 
95"C, 25 minutes 
15 minutes at 457nm, at 13 ~w/cm2 
Shipley AZ303 developer, 20"C, 1 minute, 
1+5 di luhon. 
Observations These contact copying techntques offered advantages over 
direct, interferometric transfer regimes by reductng the requirement 
for envtronrnental stabtlt ty. Transfers could be obtained quickly and 
eastly wtth no operator skill necessary once the initial stlver halide 
hologram had been produced. Purpose bull t mercury arc systems WIth 
vacuum frame assemblies. automatic timers, loading mechanisms etc. are 
Ideal for mass replication of small format plates. The added advantage 
of the laser over the mercury arc lamp was the reduced constraint for 
1nt1mate contact due to increased source coherence. The Initial outlay 
and running costs of the I as er as opposed to the mercury arc unit 
should not be overlook•d. Merits are summarised In Table A. 
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2.8 Sunmary 
This chapter has considered the first stages of the Information 
Transfer Process, that of image recording and optical copying. The 
product1on of laser trensmiss1on holograms and the wh1te light copies 
taken from the 'master' have been detailed. The record1ng of the 
d1ffracbon grabngs used in this study has also been outlined. The 
essent1al feature of th1s first stage is the production of 1nformat1on 
1n the form of surface relief detail. This surface pattern then 
undergoes physical and mechanical copying stages to produce a surface 
detail 1n plast1c with the same clar1ty and accuracy as th9t recorded 
in the lnitial stages. The alternative copying techniques using laser 
and non-laser sources for contact printing have been presented. These 
methods overcome the need for 1 arge I aser outputs and environments I 
stab1l1ty but are not w1thout disadvantages. The theoret1cal and 
experimental detail for the holograms recorded by contact prlnting have 
been given 
No difference In the nature of the surface relief pattern produced from 
direct. interferometric transfer or contact prtnting techniques has 
been found 1n the study undertaken. Scanning electron and opt1cal 
microscopy Investigations have shown that both techniques produce a 
d1stlnct surface relief pattern, the depth of wh1ch has been 
suff1c1ently pronounced to allow metal and plastic replicas to be 
produced. 
Conclusions drawn from the experimental results are as follows: 
• Contact copy holograms of equal visual "brightness" as the original 
ha logram have been produced by non-1 as er and I as er sources contact 
pr1nt1ng methods. 
• Vacuum chuck copy assembly was essential to overcome Interference 
fringes when using a non-laser source. 
• Index matching fluids eliminated interference fringes arising 
between the copy plate assembly. 
• The reduction in exposure times for non-laser sources and ease of 
copying process was valuable especially when numerous cop1es were 
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required. 
• The contact copy process transferred dirt and marks from the 
original hologram despite clean handling conditions. 
The following chapter w1ll consider the choic-. and importance of the 
photosensitive material used to record the surface relief pattern. A 
number of materials are considered and a deta1led theoretical and 
expe~imental analysis of the material used to record the series of 
diffraction gratings assessed In this work Is presented. 
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CHAPTER 3 
SELECTION OF SURFACE RELIEF MATERIAL FOR OPTICAL COPYING 
3.0 Introduction 
The prev1ous chapter descr1bed the recording of a 'master' hologram and 
wh1te l1ght copy holograms and alternat1ve copy methods. The purpose of 
the f1rst stage of the recording process Is to produce an Image that 
possesses surface relief detail. The importance of this tmage IS that 
it becomes the Information 11 carrier" through the embossing sequence and 
must withstend the rigours of phystcal and mechanical processes during 
the copy stages One suitable material for recording surface reltef 
1mages is photoresist but 1t is not the only choice. Th1s chapter will 
brtefly describe alternative materials for surface reltef copying and 
g1ve reasons for the selectton of photoresist as the most appropriate 
material. 
The characterisation and properties of the photoresist material used 
for recording the grat1ngs and holograms 1n th1s work has prov1ded a 
large area of experimentation. This chapter considers both positive and 
negative acting resist, concentrating on the positive resist used In 
this study. The formulation of resists is discussed and Image formation 
models presented. The chapter also describes the experimental 
characteristics In terms of coating substrates, exposure and 
development and handl1ng. 
3.1 Selection of Surface Relie< Materials 
The replication of a holographic element using printing techniques 1s 
dependent upon the transfer of surface rel1ef deta1l through each stage 
of the process. The 1mage 1ntended for copy1ng must therefore be 
recorded in a material capable of generating surface rel1ef detail. 
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The requirements of such a material are; 
1. It should possess good surface relief characteristics. 
2. It should have a high sensitivity to exposing radiation. 
3. It should show no Image distortion or noise from scattered 
I Ight. 
4. It should reproduce an image with high efficiency. 
5. It should be easy to prepare, process, handle and store. 
The materials identified as fulfilling some or all of the above 
requirements are; 
1. Dichromated gelatin. 
2. Ultra-violet curing polymers and epoxy resins. 
3. Photoresist. 
3.1.1 Dichromated Gelatin 
Colloid layers sensitised With chromates <di-chromated gelatin) are an 
Important type of imaging system forming the basis of many photographic 
and photomechanical processes. It has been known Since the 1830's that 
ultra-violet or blue light can cause gelatin molecules to cross-link 
when there IS a small 
Dichromates alone are 
amount of dichromate present 
not photosensitive but In 
in the gelatrn. 
the presence of 
oxidizable organic compounds are decomposed by exposure to Initiate the 
photo-chemica I process. Although not fully understood the overa 11 
reaction of reduction of chromates to chromium oxide may be summarised 
as follows; 
The chromium oxide is thought to react with the polar part of the 
gelatin substrate and cause cross-linking of the gelatin molecules 
(tanning) resulting In local hardening In areas of exposure. Photo-
cross linking reactions Involve radiation-induced cross-linking of 
polymer chains by one of two means. Firstly by radiation sensitive 
cross-linking agents Incorporated into the polymer matriX (as for 
dichromated gelatin). Secondly, by the use of polymers which have 
photocrosslinkable groups attached to the polymer chain <polymeric 
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diazo compounds). The effect of photocrosslinking renders Insoluble 
the exposed areas by the action of photodimerization. This leads to a 
three dimensional insoluble network as a result of multiple 
dimerization reactions within the gelatin substrate. The use of 
photosensitizers to extend the spectral sensitivity of the polymer also 
enhances the effect of photocrosslinking. The extremely high spatial 
resolution of dichromated gelatin results from the molecular scale of 
the imag1ng mechanism - at most a few dichromate ions and the adjacent 
gelatin molecules. Th1s feature IS Important in holography when a 
resolution of >4000 1/mm may be required. 
Dichromated gelatin can be made to render surface relief detail.In 
graphic arts and printing It Is typically used as a negative 'resist' 
whereby unexposed image areas remain soluble and are washed away by 
a I coho I. The areas exposed to I ight undergo cross-! inking and I ocal 
hardening and become Insoluble, these areas remain after processing to 
form the relief 1mage. Th1s relief Image can then be dyed, contacted 
onto another gelatin layer to transfer the dye and produce a colour 
image. Three such Images in yellow, magenta and cyan form the basis 
for colour printing in cinematography and relief Image printing. 
Dichromated gelatin Is extremely sensitive to moisture and heat and 1s 
not a very stable medium. Holograms must be hermetically sealed against 
moisture for long term storage. The physical and mechanical copying 
stages in the production of an embossed hologram such as electroforming 
In wet chemistry would totally destroy the Image and surface relief 
detail. 
The application of dichromated gelatin to holography has been well 
reported by Meyerhofer [341. 
summarised In Table B. 
Some cha~acter1st1cs and properties are 
3.1.2 UV Curing Polymers and Epoxy Resins 
The use of polymers and epoxy res1ns are a further Intermediate stage 
that can be used to produce a surface relief copy from an original not 
SUl tab! e for the e I ectroforming process. Most often they have been 
used 1n conJunction w1th dtchromated gelat1n but references to the 
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usage of epoxy resins for replicating ruled gratings and optical 
elements are known as early as 1947 [1,31. Epoxy resins are prepared as 
two part mixtures applied over the surface of the element, polymers 
that harden upon exposure to ultra VIolet light can similarly be 
applied over the surface and exposed under small lamp unit!~. Once 
herdened the polymer can be separated from the original surface, often 
damaging 1 t in the process. A simi Jar technique IS used in the 
preparation of replicas for electron m1croscopy. Solvents are used to 
'mould' a plastic sheet over a surface such that the plastic replica IS 
used in the Instrument and not the original. 
The problem In using such materials for replicating holographic surface 
relief information IS the resolution required of the copy materral. 
Line spacings of >4000 1/mm may be typical for a transmission 
holographic recording and epoxy resins or polymers would not be capable 
of reproducing such 1 ine spac1ngs. In addition the Information may 
have a groove profile or depth that can not be accurately reproduced. 
Curran and Shankoff [351 claim replicas of gratings made from 
dichromated gelatin with periods >5p.m copied using '"Piexiglass'" 
sheet. This method is essentially an embossing technique whereby the 
sheet IS heated and applied under pressure, allowed to soften to 
conform to the original grat1ngs, cooled and removed. Large period 
gratings, >5p.m, replicate sufficiently to replay with at least 50% of 
the original efficiency, smaller periods, 0.5~m show markedly reduced 
efficiency, to only a few percent of the original. The nature of 
dichromated gelat1n suggests that factors such as pressure and 
temperature as appl1ed to the surface are extremely crittcal factors. 
In a s1mtlar fashion, the application of solvents to 'mould' plasttcs 
to a grat1n~ structure, or the use of epoxy resins 1s difftcult. 
Characteristics of polymers and resins are summarised in Table B. 
3.1.3 Photoresist 
Photoresists are l1ght sensitive organic materials capable of yielding 
surface relief detail by exposure and development. Both positive and 
negative acting resists are avai I able whereby exposed areas become 
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soluble and are dissolved away by development (positive resist> or 
unexposed areas become soluble and are removed by development <negative 
resist) 
1he chl!lracteristics and properties of photoresist are surrmarised in 
Table B. 
Phot.,resist is the most smtable material for the production of a 
surface relief copy and has been used extensively In this work. A 
detailed discussion of photoresist is presented in later sections. 
3.1.4 Surrmary 
A brief consideration of two alternative materials to photoresist has 
been given using dichromated gelatin or epoxy resins/polymers. Both 
techmques have been investigated by other workers [35,36,37]. The 
advantages of photoresist as summarised in Table B make It 
obv1ous choice for the production of a surface relief 
remainder of th1s chapter wi!l discuss photoresist in detail. 
3.2 History of Photoresists 
the most 
copy. The 
Modern photoresists and current photoetching processes have evolved 
from technology developed In the printing Industry. As early as 1852, 
W.F.Talbot patented a photoetching process using dichromate sensitised 
gelatin plates. Ferric chloride solution etched patterns Into copper 
that could be used for printing plates. 
Natural organic colloids such as starch, protein, and carbohydrates are 
all capable of sensitization py d1chromates. 
and act as a photoresist the material 
To produce relief Images 
has to be capable of 
sensitization, possess chemical resistance and film forming properties, 
adhere to suitable substrates and be water soluble 1n the unexposed or 
unhardened state In order to be easily applied and developed. 
Dichromate sensitized resists are generally negative acting exposed 
areas harden and become 1nso I ubI e - and were 1n use before post t1 ve 
acting resists. A comparison of negative and positive acting resists IS 
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made In Figure 3.1. Positive and negative acttng resists share common 
features in that they are essentially a film forming resin dissolved in 
a solvent system. 
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Figure 3.1 Negative and Positive Working Photoresist 
, Posttive_4,~Ing resists are more recent - although the photosensittzers 
used In them were In use In dtazo processes 1n the 1890's. Dtazo 
systems are photochemtcal, non-silver tmagtng processes stilI Widely 
used, betng simple and economic to use, producing direct positive 
coptes 
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Diazo systems are based on diazontum compounds and have two essential 
features for photo-Imagtng; 
a) the diazonium compound can be decomposed by radiation. 
b) the un-decomposed dtazontum compound can couple with colour formers 
to produce a stable Image. 
Modern types of resists are based upon cinnamic acid derivatives, 
whicl} are intrinsically photosensitive compounds and offer advantages 
over the dichromate system such as extended shelf life and Improved 
resolut1on. Originally used In the graphic arts for producing 
lithographic plates they were recognized as suitable materials by which 
to form positive images. Cinnamic acid and its derivatives were mixed 
With natural him forming gums and resins to prevent the cinnamate 
compound from crystalliZing. During the 1940's and 1950's much study 
of cinnamates was carried out and typically ctnnamoyl chloride was used 
to react With polymeric materials to form light-sensitive esters and 
ketones possessing high molecular wetght. good solvency and excellent 
film-forming properties. The Introduction of the KPR resin. cinnamate 
ester of polyvinyl alcohol, by Kodak In 1953 was the beginning of the 
trend with over 40 new photoresists Introduced to serve the rapidly 
expanding electronics industry over the following 17-20 years. 
The unique properties of accurately reproducing chemtcally resistant 
Images on metal and oxide surfaces have made photoresist the premiere 
material In the electronics Industry. 
be traced In the Figure 3.2 
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The history of their usage can 
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F1gure 3.2 The History of Photores1sts 
3.3 Negative Resist 
Negative acting resists are characterised by htgh chemtcal resistance, 
good tmage reproduction qualities and low cost. 
Restns for negative res1sts must be capable of Insolubtltzatron by 
reaction w1th sens1tizers activated by absorbed ltght energy in the 
process of exposure. All modern resists have resms that possess 
"chemtcal unsaturat1on". Th1s relates to a chemical bond between two 
carbon atoms through shared electron pairs 1n the same molecule. Upon 
activation the one electron patr can be shared by carbon atoms of 
adJacent polymer molecules wh1ch are similarly unsaturated. The 
sharing of an electron patr by carbon atoms 1n adJacent polymer 
molecules IS referred to as 'cross-linking' and has a profound effect 
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on the phys1cal properties of coBtings in which it occurs. Cross-
linking Increases the hardness. chemical resistance and adhesion to the 
substrate. It 1s this property of 'cross-linking' that cBuses the 
exposed areas of the negative resist to become hardened and rendered 
Insoluble. F1gure 3.3 The process involves chain propagating reactions 
Induced by the absorp~ion of radiation and sets up an intel'connected 
three-d1mens1onal network within the structure of the resist. As a 
result of this network the exposed areas are sufficiently polymerized 
so as to lose their solvency and the exposed areas remain after 
exposure and development. The unexposed areas that remain as linear 
polymers keep thetr solvency and are removed in the developer. 
LINEAR POL YHERS 
CROSS - LINKED POLYMERS 
F1gure 3.3 L1near and Cross-Linked Polymers 
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The polymers commonly used in negative resists are linear polymers such 
as vinyl or polyVlnyl compounds. These polymers are only held by 
secondary forces weaker than electron bonds, bonds which are easily 
broken by heating - re. the absorption of thermal energy, the process 
by which melting occurs. If the polymers have a photo-cross-linkable 
group attached, polymerisatton may occur upon exposure and produce a 
stronger, more brit tIe structure with greater therma I and chemica I 
resistance. Such a compound would not melt, the bonds would rupture 
upon heating to form new lower molecular wetght compounds. The process 
of cross-linking rs enhanced by Including photosensrtrzers In the 
emulsion make-up. These also extend the spectral sensitrvrty of the 
polymer to cover a greater range of wavelengths and typically Involve 
aromatic nitro and ketone compounds. 
The main disadvantage of negattve resists in holography is the need for 
good adheston to the substrate. The unexposed areas of resist are 
removed by development whi 1st the exposed areas are hardened by the 
act ton of photo-cross-linking and remain upon the substra te. To ensure 
good adhesion, sufficient exposure Is necessary and the exposure 
requtred to achteve thts adhesion may actual I y exceed the destred 
holographic exposure for quality holograms. If the hologram consrsted 
of very ftne lrnes of photoresrst these could er ther detach from the 
substrate due to insufficient exposure, or be rnaccurate by the over-
exposure necessary to ensure good adhesion. Thrs problem would not 
artse from posrtive resist due the drfferent mechanism of image 
formatton. The exposure of negative acting resists is a critical 
parameter (more so than for positive resist) the development of which 
requires solvents such as xylene or cyclohexanone solutions Which 
necessitate adequate precautions for safe working such as ventilation 
and sk1n coverage A further drawback of negat1ve resists for 
holography 1 s that the developer, whtlst capable of dissolving 
unexposed areas ts also absorbed by the exposed areas so causing 
swelling of the resist. This swelling causes Image distortion and 1s 
obviously undesirable. 
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3.4 Positive Resist 
Positive resists, yteld extremely accurate images, the development of 
which Is more straightforward than for negative resists, using mildly 
alkaline solutions rather than xylene based solvents. In addition, no 
swelling of the emulsion occurs accounting for the greater Image 
accuracy. The resist is stripped by aqueous solution, important for 
cleaning and re-processing since the optically flat substrates are 
expensive to produce and typically re-used. The composition of 
positive resist is essentially the same as that for negative resist, a 
re!:nn system With sensitizers, solvents and additives. The mechanism 
of Image formation however is totally different from that for negative 
resist. Wh1lst photo-crosslinking and polymerisation accounts for the 
hardemng of negative res1sts and 1t would be log1cal to assume that 
some type of de-polymerisation occurs in positive resists to soften 
exposed areas. Detailed composition of positive resist and proposed 
image format1on models are presented 1n Appendix 3. An outline of the 
Image formation mechanism is given before considering the Image 
formation model proposed by Bar to! im and the experimental used to 
study this model 
3.4.1 Image Formation Mechanism 
The sensitizers used 1n positive resist are most usually diazo oxide or 
orthoquinone d1az1de derivatives. The sensitizer reacts With absorbed 
rad1ahon to result 1n a change 1n the solub1llty of the composition 
from solvent-soluble to water-soluble. The sens1tizer does not react 
with the resin In the composition; consequently the sensitizer Is a 
prtme constituent and present In high proportions. 
In reacting with the absorbed radiation, quinone diazides undergo maJor 
phys1cal changes. [381 A new compound is formed as a result of re-
arrangement of the rtng structure containing the nitrogen and oxygen. 
Along w1th the new compound n1trogen 1s evolved. Th1s phys1cal 
reaction IS illustrated In Figure 3.4 
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The process begins w1th the re-8rrangement of the ring structure by the 
absorption of radiation to produce a ketene. Levine [391 studied 
several positive reststs by infra red spectroscopy to determine the 
nature of the photochemical structures. Results suggested the presence 
of 1,2 and 1 ,J benzo- end napthoqu1none diaZide groups. Such groups 
readily undergo re-arrangement. The reaction, known as the Wolff re-
arrangement results In the loss of nitrogen from the diazo carbon and 
the ·carbonyl to the former d1azo carbon. This produces a ketene wh1ch 
hydrates readily to form a carboxylic ac1d. 
Th1s type of photochemically induced re-arrangement producing a 
carboxyl group renders the molecule soluble 1n aqueous alkall 
solutions, corresponding to the behaviour observed In positive 
photoresists. The presence of ketenes during exposure has been 
difficult to conf1rm because they react so rap1dly. Nitrogen is 
evolved in this react1on. It was suggested by Levine [391 that the 
ketene reacts wtth the remaining light sens1t1ve elements not affected 
by exposure. This reaction occurs downwards through the thickness of 
the coat1ng, suggesting that the first stage is a surface layer 
reaction. The result of the unreacted element and the ketene reaction 
Is the evolution of nitrogen with the formation of a lactone. Lactones 
are r1ng compounds hav1ng hydroxyl groups at the end oppos1te a 
carboxylic acid group. Development 1n alkaline solution, <NaOH> 
breaks the lactone ring to produce a carboxylic actd group salt. 
In summary, the reaction which results In Image formation Involves the 
conversion of the functional groups within the sensitizer changing It 
from a hydrophobic diaz1de to a group soluble 1n d1Iute aqueous 
alkaline solutions. This occurs by means of neutralization and salt 
formation. It should be stated that the precise mechanism of Image 
formation Is not fully understood. The Interpretation by Levine 
d1ffers from that of other workers, who wh1lst agreeing with the 
formation of ketones believe they react Wl th water present In the 
emulsion to produce carboxylic acid groups. The developing solution 
<NaOH) then neutralizes the acid groups. For this reactton to occur It 
1s necessary to have moisture <HzO) present wtthin the emulsion for the 
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ketene to react with. The baking cycles given to pre-exposed resists 
are designed to evaporate excess solvents and moisture so thts 
mechanism IS not generally accepted. 
The positive resist used for this work was Shipley AZI350B, the 
appearance of whtch suggests a novolak resin based In a xylene solvent 
system. The range of the Shipley 1450 series resists varies in 
viscosity and solids content (for use at different spin coating speeds) 
but offers identical tmagtng characteristics. 
3.4.2 Surrmary 
The history and applications of photoresists have been outlined and the 
composttton of positive and negative photoresists compared. The 
advantages of positive resist offering increased accuracy and adhesion, 
no swelling and ease of development makes it ideally suited for 
appltcattons rangtng from mtcro-electrontcs to holographic recording. 
The following section will detail an Image formation model proposed by 
Bartoltni that has been used In the experimental work undertaken tn 
this study. 
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3.5 Bartolini Model for Characterisation of Positive Photoresist 
Appendix 3 details models proposed for the Image formation of positive 
resist. From those models, that by Bartolini was developed to consider 
the experimental aspects of image formation. The followtng sectton 
expands the model proposed by Bartolini [401 and includes experimental 
parameters determined in the theory. 
The prime characteristic of photoresist material is the change in layer 
thickness ~d. caused by an exposure E. The relationship between ~d and 
E can be found by considering the Lambert Law whereby equal paths In 
the same absorbing medium absorb equal fractions of the light that 
enters. Hence at a depth, dx the Intensity may be reduced from I to 1-
dl. Lamberts law states that dl/1 IS the same for all elementary paths 
of length dx, 
dl = -K.dx 
....... I 
where K IS constant term known as the absorption coefficient. 
log 1 = -Kx + c where c=a constant 
If 1 = (0 at x=O, c = log ( 0 and 
· I = 10 e-Kz ....... 2 
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Applymg thts to the exposure of photoresist, the constant K can be 
defined in terms of absorptton cross section of the molecule and 
density of the absorbing molecules, hence at a depth x (cm>: 
J(x) - lo exp (-~~1X) •.•••.. 3 
where Io = intensity of light trradtence on resist surface <mW/cm2) 
a =absorption cross section of molecule (cm2) 
Nt = denstty of absorbing molecules (cm-3) 
If the photorestst layer IS thin, a few micrometers, the percent 
absorption w1l I be sma I I and the number of photons N <cm-2. sec-1) 
available for absorption throughout the material ts expressed by; 
N = 10 /hv h = Planck's constant 
(6.23 x 10-31 m.J.s) 
v =frequency of ltght <s-1) 
By equating the hme t, rate of decrease of unabsorbed (unexposed) 
molecules, - dN1<tl/dt wtth the rate of creation of absorbed <exposed) 
molecules, for a small absorption only, l(x)l 0 
- dN,(t) = nq 10 /h <X N1<t> 
dt ••••••• 4 
Photorestst <as wtth silver haltde systems) 1s not a totally efftctent 
system and so not all of the absorbing molecules react accordingly, te. 
become excited when absorbing a photon Hence, quantum efftctency, nq 
ts Introduced and deftned as the number of exctted molecules per number 
of absorbed photons 
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Solving equat1on 4 for Nt<t>; 
or 
Nt(t) =No exp (- nq~ lo t> 
hv 
Du = Nt(t) = exp (-~0 E) 
No 
.•....• 5 
••.••.. 6 
where Du = fraction of unabsorbed (unexposed) photores1st molecules 
No = initial dens1ty of total res1st molecules <cm-3) 
~o = nq~/hv = exposure constant for positive resist <cm2.mJ-l) 
E = lot = photoresist exposure (mJ/cm2) 
Relating the fraction of absorbed <exposed) molecules , De 
Da = N2Ctl 
No ••.•••• 7 
where N2<t> = density of positive molecules that have absorbed 
a photon (cm-3) 
then Wl th Da + Du = we have; 
Da = 1 - Du 
= 1 - expC-~oE> ....... 8 
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The mechanism for positive resist Is believed to be one whereby exposed 
(absorbed) and unexposed (unabsorbed) portions are attacked by the 
developer but at differential rates, then the etch rate model for the 
thickness change, ad (~m) at any one point can be described by; 
ad = <Dart + Dur2lT .•••.•• 9 
where rt = removal etch rate of exposed molecules during 
development <~m/s) 
etch rate IJn molecules during r2 = removal of 1exposed 
development (~m/s) 
T = development t1me (secs) 
<Effects of developer flow or agitation are not considered, refer to 
surface limited reactions in other models. Appendix 3.) 
Substituting Da and Du, with ar = <rt - r2l 
ad= TCrt - ar exp<-~oEll •..•..• I 0 
If no exposure were given, 1e. E=O, then 6d is determined purely by the 
removal etch rate of the unexposed molecules. With a heavy exposure, E 
very large, 6d- rtT, 1e. the material change, dd is determined solely 
by the exposed molecules rate constant. 
If ~oE << I then • .•.••• 11 
Hence the relationship between material change and exposure E has 
become a linear one determined by a constant term r2T and the exposure 
term .6.rTa:oE. 
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Append1x 3 outlines Bartolini's consideration of mater1al and inherent 
non-linearity. Whilst Bartol1ni bel1eved inherent non-linearity could 
be overcome by correct processxng, the material non-linearxty is 
effectively expressed by equat1on 10, 
dd = T[rt - dr exp<-~oEll (10) 
If dd can be express~d by equat1on 11, then the material non-I1near1ty 
is removed. This can only be possible if ~oE << 1 and so a value for 
the constant ao IS needed. 
From equation 6, where ao =exposure constant, 
= 11q~/hv 
Broyde [411 has found for Az 1350 res1st, 
nq = 3.2% and~= 6.25 x 10-17 cm2 
~o = 0.5 x 10-2 cm2.mJ-2 
Wx th the va 1 ue of CJ(o known, the usable range of exposures IS a 1 so 
known, whxch 1n turn can gxve the usable values of materxal thickness 
change dd. 
3.5.1 Experimental Considerations of Material Non Linearity 
For photoresxst to be a useful recordxng material, the relationship 
between exposure E and thickness change Ad, should hold for parameters 
met In a holographic recordxng sxtuat1on In practxce, exposure values 
vary consxderably accordxng fo particular type of resist used and 
available laser power. A linear relationship between exposure and 
thickness change would ensure distortion and noise could be kept to a 
minimum and mean that any IImi ting factors arise from Inherent non-
linear I ties of the recording process and not material non- I ineari ty. 
For this linear relationship to exist the nature of the developer must 
be Included In any model or evaluation of a system. 
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All positive resist developers are alkaline solutions but V8ry In pH, 
rate of etch and actlvt ty. Typically for AZ1350 resist systems, an 
AZ303 developer was used and Bartolini had shown that the relationship 
between E end Ad was non-linear with this recommended developer. Use 
of the AZ303 developer overcomes this problem when dilut~d With 
distilled water. The dilution factor is Important Since a too strong 
solution w1ll remove unexposed resist at too great a rate. It is known 
that. both exposed and unexposed resist IS removed by a developer but 
the rate at which the unexposed is removed is Important In avoiding 
Image distortion. An additional advantage of using AZ303 IS the 
apparent Increase In sensitivity of 2.5 to 1 over AZ1350. 
A measure of the etch rate of a developer can be found by plotting 
"h""!l .. 
values for exposure E versus thicknessldd. this is true for any one 
resist/developer combination as illustrated In Figure 3.5. 
1D 
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Figure 3.5 Thickness Change bd Versus Exposure E 
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Referring to the series of Bartolini equations; 
~d = T(rt - ~r exp<-~oE>J 
At E = 0, ~d = r2T hence a value for r2 1s calculated by; 
r2 = ~d and ~r~. = 0.5 x 10 ~m.cm2.mJ-1.st 
T 
w1th this value, ~r can be calculated whereby ~r = rt-r2 (exposed etch 
rate- unexposed etch rate>. 
In know1ng both these values a senes of curves can be plotted to 
demonstrate the linearity of the relationsh1p between E and ~d. This 
IS useful In prediCting the behaviour of grating profiles exposed In 
photoresist when, If the exposure characteristic for a specific 
development t1me Tt 1s known, the etch depth for any other t1me T2 1s; 
....... 12 
This series of equations is used In this study to demonstrate the 
l1near relat1onsh1p between exposure and etch depth and to be able to 
pred1ct grat1ng depths for the ser1es of exper1ments undertaken. 
3.5.2 Surrrnary 
The Bar to l1n1 mode I for 
developer etch rates 
Image 
for 
formation 1s 
exposed and 
based upon preferent1al 
unexposed resist. The 
consideration of the Inherent material non-linear! ty is 
the development 
shown to be 
system. The overcome by JUdiCIOUS choice of 
experimental verification of a linear relationship between exposure and 
development can be demonstrated by application of the Bartolini 
equations. 
The experimental and practical aspects of the use of photoresist will 
be considered In the following sections. 
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3.6 Photoresist Characteristics 
The following section w1ll detail 
aspects of photores1st. The areas 
follows: 
the experimental and practical 
that will be discussed are as 
1. Substrate preparation. 2. Photoresist appl1cat1on. 
3. Soft bake parameters. 4. Photoreslst exposure. 
5. Photores1st development. 6. Post bake. 
7. Storage and handling. 8. Photores1st stripping. 
3.6.1 Substrate Preparation 
The coating of photoresist onto a substrate can only be successfully 
achteved us1ng a scrupulously clean substrate. Advances 1n the 
microelectronics industry and the production of VLSI chips, mean that 
contamtnatton on the substrate can be greater than the surface area of 
the components. Consequently substrate preparation has become more 
refined w1th surfaces needing to be free from dust, grease and 
particulate matter. 
Adhesion of the resist to the substrate IS achieved by secondary forces 
between polymer molecules and polar s1tes on the substrate surface. 
Polymer molecules achieve maximum adhesion by close prox1m1ty through 
ortentatton around the polar sttes. Contamination on the surface 
prevents the polymer molecules attaching themselves directly to the 
substrate results in ptnholes, poor adhesion and reduced Image 
accuracy. 
The cleaning cycle chosen for substrates depends upon the type of 
contamination present on the surface; organic, particulate or metallic. 
Soils Identified as problems In th1s work are listed below; 
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ORGANIC 
CONTAMINATION 
01ls and Greases 
Fingerprints and 
sweatmarks 
Resinous material 
Miscellaneous; 
Wetting agents 
?ARTICULATE Fibres, paper, 
METALLIC 
Abrasive parttcles 
Metal oxides 
Metal salts 
Ll KEL Y CAUSE 
Contaminated cleaning solutions 
Personnel handling 
Residual photoresist 
Poor rinses from cleaners or 
photoresist strippers 
Personnel clothing, dirty 
working environment 
Abrastve, pumtce cleaners 
Baking, heating, oxidation 
Poor rinsing, wet storage, 
perspiration 
To deal with such a range of contaminants,cleaning processes typically 
follow three stages; 
I) General Cleaning Process - to remove the organic soils, tnorgantc 
contamination and parttculate matter already on the substrate .. This 
process removes the maJort ty of contaminants by chemtca 1 or phystca I 
means. 
ul Dehydration Bake to remove moisture and volattle cleantng 
restdues from the substrate. 
lii) Final Clean1ng Process to remove residues remaining from 
previous cleaning cycles Immediately before the resist is applied. 
The cleaning proc~ss should not rePlace one contamination with another 
consequently cleaning solutions and work1ng envtronments should be of 
the highest standard. 
The table below summanses the available cleaning methods for the 
removal of grease and parttculate matter. 
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SOLVENTS/SOLVENT EMULSIONS 
Excellent removal of mineral & 
vegetable oils,greases,waxes but 
not fingerprints. 
e.g. 1,1,1-trichloroethane. 
ELECTROLYTIC CLEANERS 
Scrubbing action of gas from 
electric current. Vigorous action 
removes part1culate matter. Fast, 
thorough & inexpensive. Break-down 
of solutions often caused by 
evolution of gas 
SOAK CLEANERS 
Degreas1ng agents, work by 
emulsification. Not as effective 
as solvents but do not redepos1t 
soils and are less tox1c. 
ABRASIVE CLEANERS 
Most common for heavy oxides & 
inorganic soils. Abrasive slurry, 
by hand or machine removes soils. 
Damage to substrate possible. 
Requires thorough & effective 
rinsing. 
After degreasing and particulate removal the substrate is acidified 
prior to rinsing and drying. 
Acidification Lightly soiled substrates would require solutions of 5-
15 vol percent of sulphuric, hydrochloric or perchloric may be 
necessary. For heavier contamination an etching solution prior to 
acidification may be necessary. 
Rinsing and Drying must be as thorough as the Initial cleaning process 
to reduce remaining contaminants to an Insignificant level. Rinse water 
should be free of turbidity, colourless, pH 6.5-7.5. The best rinsing 
method IS an Immersion-spray combination where the substrate IS 
Immersed In an overflowing rinse and given a final spray upon 
Withdrawal. Drying Is usually achieved compressed gasses such as air 
Or nitrogen to force water frorn'the surface Use of clean environments 
aids in all the stages. 
All the above mentioned stages are part of the General Cleaning 
Process. 
~ 
Remaining steps are Dehydration Bake and a Final Cleaning 
. -
Process. 
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3.6.1.2 Dehydration Bake 
The substrate IS baked before resist application to remove moisture 
an~nsure good restst adhesion. If the substrate is allowed to cool 
and stand for any length of time moisture can be re-absorbed, 
espectally with silica substrates. The substrate must be cleaned, 
baked, cooled briefly and resist applied In the shortest possible time. 
Applying res 1st before the sufflctent coo I ing causes solvent 
evaporation and the res1st sets prematurely to give uneven coatings and 
unpredictable results. The baking cycle can be used as a stand-alone 
cleaning cycle as many orgamc substrates decompose with sufficient 
baking and for once only used substrates may be all that IS required. 
3.6.1.3 Final Cleaning Process 
Contamination remaining on the substrate after the general cleaning 
process and dehydration bake is most typically parttculate matter or 
vaporous materials condensed from the bake cycle. Solvents may be used 
unmedtately prior to resist coating, alternatively gas blow-offs or 
suction techniques may be successful. The solvents must not react w1th 
the resist In any way and should be applied to the spinning substrate 
to wash over it with some force followed by a htgh speed spin dry. Gas 
blow-offs and suction methods are less effective than solvents and 
should be a pp! ted dry and warm to avoid chi I I mg the substrate and 
cause condensation on the surface. 
Experimental details of the cleaning cycles used for the preparation of 
restst blanks wtll be found In Section 3.7.1 
3.6.1.4 Nature of the Substrate 
The type of substrate used will vary according to the application. The 
micro-electronics Industry typically uses 'wafers', circular discs of 
3-4" diameter,anti-reflection coated substrates. They must be flat, 
0./4) smooth, stable and not react with the chemicals as applied or 
used In processing. For this study, float glass blanks of venous 
s1 zes, back coated to reduce scattered ref I ection have been used. 
Glass can be easily cut to size, easily cleaned and handled, IS 
readily available and economical to buy. 
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3.6.2 Resist Application 
Having described the methods available for cleaning the substrate pr1or 
to res1st appl icatlon, the methods for applying the resist w1ll be 
described. The quality of the f1nal image is influenced by the 
uni form1 ty and th1ckness of the res1 st coating. Factors such as soft 
bake times. exposure ttmes, chemical resistance, p1nholing and 
development time are all affected, to a greater or lesser extent by the 
thickness of the resist layer. All res1sts specify a range of coating 
thicknesses over which the processing conditions produce accurate 
results. Resist thickness should be as th1ck as possible to reduce the 
presence of pinholes, but thin enough to resolve the desired Image. In 
general positive res1sts can resolve slightly more than three t1mes the 
res1st-f1lm thickness, Heflinger et al [421 suggests that for submicron 
fabrication, the optimum thickness of the resist is one-half of the 
grating penod. The reason for this IS that standing waves occur 1n 
the layer normal to the substrate durtng an exposure of two co-Incident 
parallel beams. 
A number of dtfferent appltcatton methods are summarised in Ftgure 3.6 
There are two variations In the application of the resist by spin 
coating, a) applying the res1st to a stationary substrate and spinning 
With high acceleration or, b) applying the resist to a s!ow1ng rotating 
substrate and gradually Increasing acceleration. The first method 
gtves very htgh restst losses but very uniform coatings, the second 
method has lower resist losses but slightly less uniform coatings. The 
Important feature In either technique IS that to achieve good 
uniformity spinmng IS. started wh1!st the reSist IS stlll fully liqUid. 
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ROLLER COATING 
Resist 
-t> Part 
Economical in use. Uses system 
of rollers to spread resist. 
SPRAY COATING 
Part 
Res1st appl1ed under pressure from 
spray gun. Droplets flow outwards 
to form film. Resist thinning & 
solvent concentration important. 
Skilled operation 
DIP COATING 
i 
Part 
- 1- 1'------11~ 
. 
·-
- t 
Resist I 
Part Immersed then slowly 
removed. Allows double sided 
application "Wedge" effect 
occurs from vertical draining. 
SPIN/WHIRLER COATING 
Dispense~ 
N:JzzleV 
0 
Part 
lb 
~SISt 
Most common technique. Resist 
applied to static or slowly 
rotating substrate then spun 
upto high speeds. High resist 
losses, very uniform coatings. 
F~gure 3.6 Photoreslst Appllcatlon Technlques 
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Elliot and Hockey [431 discuss coating uniformity by spin coating and 
some of the variables to be considered. 
1. Nozzle position; the nozzle tip 
A summary ts presented below: 
position should be in close 
proXlmi ty to the substrate to avoid splashing or shearing 
restst. 
of the 
2. Dispense volume; the volume of restst poured onto the substrate 
must be suffiCient to cover the entire area at the start of the high 
speed spin cycle. 
3. Static flow spread time; a short time to allow the resist to flow 
out naturally under only gravity and surface tension should be allowed 
before spinning starts (suitable for static dispense only>. 
4. Spin ramp; a high acceleratton ramp in conjunction with a motor 
warm-up period to allow the motor speed to stabilize gives repeatable 
results. 
5. Spm velocity; higher spin speeds produce better uniformity of 
coattng. 
6. Solvent atmosphere; coating In a solvent atmosphere reduces radtal 
strtat1ons in the spun ftlm. 
7. Resist vtscostty; correct viscosity gives good uniformity and 
minimises edge bead. 
8. Chuck characteristics; ideally the substrate lS held on the spinner 
by a vacuum chuck, large substrates should not be used With small 
chucks, a minimum of vacuum should be used to avotd thickness vartatton 
at the centre. 
Each type of resist used will specify an ideal Viscosity and spin 
coattng parameters to ensure repeatabtlity. 
Experimental detatls for the appltcatton of restst are given In Section 
3.7.2 Once the photores1st has been successfully applied to a cleaned 
substrate, a further stage IS necessary before exposure is possible. 
3.6.3 Softbaking 
1) Air drying 1s an important stage Immediately after spinning and 
before softbak1ng. A solvent reta1n1ng skin may form over the resist 
because of solvents rema1n1ng 1n a thick coating which prevents 
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complete solvent evaporation of the lower layer and results In exposure 
sensitivity and processing variations.. To prevent this skin, a 5-10 
minute atr dry is usually given Immediately after coating .. 
li) Softbaking 1s an essential step for pos1tlve photores1sts. Its 
purpose IS to remove most of the solvent In the resist formulation and 
render 
or an 
the resist photosensitive. 
1nfra-red n1trogen belt 
Baking is done in a fresh air oven 
oven and ttme and temperature are 
Important variables. Too low a temperature <oo·c> leaves solvents in 
the resist and results In an apparent increase in sensitivity. This is 
due to a greater attack by the developer, which removes the res1st at a 
greater rate, but both exposed and unexposed areas. Conversely, a 
higher softbake temperature reduces apparent sensitivity since the 
resins In the formulations are hardened and reduce the development 
effect! veness. Hence for a flxed deve Iopment tlme, h1gher soft bake 
temperatures remove less restst. At further Increased temperatures 
<>too•c>. adhesion of the res1 st to the substrate is improved and as 
the ftlm 1s hardened a greater resistance to handling damage Is 
afforded. 
Manufacturers' It terature suggests optimum times and temperatures and 
these have been conf1rmed expenmentally - at 90-!00'C ± 2'C for 25 
m1nutes. (Section 3.7.3) These parameters offer the best combinat1on of 
differential solubility, photosensitiVIty, adhesion and line control. 
3.6 .. 4 Exposure 
Exposure of positive reststs IS slightly less stringent than for 
negative resists Since resist adhesion IS not dependant upon exposure. 
Exposure changes the affected area from a resinous surface Insoluble In 
acids and d1lute alkalies to a readily soluble chemical compound, so 
produc1ng an 1mage by d1fferent1al development rates. Methods of 
exposure vary considerably and are application dependant but the 
effects of' under and over-exposure are evident In all techniques. 
In extreme cases underexposure w1ll fai I to produce an Image. Sl1ght 
underexposure results 1n scumming and development lS not effective. 
Extreme overexposure will remove all the Image or reduce Image accuracy 
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by line-width removal. Some latitude is possible by underexposure and 
over-development methods but this IS not recommended practice. 
Exposure methods Include, contact pnntlng, proximity printing, 
refractive and reflective proJeCtion printing. electron beam and x-ray 
exposure. The two latter methods require e-beam and x-ray sensitive 
resists, increasingly used In micro-electronics applications. For 
repeatable results, the source characteristics must be known. eg. 
wavelength, output power, source stability. The methods for Judging 
correct exposure Include use of step tablets, inspection and Image 
accuracy techniques. lt IS possible to fully characterise the material 
in a similar way to photographic matenals using Hurter & Dnffield 
curves. In this work exposure determination has included use of step 
wedge and image accuracy measurements and is detailed in Section 3.7.4. 
3.6.5 Photoresist Development 
Development of the resist can not be considered as a separate process 
In the characterisation of the material. An Inverse relationship exists 
between exposure and development of the resist. The relationship Is 
Illustrated In Figure 3.7 [441 
By using high resolution photomasks. the resultant Image geometries can 
be studied to establish the effects of development. A degree of 
processing latitude IS found In developer type and concentration, 
temperature, agitation methods, exposure level and softbake conditions. 
The function of the developer 1s to remove the exposed resist at a 
faster rate than at whtch It attacks the unexposed areas. With a 
heaVIly exposed part and prolonged development too much resist may be 
removed, hence the need to study the latitude of the 
exposure/development parameters 
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Ftgure 3.7 Development/Exposure Curve for Positive Photorestst 
The following development methods for restst processing are possible; 
a) Immersion development can be used for batch processing where a 
number of substrates are processed 1n tanks and urrnersed for a fixed 
period. As the Image formation mechanism has been described as a 
surface rate limited reaction, the degree of agitation control IS 
important. it 1s l1kely that ag1tation effects occur as for s1!ver 
haltde materials 1f the proposed Image formation mechanism IS correct. 
b) Spray development can be used for both batch and In-line processes. 
A ftne m1st of developer Is directed at the resist surface for a given 
period Problems occur In ensuring even spray patterns and controlling 
temperature drop of the developer as It strikes the surface. 
c) Puddle development <Flood development) IS an In-line process where 
the part IS flooded with developer for a given period. Development IS 
stopped by flooding Wl th de-ionized water. Uneven restst removal is 
often a problem w1th th1s method. Leonard et a! (451 have cons1dered 
puddle development for the Integrated c1rcu1t 1ndustry w1th 1ts 
critical demands placed upon the development cycle. 
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For any development technique the developer must be suitable in terms 
of foaming, strtattons and acttvtty properties. 
or sodtum hydroxide developers are used, more 
Typtcally, potassium 
recent I y the ion-free 
and repeatabii i ty of developers claim greater Image accuracy 
processing. The developer contains a source of alkaltntty and a 
surfactant In aqueous solution In addition to buffering agents, glycol 
ethers and couplmg agents. As the solution IS used, the carboxylic 
act~ groups produced from reaction wtth the sens1t1zer are neutralized 
by the alkalinity In the developer. <Absorbed C02 from the atmosphere 
also reduces alkallmty>. Control IS needed over the pH and this can 
be used as a tndtcator of developer exhaustion. 
can be found In Section 3.7.5. 
3.6.6 Postbake 
Experimental details 
Post baking of the developed rmage IS necessary for some appltcattons 
to Improve the adhesion and chemical resistance of the Image maktng It 
suitable for etch1ng or plating. Temperature control ts Important as 
pos1t1ve rest~ts may soften and flow, followed by embrtttlement at high 
temperatures. Hence 80-120'C for 20-30 minutes Is typical. 
3.6.7 Storage and Handling 
An Interesting feature of positive r~sists Is that they retain 
photosensitivity after processing and th1s can be used in specialised 
applications of multi-level micro-electronics wafers. Some resists 
maintain good handling properties In terms of chemical resistance but 
others may degrade under white fluorescent lights. Storage of uncoated 
resist should be short term as the liquid will slowly decompose and 
lose photosensitivity at room temperature with the evolution of 
nitrogen. 
3.6.8 Resist Stripp~ 
Positive resists can be easily stripped by Immersion in alkaline 
solutions. Organic solvents such as ketones, amines or glycol ethers 
are also used. The maJOrity of manufacturers produce specific removers 
for the product. The stripper used should not leave deposits that can 
not easily be removed In the substrate cleaning process. 
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3.7 Experimental Detail and Results 
The properties and characteristics of photores1st have provided a maJor 
area of study in the work undertaken. S1nce the Initial photores1st 
grating or hologram acts as the Information carrier to be rep I icated 
and embossed it was felt that 1t was important to use the material to 
its "best advantage to ach1eve high quality images. The following 
section Will detail the~e experimental areas; 
3.7.1 Substrate Preparation 
Extremely high quality coated substrates are available from comp8nies 
such as Balzers. who supply much of the microelectronics industry. The 
quality of the material iS guaranteed with detalls of pinhole counts 
and level of defects. The matenal cost is accordmgly high and the 
cost of using such substrates for the duration of this work 
necessitated the use of alternative coated substrates. One 
alternative was self-spun plates offering a range of sizes, choice of 
resiSt type and thickness, freshly spun plates always available, cost 
and time saving. The drawback was the need for ultra-clean facilities 
to ach1eve any repeatable quail ty of coated substrate. Throughout, 
glass blanks, of 3mm thickness have been used as a stable, cheap and 
suitable material. For coating, a small unit and fac1l1ty was 
designed, built and installed to allow self-spun plates to be produced~ 
Before coating however, the glass blanks requtred thorough cleaning as 
detailed in section 3.6.1. The following cleaning cycles were 
Investigated; l)Hand abrasive cleaning. 
II) Non-abrasive cleaning. 
i)Hand Abras1ve Cleaning; The cycle as deta1led below was applied to a 
number of blanks [381. After cleamng the blanks were baked, cooled 
and coate~to 1nspect defect levels. The cycle was carried out 1n eight 
steps as follows 
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1) Abrasive scrub of alum1na and salt solution. 
<Degreasing, heavy particulate matter removal) A slurry of alumtna and 
salt solution was applied to the blank with finest grade polishing 
cloth and gently rubbed across the surface. Salt solution; 
2) Rinse - distilled water. 
3) Wet Brush- soft bristle brush to remove remaining slurry. 
4) Soak clean- alkaline solution (Optional) 
5) ffinse- distilled water. 
6) Acid Dip- Dilute HCL 15% vol/gall. 
7) Rinse - detontsed water. 
8) Dry. 
Salt Solution 
Citric ACld 
Sodium Chloride 
12g/l 
42g/l 
Non-Ionic wetting agent 
Pure water 1 OOOg/1 
Observe t Ions: 
Soak Cleaner 
Sodium Hydroxide 
Sodium Carbonate 
20% 
18% 
Tetrasodium Phosphate 20% 
Sodium Metasilicate 30% 
Wetting agents 
Solution should be warmed. 
Soak period 5 m1nutes. 
1) Alumina scrub- without sufficient salt solution to keep slurry very 
wet, phys1cal abrasion can damage blank. 
2)/3) Rinsing needs to be very forceful to remove the slurry 
remaining on the blank. The use of the wet brush aids this but the 
brush can Introduce further contamination 
4) Optional soak clean - leaves slight precipitate on blank which 
defeats obJect Suggests formulation not correct. 
5) Acid dip - pH 4.5 
6)/7) Rinse and dry- blank remains fully wetted throughout process and 
water not repelled from surface making good drying difficult. 
drained for short period then baked at 195•c for 15 minutes. 
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Blanks 
II) Non Abrasive Cleaning; The cleantng cycle as detailed below was 
applied to a further set of blanks. After cleaning and drytng the 
plates were spun wtth resist to check for cleanliness of the cycle. 
I) Soak- d1st1lled water and wetting agent. 
2) Surface wtpe - soft brush or lint free cloth. 
3) R1nse- d1st1lled water. 
4) A~1d d1p - D1lute HCL 10%. 
5) R1nse - deiontsed water. 
6) Dry - water blow off and dehydration bake. 
Observations: 
J) Cold or hot water with detergent and wethng agent effective 1n 
removing slight contamination. 
2) R1nse- the surface repels water and cannot be totally wetted. 
3)/4) Ac1d d1p does not effectively wet surface. 
5)/6) A1r blow-off by clean, filtered air prevents streaks. 
Conclusions 
Both clean1ng cycles were appl1ed to plates pnor to coating with 
photorestst. Resist was applied under clean conditions to reduce new 
contamination after the blanks were dry and awaiting coating. The 
level of contamtnatton on both sets of blanks was acceptable. mostly 
ha1r or dust partlcles that may be unrelated to cleamng cycle. The 
non-abrasive cleaning cycle was more suited to new blanks or those not 
previously coated with resist as It was not effective at removing 
streaks of resist not removed by acetone soaking. The hand abrasive 
cycle must be done with care to avoid abrading the surface and very 
thorough washing was essential to remove the slurry from the blank. In 
both cases the acidification dip, designed to remove metallic 
contamination was of little obvious benefit. The biggest factor for 
both methods appears to be the cleanilness of the environment and 
airborne contamination Grease and fingerprints can be effectively 
removed by abrasive cleaning and the use of detergents. 
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From the methods tried a compromise method evolved for subsequent work. 
A gentle abrasive method using wetting agents and detergents was 
employed, surface rubbing was only necessary for badly marked blanks. 
The final thorough rinsing and removing of excess water on the surface 
by physical blow-oft With clean air left blanks streak free and clean. 
Observation under yellow safe-light immediately prior to coating 
revealed any llghtly bound surface hairs or dust that could be 
remo\'ed by a small suction unit with the substrate rotating at low 
speed on the spmner unit. Allowing the plates to ur dry after 
coating In a clean environment prevented dust landing on the surface 
whilst the resist was still tacky. Obviously the purest water 
available should be used throughout to prevent Introduction of 
particulate matter and deposits. Plate 4 shows a photomicrograph of a 
coated substrate with particulate matter beneath the resist coating. 
The grating period IS -10001/mm (!~m) and the contamination covers an 
area of almost 15~m. The contamination has disrupted the surface and Is 
clearly unacceptable. Plate 5 shows a better quality surface with 
little evident part1culate matter present. 
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Plate 4 . Photoresist Coated Over a Dirty Substrate 
P la te 5 . Photores i st Coa t ed o nto a Cleaner Substrate 
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3.7.2 Resist Application 
Section 3.6.2 detailed the various methods of resist application. 
Commercial photoresist spinners are available with very high spin 
speeds, controlled ramp, automatic resist dispense and development 
processes. The version used for this study was ~ede from a turntable 
type platen and motor driven over a range of speeds. The substrate was 
held onto the platen by small retaining clips to ensure the blank did 
not ·fly loose whilst spinning. The resist was dispensed onto the 
substrate by pipette dropper and allowed a minute flow time to spread 
the resist out and allow the escape of any air bubbles before being 
driven upto spin speed. The whole unit was enclosed w1th1n a polythene 
frame with an extractor fan to draw fumes from the 'tent' and vent out 
from the laboratory environment. Safelamp conditions allowed VIsual 
Inspection of the process and made 1t possible to monitor the 
cleanliness and quality of sp1nn1ng. By observing the Interference 
fringes that flow across the substrate whilst sp1nn1ng as the resist 
thins and flows outwards It was possible to ensure flatter coatings 
once the Interference bands stopped. 
Throughout this work, Shipley AZ1450B positive working resist has been 
used as It was found reliable, well documented In use and easy to 
obtain and use. No problems were experienced with adhesion of the 
resist to glass provided It was thoroughly cleaned and degreased. The 
resist was used unthinned since the limited spin speeds available 
prevented thicker coatings Whii st the spin speeds of the unit were 
considerably slower than recommended, (900 rpm versus 3500 rpm), the 
results were felt to be satisfactory and flatness of resist was 
assessed by Talysurf and SEM. Graph 3.8 shows the determination of 
thickness versus spin speed. Thickness was determined by exposing a 
small square area sufficiently to remove the resist In that region and 
measuring step height with a Talystep Instrument. 
9bservat1ons 
It can be seen from Graph 3.8 that a possible resist thickness of 1.8~m 
spun at 150 r.p.m. could be achieved with unth1nned Sh1pley AZ1450B 
resist and available spinner. The spin speed was significantly slower 
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than recoJTrnended by the manufacturer and the qua II ty of the coatings 
was found to vary around the edges of the substrate as would be 
expected from a build-up of resist at the edges. 
of 750 r.p m gave a resist thickness of lflm. 
A faster spin speed 
Thts combinatton was 
used to Improve evenness of coating and give adequate thickness of 
resist. The resist was dispensed from a pipette onto the statiC 
substrate, a period of one minute was allowed to remove air bubbles and 
allow the resist to flow before the sptnner was turned to speed for two 
mtnutes sptn ttme. The lflm thickness was found sui table for both 
grating and holographic images and was used consistently throughout 
experiments I work. No variation in restst thickness was observed 
during studtes of the substrates and images. 
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3.7.3 Softbak~ 
After the resist had been spun onto the substrate a five minute airdry 
within the clean area was given to prevent the surface skinning. The 
substrate was then placed Into a fresh air oven for a predetermined 
t1me and temperature. The oven was cleaned regularly to try and 
prevent dust settling and baking onto the plates. A series of trials 
were conducted to consider the effect of softbaking on sensitivity and 
resist remova I. Areas of resist were exposed through a photomask of 
clear and opaque areas to remove steps which could be measured for 
resist thickness after development. The mask areas were also used to 
assess Image accuracy. Graph 3.9 plots the effects of softbake 
temperatures upon etch depths and the exposure required to achieve that 
depth. 
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Tabulat1on of Results - Effect of Softbake Upon Exposure Sensitivity 
BAKE TEMP."C EXPOSURE (mJ/cm2) 
16 22 30 35 42 52 
70 0. 19 0.30 0.32 0.37 0.39 0.40 
80 0.16 0.20 0.23 0.25 0.27 0.30 
90 0. 12 0. 15 0. 18 0.19 0.22 0.24 AV.ETCH DEPTH 
95 0.08 0.14 0. 14 0. 16 0.18 0.20 (I-'m) 
100 0.04 0.07 0.08 0.11 0.12 
Observations 
Graph 3.9 illustrates the effects of softbake sensit1v1ty upon apparent 
exposure sens1tiv1ty. <Error bars are shown on the curve for 70"C to 
avoid confusion with the closely spaced curves of the other bake 
temperatures.) The results show that lower bake temperatures produce 
greater etch depths than h1gher bake temperatures for the same g1ven 
exposure. Th1s has the effect of appearing to Increase sensitivity by 
remov1ng more resist for a shorter exposure. In practice the lower 
softbake temperature leaves a higher solvent concentratton remaining 
1n the photorestst. The developer 1s then able to remove the resist at 
a faster rate but removes both exposed and unexposed areas which Is 
undesirable. A controllable removal rate for adequate sensitiVIty IS 
more desirable and the postbake temperature of 95•c for 25 minutes was 
chosen as a good working result. The temperature of 70"C appears to 
have a greater effect than the temperature range from 80-95•c. It 1s 
bel1eved that s1gn1ficantly more solvent rema1ns at this lower 
temperature and would result In an uncontrollably fast etch rate g1ven 
that the development t1me was 30 seconds for a 1+4 developer d1lut1on. 
At the other extreme of too·c a very slow etch rate at lower exposures 
Is seen and would require excessive exposures to produce even 0 5).1m 
th1ckness change. Obv1ously the nature of the development w1ll affect 
resist removal and standard procedures must be adopted to remain 
consistent. 
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3.7.4 Photoresist Exposure 
Details for the recording of gratlngs and holograms can be found 1n 
Chapter 2. Thts section describes early results from the study of 
res 1st behavtour and senst tivi ty followtng the model proposed by 
Bartol im [401. 
Bartolint stated that a ltnear relahonshtp could be found between 
resi~t removal and resist exposure for a gtven development regime. Two 
Important factors of thts behavtour are the rate at whtch exposed and 
unexposed restst are removed by a developer. These are defined by the 
following expression; 
where 
6d: Tlr1 - 6r exp<-~oEll 
T=development time (seconds) 
~0 =exposure constant 
Ar=rt-r2 for rl = exposed etch rate 
and r2 = unexposea etch rate 
3.7.4.1 Exposed Etch Rate Determinatton-rl 
...•.•••.. 1 
A sertes of dtscrete exposures were made upon a number of photorestst 
plates. Each exposure was losged tn terms of laser power denstty 
(mW/cm2) and exposure ttme (seconds) so that energy E, 1n mJ/cm2 could 
be calculated. The exposed plates were developed at constant ttme, 
temperature and agttatton, only the developer dilutton was varied. The 
resultant areas presented themselves as 'steps' of removed resist that 
could be measured by Talystep or Talysurf u.struments. The plot of 
results 1s shown tn Graph 3.10 
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Graph 3o10 Determ1nat1on of Exposed Etch Rate- rt 
Tabulation of results - Exposed Etch Rate Determination 
EXPOSURE STEP HEIGHT SLOPE INTERCEPT 
mJ/cm2 m /l.r(XoT rzT 
DEVELOPER DILUTION 
1+4 1+5 1+6 I +4 1+5 1+6 1+4 1+5 1+6 
10 Oo20 Oo12 Oo07 
20 Oo26 Oo16 Oo 10 
30 Oo34 Oo22 0 0 12 
40 Oo44 Oo28 0 0 14 
60 Oo46 0032 0 20 Oo01 Oo007 00006 Oo20 Oo12 Oo03 
80 Oo52 0 36 Oo26 
100 Oo66 Oo46 0 32 
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Observations - Exposed Etch Rate Determination, rt 
The results presented 1n Graph 3.10 1llustrate the rel8t1onsh1p between 
resist removed for a given exposure. The effect of developer dilution 
is clearly shown, in that a stronger developer, whilst removing resist 
In a linear fashion does so at a considerably higher rate. The graph 
shows good linearity of resist removal for· the exposure energy using 
the development parameters as stated. The use of AZ303 developer was 
believed to Improve the linearity of resist removal over that of 
M1cropos1t developer [13,401. The non-zero 1ntercept from the 1+4 
deve I oper di I utlon appears higher than des1rab I e, such etch depths 
could be greater than 1ntended and hence the cho1ce of 1+5 dilution as 
the optimum between IIneari ty of resist removal and unexposed resist 
removal. AdJustment of developer tlmes allows variab11lty to be 
Introduced In much the same way as for photographic processes, but for 
good reproduction of results this can not be recommended. The slope of 
each curve is defined as ~r~oT and this relates to the parameter in the 
Bartolini equation, 1t IS the linearity of this term that Is Important. 
The Intercept IS expressed as rzT dnd IS non-zero because the developer 
Will also remove unexposed resist whilst developing exposed areas. As 
long as the Intercept IS not too great (hence the need to determine the 
unexposed etch rate), the first term will remain linear. A large 
removal of unexposed resist Will etch away overall resist thickness and 
cause heavily exposed areas to lose correct profile. 
3.7.4.2 Unexposed Etch Rate Determination-r2 
The rate at which unexposed resist IS removed by the developer IS 
Important In reducing large resist losses that cause 'bottoming out' of 
heavily exposed areas. To determine the etch rate an unexposed plate 
was Immersed Into developer at a fixed depth, to remove a given area of 
resist, agitated for a given period and removed. This etched a step 
mto the res1st at developer level that could be measured by Talystep 
or Talysurf. Developer dilution was varied along with development 
time. Temperature and agitation were kept constant as both factors 
affect resist removal Results are plotted In Graph 3.11 
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Tabulation of Results -Unexposed Etch Rate Determination. 
Developer D1lut1on 
1 + 3 
I + 4 
1 + 5 
1 + 6 
Development Time 
seconds 
4 
8 
12 
16 
20 
4 
8 
12 
16 
20 
24 
4 
8 
12 
16 
20 
24 
4 
8 
12 
16 
20 
30 
40 
6 
10 
14 
18 
22 
6 
10 
14 
18 
22 
26 
6 
10 
14 
18 
22 
26 
6 
10 
14 
18 
Step He1ght 
!1ffi 
0.44 
0.59 
0.73 
0 85 
>1.0 
0.12 
0.28 
0.36 
0.50 
0.61 
0.68 
0 06 
0. 12 
0 20 
0.22 
0.28 
0.36 
0.04 
0.06 
0.08 
0.10 
0.12 
0.20 
0.24 
0.55 
0.60 
0.75 
0.98 
>1.0 
0.22 
0.30 
0.44 
0.58 
0.65 
0.68 
0.08 
0. 17 
0.21 
0.25 
0.32 
0.40 
0.04 
0.08 
0.09 
0. 10 
Observations - Unexposed Etch Rate Determination, rz 
r2 
urn/sec 
0.037 
0.028 
0.016 
0.0057 
Results are presented 1n Graph 3.11. The effect of developer d1lut1on 
Is clear w1th a marked difference between the dilutions. The 1+3 
dilution IS far too aggressive, removing almost l.O~m of resist In only 
20 secs, this compares With O.llJlm rn the same t1me for the 1+6 
dll utlon. The 1+5 dilution was chosen as the most suitable for the 
process showing good l1near1 ty and a removal rate that would not 
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requtre excesstvely long or short development ttmes. This talltes well 
wtth the developer dilution chosen for exposed photorestst removal. In 
th1s way only areas w1th suff1c1ent exposure are removed and unexposed 
areas are not reduced by developer action alone. 
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Graph 3.!1 Determination of Unexposed Etch Rate- r2 
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Discussion Of Etch Rate Determinations, rt,r2 
These experiments have attempted to establish a linearity between the 
relattonship of resist exposure and resist removal. 
useful for the regime on which they were tested, 
AZI450B positive resist, With the development times, 
The results were 
that is, Shipley 
dilutions as stated. The extension of results 
temperature and 
to different 
combinations can be applied with caution and serve as useful 'pointers' 
In r-educing experimental lead times. From the experiments undertaken 
the linearity using the parameters stated has been proven and can be 
applied to other experimental work. 
The results obtained have been applied to the Bartoilni equation to 
assess the usefulness of the expression in understanding the 
characteristics of photoresist behaviour. Values are taken from results 
using 1+5 developer dilution at 2o•c for one minute. 
From Bartolini; ~d = T[rt - ~r exp<-aoE)I . . I 
Exposure constant, ~0 = nq /hv 
where n ~ quantum efficiency 
~ = absorption cross section of resist molecule 
h = Planck's constant 6.23x!0-3 mJ.s 
v =frequency of light 6.8x!Ql4 s -1 
For AZI300 sertes resist, Broyde [411 found nq=3.2% and a=6.25xl0-7 
such that ao = 0.5xlQ-Z cmZ.mJ-1 
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From Graph 3.10, Slope ~r~oT = 0.007 ~m cm2 mJ.s -t 
~r = 0.007 
CXo.T where T = 15 seconds 
CXo = 0.5xl0-2 cm2.mJ-1 
Also, 
Ar = 0. 007 --~~=--
0.5x!0-2 x 15 
Ar = 0.093 11m/s 
.6.r = rt - r2, where r2 = 0.016 ~m/s 
0.093 = rt - 0.016 
rt = 0.093 + 0.016 
rt = 0.109 11m/s 
<Graph 3. 11> 
Thts f1gure represents the rate at which exposed resist 1~ removed for 
the given exposure and development sequence stated. The usefulness of 
this f1gure IS found by applymg 1t back to the ongmal equation as 
follows; 
To determine the exposure necessary to remove a depth of res1st w1th a 
known development t1me using the regime above, exposure E can be found: 
~d = Hrt - Ar exp<-ocoEl J (I) 
~ - rt = - Ar e-ccoE (2) 
T 
In rt- Ad = -cxoE (3) 
Ar- TAr 
Exposure E = - _1_ In 1 <rtT - Ad) (4) 
~. ArT 
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Hence, the exposure necessary to remove 0.5 ~m of resist for a 1 minute 
development at 1+5 developer d1lut1on; 
E = In I [(0.109)60 - 0.51 (from 4) 
0.5x!0-2 (0.093)60 
= !5.84 mJ/cm2 
It must be stressed that th1s is valid only for the precise 
experimental parameters used for these tests. For each new section of 
work some Initial trial exposures had to be made to take Into 
consideration restst ageing, differences in bake parameters. 
development temperatures. all factors that are encountered In practice 
and that affect re suits. The development times given for the above 
series of experiments proved to be too short to control and not 
practical for any method other than d1sh development. Consequently 
later work found It necessary to extend development times and figures 
and this series of work proved helpful. 
The experiments have given a practical usefulness to the model being 
most closely followed In thts work and have shown good correlation to 
figures obtained by other workers us1ng similar material and methods. 
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3 7.4.3 Image Accuracy Determination 
The study of softbake parameters utilized a photomask in contact with 
the unexposed photorestst to produce step areas for measurement of etch 
depth versus exposure at different softbake temperatures. The tmages 
were also used to examine Image accuracy versus exposure. The photomask 
consisted of clear and opaque areas, the dimensions of which were 
measured by optical mtcroscopy gtving a ltmtttng accuracy of one 
eyepiece division= ±O.Olmm. The photomask was held tn close contact to 
the photores1st plate and 1lluminated w1th a collimated, normal 
tnctdence beam. l=457nm. Different exposure ttmes at constant tntenstty 
were g1 ven to expose areas for a known energy in mJ/cm2. Exposures 
were destgned to range from underexposure to overexposure to 
1nvest1gate effects of 'bleeding' or scumm1ng. Development of the 
restst was by tmmerston wtth details as shown. Results are plotted 1n 
the form of plus and mtnus devtattons versus Exposure E for one 
photomask area. Transparent areas are exposed and removed upon 
development, conversely for opaque areas. The size of the areas were 
measured and compared to that of the photomask. Plates 6 and 7 show the 
photomask original and a photoresist area. D1ffract1on effects around 
notse and dirt on the optics can be seen around the area. 
Tabulat1on of Results- Image Accuracy 
Mask Area Ex~osure Res1st Dtmenstons 
Dimensions mJ/cm2 O~ague Clear 
Opaque 0 .12mm 24 0.15 0 06 
Clear 0 .12mm 28 0.14 0.07 
32 0.14 0.09 
38 0.13 0.10 
42 0.12 0.10 
44 0.11 0.12 
52 0.09 0.13 
56 0.09 0. 15 
Accuracy l1m1 ted to t0.01mm <eyepiece diVISIOnS). 
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c 
Plate 6. Aree from Photomask Original 
Plate 7 . Aree of Photores i st After Exposure to Photomask 
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Conclusions 
Graph 3.12 plots the results from the image accuracy experiments. The 
results were limited by the a ccuracy of the optical measuring system to 
±O.Olmm . The trend from the graph is 5een by the f alling t o rninimum 
deviation, for both opaque and clear photomask areas for an exposure of 
44mJ/cm2. The e xposed resi s t through the c lear photomask area shows 
reduc ed aperture s ize for underexpo sure and inc reased aperture s ize for 
over~xposure. Conversel y , the area under the c losure, not exposed, 
shows inc reas ed dimensi ons for underex po sure and reduced a ccura c y for 
o v e rexposure . Considering the c lear, aperture area, an o verexposure 
wo uld ' leec h ' around the edges of the aperture and the res is t i n that 
area would also be etched or removed by development to a greater e x tent 
than that beyo nd the edges of the aperture. Underexposure of the c lear 
area woul d no t effect i v e l y remov e all of the resist within the 
bo undar i es of the aperture leav ing a sma l ler d i mens i on than the 
orig i nal . These e ffe ct s wou ld be i n f luenc ed by the softbake temperatur e 
wh ich affe c t s l i n e width a ccu racy. Conse quently the data used wa s t aken 
fr om pho t o r e si st plates baked at r e commended temperatures . 
P l ate 8 s ho ws a l o s s of accu racy r esult i ng f r om the ' blee ding' of the 
g ra t i ng struc tu re . 
Plate 8 . Loss of Image Accurac y from Line ' Bleeding' 
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3.7.5 Development Parameters 
The experimental work in thts area has considered prtmartly the methods 
of development not the nature of developers and their characteristics. 
However 1t should be po1nted out that the developer used almost 
exc!us1vely throughout th1s work has been AZ303 wh1ch 1s not a Sh1pley 
recommended developer for AZ1450B resist. A number of workers 
[12,13,401 have shown that th1s developer 1mproves the linearity 
betw~en restst exposure and removal. The recorrmended deve I oper for 
AZ1450B resist d1ffers cons1derably 1n total alkaline normal1ty (0.30 
versus 1.67-1.73 for AZ303) and has a d1fferent appearance in colour. 
Development times for the recommended developer are also considerably 
shorter ( 40-60secs versus 1-3 m Ins.) The 1400 series of resist and 
recorrrnended developers are used in the fabrtcatton of semiconductor 
devtces, photomasks and micro-electrontcs. The AZ303 deve I oper is 
recorrrnended for use Wl th the Mtcroposi t 111, 340 and 119 series of 
resist. These resists are suitable for application on all metal and 
metal alloy substrates and are used In photochemical machining and 
electroform1ng applications The difficulty 1n using this re~ist IS Its 
restricted sensitivity range, peak sensitivity drops rapidly from 350nm 
to almost zero at 450nm and 15 1ntended 1deally for use with UV lamp 
exposure systems. The AZ1400 senes res 1st has extended sens1 t1v1 ty 
out to 460-480nm, mak1ng 1t the most su1table for laser exposure w1th 
Argon-Ion lasers. 
Recommended development procedures Include Immersion, spray and puddle. 
The easiest system from equ1pment and handling view point Is the 
immersion technique as for many photograph1c appl1catlons. The 
exposed plate 1s Ia1d flat 1n a small tray and completely 1mmersed by 
developer, agitation IS by controlled movements of the tray and after 
appropriate development time, the plate IS lifted out, drained and 
rinsed In flow1ng water to stop development. For the ma3or1ty of th1s 
work development was carried out In this way. A sma I I tank was 
employed that could allow development of five or siX plates at any one 
time, developer temperature .was-~aintained by the use of heated water 
Jackets and the tank used a floating lld to reduce ox1datlon of the 
developer. The plates were loaded vertically Into a mount that allowed 
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the developer to flow evenly and Without restriction across the resist 
face. By batch development some of the variables In terms of developer 
temperature. exact time and agitatIon could be controlled. It was 
important that delay times between exposure and development were 
minimised. Fresh batches cf developer were prepared for each new 
series of experiments. 
An a. I ternah ve system of deve I opment tned In the ear I y stages of the 
work was that of spray development. Spray development IS most commonly 
used by the microelectronics Industry and specialised equipment IS 
available for such. In this Instance a two way tap was connected to 
two tanks, one containing developer the other rinse water. A small 
hand spray With nozzle was fed under pressure from the tanks, directing 
either developer or water onto the exposed plate. Sever a I prob 1 ems 
were encountered. Initially the development time was short <30 
seconds and switching between developer and rinse on the hand nozzle 
gave !10 seconds variability In processing times. The spray nozzle 
directed a mist of fresh developer onto the plate at all times which 
was an advantage over the immersion method but the mist employed was 
too coarse and the developer fell more in drops on the surface and 
caused blotchy and uneven removal. When attempts were made to increase 
the fineness of the mist the developer foamed more easily again leaving 
areas of poor development. The nozzle had to be directly lightly 
across the resist surface as a static position was found to remove more 
resist at the centre than at the edges of the plate. This method was 
used WIth more success In I a ter work and results presented have been 
achieved by spray or Immersion techniques. 
3.7.6 Postbaking 
Postbaking of the developed Image was described In Section 3.6.6 for 
Improvrng chemical resistance and adhesion of the resist to the 
substrate. 
process drd 
Plates that were postbaked 
show better adhesion to the 
before the electroforming 
substrate and the Initial 
electroform could be better removed and leave the resist more rn tact 
than Without postbaklng. Plates that were electroformed Immediately 
after exposure lost the resrst Image when the first electroform was 
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removed. Whilst this was not dtsastrous, retention of the original 
Image proved useful for Inspecting the quality of transfer through the 
processes. Postbaking was carr1ed out In a fresh air oven at ao•c for 
15 minutes. It IS believed that this process did not cause any 
'flowing' of the resist or Image distortion at this temperature. 
3.7.7 Storage and Handling 
Processed plates were kept In sealed boxe$ prior to subsequent copying 
stages as cleanliness was Important. Some handling wear and tear was 
unavoidable when mounting samples for the Talysurf and SEM Inspections. 
3.7.8 Resist Stripping 
Plates with processed Images that were no longer needed were stripped 
of resist by soaking In acetone prior to the cleaning cycles being 
used. Substrates that showed scratches or Ingrained stains were not 
reused and fresh glass blanks prepared. 
3.8 Discussion of Results 
The experimental detail has dealt primarily with Investigation Into the 
characteristics of the working resist. Options such as different 
resists, 
as the 
developers, exposure systems were not extensively researched 
system chosen was designed to most closely match the 
experimental materials and procedures used In the commercial production 
of embossed holographic Images. 
Conclusions reached from the experimentation are summarised below: 
e Glass substrates have been successfully cleaned and prepared prior to 
resist application 
• Photoresi st has been spm coated onto glass substrates of vanous 
sizes using available spinner with good evenness of coating and 
repeatabiiity of results. 
• Softbaking parameters have been Investigated to opt1m1se resist 
sensitivity and resist removal. 
been Identified. 
An optimum time and temperature has 
• Exposure characteristics have been fully characterised with regard to 
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requtred exposure times, ideal development parameters and ideal resist 
remove I rates. Effects of deve I oper upon unexposed resist have been 
characterised and applied to experimental methods by use of the 
Bartolinl equations. 
• Image accuracy has been investigated with reference to exposure ttmes 
to achieve maximum Image accuracy for photomasks. 
e Development parameters have been studted and different methods and 
regt~es characterised. Fully repeatable results throughout 
experimental work have been achieved. 
• Postbaking to improve adhesion before further processing has been 
successfully applied to results. 
• The storage, handling and stripping of substrates for re-use has been 
carried out with no detrimental effects of reusing glass blanks. 
• A greater understanding of the properties, characteristics and 
features of positive working photorestst has been gained In order to 
fully utilize the material to produce accurate, effictent diffraction 
gratings and holographic tmages for the purposes of this thesis. 
The following chapter considers the Important surface pattern features 
for the assessment of the Information Transfer Process. The surface 
re ltef detail recorded Into photoresist IS measured by opttca l and 
surface finish techniques to compare the accuracy of the original Image 
with that produced tn the phystcal and mechanical copytng stages. 
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CHAPTER 4 
4.0 Introdu_ctiQ!! 
The previous chapters have described the recordirg of the white light 
'ratrybow' hologram Into a surface relief material and identified 
photorestst as the most appropriate photosensitive material. This 
section considers the features of the surface relief pattern and 
tdent 1 f 1es measurements for quantifying the entire transfer process 
through each of Its stages. 
The essential features chosen to quantify the transfer process of the 
diffraction grating were groove depth and dtffractton efficiency. By 
study of these factors at each stage through the embossed hologram 
cycle a better understanding of the distortions or losses of surface 
relief pattern could be tdenttfled. The process of transferring 
surface relief detail from holographic Image to metal copy through Into 
stamped plastic Introduced distortions. The Importance of groove 
profile and grating efficiency and the difficulties that anse In 
using holograms for measurement due to the extremely complex surface 
patterns have been described. The series of diffraction grattngs used 
Simplify the measurement of the transfer of Information. From an 
understanding of the problems of accurately copying diffraction 
gratlngs through each stage of the process, the problems of copying 
holograms can be better appreciated. 
The Intttal and ftnal depth of grooves through the embossing sequence 
IS determined. The overall scheme Is Illustrated In Ftg 4.1 
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Relief Image 
Surface Relief 
Metal Replica 
Metal Replica 
Plastic Sheet 
Plastic Replica ~ 
IMAGE RECORDING 
ELECTROFORMING 
EMBDSSI NG 
Figure 4 1 Overall Scheme of the Information Transfer Process 
4.1 M_easure~~llt. 9f Groove D~th~_l}d Profi 1~ 
Three techniques have been used to measure the detail of the surface 
reltef pattern for groove depth and proftle. These are, scanntng 
electron microscopy, optical m1croscopy and surface f1n1sh measurements 
using a Talysurf Instrument. The latter section of this chapter wtll 
cover the measurement of diffraction efficiency and the relationship to 
groove depth and profile. 
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A distinction should be drawn between groove profile and groove depth 
for the purposes of this study. Groove profile of a grating IS an 
Important factor In Influencing spectroscoptc properties and ts as 
Important as depth In the measure of Oiffraction efficiency. This work 
has concentr8ted on assessing groove depth In preference to true 
profile. VIsualisation of groove profile IS poss1ble from some 
measuring techniques but ts a difficult feature to accurately record. 
With good quality grat1ngs recorded w1th two plane wavefronts 
Intersecting at an angle, pure sinusoidal profiles should result. Less 
than perfect sinusoids introduce notse and scatter 1nto the diffracted 
wavefronts so reducing efficiency. The depth of the groove IS 
determined by exposure and development procedures In the recording of 
the Interference patterns. 
4.2 Scanntng Electron Microscopy 
The scanning electron microscope CSEM) 1s a well established research 
analysts tool. The surface under study 1s effectively scanned by a 
focussed electron spot. The electrons behave ltke waves whose 
wavelength depends upon the voltage through wh1ch they are accelerated. 
Between 100 and !O,OOOV, the wavelength can lle 1n the repon of a 
fraction of an angstrom unit. Magnetic and electric ftelds focus the 
electrons emitted or reflected from the surface of an obJect whtch In 
turn are detected by a collector. An associated electrical stgnal 15 
processed and displayed upon a cathode ray tube synchront sed to the 
scan of the electrons over the surface. In this way detatls not very 
much larger than the wavelength of the electrons can be photographed. 
The advantages of the SEM are an extremely large depth of f1eld and 
large magmfications, typ1cally 15K to 30K. If the obJect surface IS 
conduct1ng l1ttle or no surface preparat1on 1s necessary, (replicas may 
sometimes be used). S1ze of specimen 1s usually l1m1ted to 4x4''. Whilst 
the SEM provides an excellent visual study of grattngs the 
1nterpretat1on of the 1mages can be difficult as It Is not 
straightforward to assess depth or profile. For depth measurement, 
shadowing techniques using f1b1~es have been developed but sk1lled 
operation and Interpretation IS requ1red for unambiguous results 
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Ftgure 4.2 tllustrates how tnterpretatton of profile can be dtfftcult 
tf the prectse ttlt and vtewtng condittons are not known. [291 
Ftgure 4.2 The lnterpretatton of Groove Proftle 
Plates 9 and 10 show results from SEM tnvest1gat1on of dtfferent 
grattng structures 
of qualtty of 
measurements 
The SEM was used tn thts work for vtsual tnspectton 
surface/not se/damage more than for quantt tat 1 ve 
A summary of mertts t's gtven below; 
..:.gvantages ~hsadvant_9_g~~ 
Excellent vrsual tnspectton Surface preparatton/repltca needed. 
Htgh magntftcattons posstble. Sktlled operator dependent. 
Resolutton tn the order of 20nm Ambtgutty of data tnterpretatton. 
Slow method for many samples. 
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Plate 9. 
Plate 10 . 
Investigation of Grating Structures by Scanning Elec tron Microsc ope 
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4.2 . 1 Asssssment of Errors and E eri mental Results 
Scanning El eE_tron M i~c~y 
No qubntitativE dal8 has 
exce ll ent visua l assessment 
been obtained 
has been made . 
from this techniqu e but 
Plate 11 shows o prof ile 
from a diffrac tion grating and the lim ited depth ach i eved . 
Interpretation of the profile edge is difficult to determine. 
P la te 11 . Edge Profile of a Diffraction Grat ing in Photoresist 
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Plate 12 shows an alternative approach to profi l e assessment, a metal 
diffraction grating was moun ted in epoxy resin and sec t ione d . An 
aerial view was attempted to show grating profile but t his can not be 
quantified. The e xce l l ent magnification and reso l ution of the SEM ha~ 
allowed exami n ation of a wide range of results. 
Me.t.al S e.ttl on 
Pl ate 12. SEM Photomicrograph o f Metal Sec t ion Mounted in Epoxy Resin 
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4.3 Opttcal Mtcroscopy 
State-of-the-art opttcal microscopes allow extremely accurate 
measurements over greater ranges than ever. Specialised techniques of 
polarized IJght, phase contrast and Interference microscopy can help 
WIth the measurement of groove depth and the Impression of groov~ 
proftle. The limitation of such techniques Is resolution whereby the 
Instrument may be capable of measunng depths from O.OIJ1m-1.0J1m, but 
only_ for coarse grattngs upto a l1m1t of >1000 1/n~. 
A successful technique used In this work was that of double and 
multiple beam interference systems. The principles of which are 
Illustrated 1n F1gure 4.3 
a) Double BeaQ Interference 
I' "")--l._J-__ 
I I I 
---. .--j--Y 
: I I 
---, ' t--x 
b) Mulnple BeaQ 
Interference 
c) Generation 
of Interference 
Fringes 
Peak to Trough 
He~ght = A/2 x y/x 
F1gure 4 3 Double and Multiple Beam Interference Systems 
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4.3.1 Double Beam Interferometry 
The double beam or Mtrau technique generates Interference fringes 
across the surface of the specimen In a non-contact technique. Hetght 
differences on the surface are revealed by chdnges tn the interference 
patterns and can be determined as fracttons and multiples of half the 
wavelength of ltght used. Monochromatic or whtte light can be used, 
Monochromatic Illumtnatton makes quantitative assessment easier as 
whit~ ltght produces coloured fringes across the surface.He1ght 
differences of 3-5~m can be detected wrth a mtntmum resolvable 
difference of 0 0251lm [461. Figure 4.3 a) Illustrates the use of a 
modtfted microscope obJective for double beam Interferometry work. 
4.3.2 Multiple Beam Interferometry 
Multiple beam Tolansky methods utilize Fizeau fringes produced 
between the ref 1 ect Ing surfaces as Illustrated In Figure 4. 3 b) The 
reflected beams Interfere and are focussed by the mtcroscop~ obJective. 
The greater the number of fringes, the sharper and narrower the 
Interference pattern appears, maktng quant1tat1ve analysLs ea51er. 
Each fringe spacing represents a difference of A/2 The fringe pattern 
appears as In Figure 4.3 c). If the readout from an eyepiece 
micrometer Is x, and the value of the disorder of the wavelength is y, 
the value of the difference In level or roughness IS N = l/2 X y/x. 
The measur1 ng range covers 0 01 J.lm-0 .lj.l.m dependIng upon surface 
reflectivity and shape. [471 The multtple beam system offers advantages 
In the quality of fringes seen across the sample. In practice the 
fringes are generated by a reference mirror fitted to the microscope 
ObJective that ltghtly rests upon the sample. The mirror IS tilted to 
produce an extremely small wedge angle over th~ sample creating contour 
fr1nges over that area. Each fringe spacing represents a separation 
difference of half a wavelength, the deflection and spacing can be 
measured by eyepiece micrometers for monochromatic or white light The 
technique has been used to confirm the accuracy of Talysurf 
measurements and has achieved accuracies of ±O.OlJ.I.m The techntque IS 
somewhat sloN to use and difficult to measure at times when deep 
prof1le-s 
'batch" 
l)r fine grdttngs are used. 
type check, taking samples 
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The method ha'5 been used as a 
that have been measured us1ng 
Tal ysurf and comparing re suits with measurements from multI pie beam 
Interference microscopy. 
Merits of the system as gtven below, 
~qyanta~~ D 1 ~a dv a r"!J:~~!! 
Good visual technique 
for quality of sample. 
No sample preparation 
nece:3sary 
Some operator skill required. 
Fringes can be difficult to Interpret/ 
measure. 
4.3.3 Experimental Results 
Optical Interference microscopy proved successful In assesstng groove 
nature and depth. Whilst limited to a maximum magnificatton of X!OOO, 
w1th measuring Inaccuracy 
assessment confirmed other 
for each 
system 
techrn que, 
results. A 
Interferometric 
Ntkon Opttphot 
m~talJurgical microscope with additional features was used fnr double 
beam and multiple beam Interference techniques. 
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4 .3.3. 1 Doub l e Be am I n t erf erence 
This techn ique u sed a simplified non- contacting system producing 
fringes ac ros s the surface of the photoresist or metal shim as seen in 
Plat~ l3. 
Plate 13 Double Beam Interference Fr inges 
Fringes a ppear across the centra I area o n I y a s these were p r oduced 
using white light withou t a na rrow band f il ter. Measurements were made 
using the narrow band fi Iter wi th 'A=5 4 6nm. The fringes are coarse in 
nature and were extremely s ensitive to vibration necessi tat ing mounting 
the mi c r oscope on an isolated table f or fringe measurement. The 
e1epiece micrometer wa s 
accuracy was ±O.Ol~m. 
fo fl ows: 
calibrated f or the optics in u se 
Cal c u la ti on o f grat ing depth 
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and estimated 
was made as 
Level of roughness N = Al2 x y/x 
Disturbance = y 
Readout = x 
Level of roughness N = A/2 x y/x mm 
From eyepiece measurements x ~ 8.75x10-3mm 
y = 12x!0-3mm 
Al2 = 0 546x!0-3mm 
2 
N = 3.74x!O-•mm 
Peak to Trough He1ght = 0.374~m 
Surface finish measurement by a Talysurf Instrument for this same 
sample <2b4 F1rst generation metal shim) gave height difference 0 42~m 
w1th an accuracy of ±0.04~m. Results are tabulated 1n Table C. 
A further sample, first generation metal, grating 2a3 was also assessed 
by double beam Interference m1croscopy. 
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From eyep1ece measurements: x = 1 25xl0-3mm 
y = 1.02x!0-3mm 
"A/2 ~ Q 554xl o-_3!'!" 
2 
· N = 2.23x!O-•mm 
Peak to Trough Hetght = 0.223~m 
Talysurf measurement of the same sample gave a height difference of 
0.!5~m ±0.04~m. 
4.3.3.2 Multiple Beam Interference 
This technique relies upon matching the reflectance of the sample under 
examination to that of a reference mirror attached to the m1croscope 
obJective The reference m1rror rests lightly upon the sample to create 
a small wedge angle and generate fringes across the sample. Plate 14 
shows fringes from multiple beam Interference m1croscopy. 
The fringes are considerably sharper and finer making quanti tat1ve 
assessment easier. Eyepiece micrometer accuracy was limited to O.Ol~m. 
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Plate 14 Multiple Beam Interference Fringes 
Calculation of height differences was made as follows; 
Disturbance y 
Readou t = x 
I Level of rough ness N = k/2 x y/x 
I I I 
----. r-T-Y 
: I 1 
----, t-- x 
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From eyepiece measurements for first generation metal, grating 2b4. 
y = 1. 75xl 0-3mm 
x = I 15x!0-3mrn 
l/2 = 0 564xl0-3rrm 
2 
N = 4.15x!0-3mm 
Peak to Trough He1ght = 0 415um 
A further sample, first generation metal, grating 2a3 was also 
measured. 
From eyepiece measurements; 
y = 1.15x!0-3mrn 
x = 1.5x!0-3mrn 
l/2 = 0.546x!0-3mm 
2 
N = 2.09x!0-3mm 
Peak to Trough He1ght = 0~~~ 
Table C summarises the results from Double and Mult1ple Beam 
Interference techniques and compares them With measurements taken from 
a Talysurf Instrument. 
~'!mE~ ________ Doub 1 e Be~.Ill_ _ __l1__t!lilP_I_ e ___!3~~!fl _________ I~_! y ~\lr_f _______ _ 
2a3 0 223um 0 209um 0 16 ±0. 04um 
Ist,_Meta ! ____________ -------~~--------- __ _ 
2b4 0.42 ±0.04um 
Table C Comparison of M1croscopy and Talysurf Measurements 
The multiple beam technique shows better correlation with the Talysurf 
measurements and lies Wl th1n exper1mental accuracy The Improved 
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quality of fringes from the multiple beam technique reduced the 
Inaccuracy of measuring broad fringe patterns. Whtlst the double beam 
technique was stmpler In operation the correlation wtth Talysurf 
results ltes at the ltmtts of experimental accuracy 
Image Processing 
An tnvesttgatton Into 
tech;nques was carried 
Interference fringes. 
the posstbtJtty of ustng frtnge analysts 
out on vtdeo tape Images of the double beam 
The Nikon mtcroscope allowed video camera 
recordtng of the samples under tnvesttgatton. The double beam 
Interference fringes were recorded and processed ustng a Kontron 
Btldanalase Image processor using a Mtcrovax 11 computer. Plates 15,16 
and 17 show the monitor output for metal samples 2b4 and 2a3. The 
compostte ptcture shows the video Input of the recorded grating. A grey 
level slice was taken through the sample, running at 90" to the 
direction of the grating. The final output shows the grating with the 
prof 11 e sect Ion beneath. It can be seen that the proftl e from each 
sample IS stgntftcantly different. The results are compared w1 th the 
Talysurf traces for each. Whilst the technique shows great promise tt 
has not been fully vertfted, the associated errors of the technique 
Include those of the mrcroscope, the television camera and computer 
The results show excellent correlation wtth those from the Talysurf 
traces and It would be hoped that quantitative as well as groove 
prof1le data could be obtained from this technique. 
Optical MtcroscoP-y on Metal ?ecttons 
A further optical mtcroscopy technique used to study grating proftles 
was Investigated by producing cross section samples of the grattngs 
Only metal shtms could be Investigated due to preparation methods A 
small sliver of the metal was cast Into epoxy resin and al !owed to set 
over a period of 24 hours. The pellet was sectioned using a diamond 
.tipped cleaver to remove sllces of the sample. The t1p of the pellet 
was then examined under a microscope. Plates 18 and 19 show the section 
mounted Into epoxy resin and detatl taken from a magntfJed area of the 
metal section. The profile of the shim IS clearly VIsible. 
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Plate 15. Composite Image Showing Grating Vi deo Image 
and Grey Level Slice Section . 
Plate 16 . Profile Output from 
Grey Level Slice 
Grating 2a3 
Talysurf Profile Trace 
Grating 2a3 
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Plate 17 . Profile Output from 
Grey Level Slice 
:r c.~i~13 z~)4 
Talysurf Profile Trace 
Grating 2b4 
Plate 18. Metal Section Mounted into Epoxy Resin 
' 
Plate 19. Area from Metal Section Showing Grating Profile 
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The I imitation of the techn i que was the mea suring accuracy o f the 
o pti c al mi c roscope. Although a magn ifica t ion of x i OOO was possible o n 
some o f t he instruments, the eyepiece mi c r o me t ers l imited measuring 
a ccura c y to t l~m . The techni q ue was the r e f ore u sed as a v i sual 
inspection of profi I ~ ~atur ~ . Con side r ab l e ski 11 was requ i red in 
mo un t i ng the sampl es i nto th e liqu i d resi n t o p r e sen t th e correct fa c et 
t o the diamon d c l e aver onc e resi n had se t . Seve r e I samp I e s were 
repe.ated beca use de s p i t e c l eaving a t var i o u s a ng l es a direct v iew o f 
the profile c o ul d no t be obtai n ed. Examination by scanning e l ec t r o n 
mi croscope did no t offer any advan tage bec ause de s i r ed a ng l e of view 
coul d not be obtained . A direc t plan view was easier t o a c hieve with 
an o pt1 ca l microscope . Plate 20 shows an SEM i mage of the p r ofile but 
from a slanted viewpoint making in t erpretation diffi c ult . 
Metal 
Section 
Plate 2·J Profi le Assessment Using Scanning E l ectron Mi c ro scopy 
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4 . 4 T!!}.Y~UEf_l ns t~UII!_e!!! 
The Talysurf <or Talystep) Instrument Is typically found In mechanical 
and production engineering departments and workshops for measurement of 
surface rougnness and surface finl~h. lt IS well suited to the 
measurement of groove hetght as 1 t g1 ves direct information about a 
surface f1n1sh. The principle Involves moving a lightly loaded 
<approx. !OOmg force on surface) d1amond t1poed stylus across the 
sample. F1gure 4.4 a) Illustrates the apparatus.[48J The sk1d nosepiece 
arrang~ment f1ts down over the stylus as Illustrated In Figure 4.4 b). 
SHOE 
SKID 
NOSE PIECE 
---~·~ Direction Of Traverse 
NOSE PIECE 
STYLUS 
a l 
F1gure 4.4 Talysurf Stylus and Sktd Arrangement 
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The deflections in a vertical direction are detected electronically and 
output as a trace of peaks and troughs. Vertical resolution is 
extremely good, to within t 20 nanometres, horizontal resolution is 
more limited and stylus dependent. Care must be taken with use of the 
instr1~ent as the shape and size of the stylus can affect the result. 
Figure 4.5 shows how the stylus may incorrectly measure a groove 
profile. The use of an angled stylus would more accurately follow the 
gratjng profile and overcome this problem. 
STYLUS 
~ I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Figure 4.5 Use of An Angled Stylus to Measure Profiles 
The stylus is typically chisel shaped, l.OJ1m long and O.IJ1m or less 
wide. A skid or shoe is used in conjunction with the diamond sty! us 
depending on the nature of the surface. When using the Ta I ysurf 
instrument It was found that the stylus and skid arrangement damaged 
the photoresist surface. Whilst this would normally be undesirable it 
proved an advantage for the accurete measurement of diffraction 
efficiency and profile from exactly the same area of the sample for 
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each assessment The mark left by the apparatus was seen to transfer 
through each stage of the copying process providing an additional 
reference area for study. Postbaking of the photoresist Improved the 
hardnes~ of the material and li~Ited the damage to the surface.(lt IS 
poss1ble to measure the grooves Without the skid to prevent surface 
scratching, set-up times for the Instrument then took In excess of 40 
minutes and offered no real advantage.) The mark of the stylus and 
skid has been used as a reference point for all subsequent measurements 
of profile and efficiency. Plates 21 and 22 show the stylus/skid damage 
to the measured diffraction gratings. 
A further advantage of using the Talysurf has been Its suitability for 
measurement of aJl substrates regardless of substrate reflectivity. 
(Optical microscopy techniques required matched surface reflectiVIty.) 
Provided the substrate could be held rigid and flat the Talysurf was 
capable of measuring surface detail. The interpretation of results was 
straightforward presenting data In graphical form. It was a very fast 
t..ech:l.i .. Gue requ1ring little operator skill. The data below shows the 
st.::mdu:-d used for Instrument calibration. The trace outputs the result 
as a plot of plus and minus deviations about zero. 
2 43 .1'"' 
(I 
0. 70 ....... 
ID· Calibrat'10n Standard 2·48 )Jffi 
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Pla t e 21 . 
P l ate 22. 
Damage To the Gra t i ng Surface by the Styl u s /Ski d Assembly 
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A summary of merits for the Talysurf measuring t echnique is given 
below; 
Advantages 
Fast, simpl e method 
Re~ult s presented in 
graphical peak / trough 
Di S<!!d_vanta es 
Con ta c ting method with surfac e damage 
Horizontal resolution limited 
Deep, fine grati ngs unsuitable for 
Excel lent vertical resolution measurement 
Capable o f measuring transparent 
or reflec tive substrates 
4 . 4 . 1 Experimen tal Results 
Ta I ysurf measurement was the pr i n c i pa I technique used f o r groove depth 
measurement. The instrument, a Ta l ysurf 4 with computer analysis, was 
fast and effective to use on all samp le substrates wi th direc t 
quantitative output. The advantage of speed and acc uracy negated any 
damage c aused to the samp le by the skid . The accuracy of the instrument 
wa s 0.02~m at the highest magnification , whi ch has proved 
satisfactory fo1 t he gratings used in this work. The pitch o f gratings 
measured wa s kept t o 100 1/ mm t o facilitate accurate assessment. 
Gra t ings recorded at 1000 1/mm were no t successfully measured using t he 
Talysurf instrumen t due to the I imited horizo ntal resolution. The 
length of the traverse was llmm which adequately covered the grating. 
Each grating was t ra versed several times to ensure that the stylus was 
measuring at go• to the grating and t o detect any obvious va ria t ion s 
across the s ample s. Before each asse ssment the instrument was al lowed 
suf ficient wa rm-up time and calibrated standa r ds were traced t o monitor 
measuring accuracy. 
None of he above methods is complete in itself for t he assessment o f 
groove profile or depth measurement. Al l three used in conj unction 
ha ve rnade a fuller anal ysis possible. The Tal ysurf technique has been 
used e x tensively and provided the basts f or the dept h measuremen ts 
presented in this thesis. Op ti cal microscopy has been used lo measure 
ltne spac 1ngs and qual ity of gratings with elect ron microscopy used f o r 
some ana I ys is of groovt: prof i I e and vi sua I inspec ti on. 
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4 . 5 Measu rement of Diffrac t ion Ef fici enc y 
l t has been described how two f ~a tures ha ve been stud ied t o a sse ss t he 
a ccurac y a nd efficiency of the Infor ma tion Tra nsfer Process . These are; 
groove de p t h and diffrac t ion eff iciency. Measur ement o f the s e t wo 
fea tu r e s through e a c h stage of the copy i ng process al l ows quant i ta ti ve 
asse s sment o f t he a ccu r a c y of the sys tem wh ich repr esents a unique 
aspe~ t of the s tudy of the emboss ing sequence. 
The diffrac ti or. gra tings me a s u red for groove de p t h by the Talysurf 
instrument we r e ma r ked by the styl us/s kid a s sembl y at t he preci s e poin t 
o f measurement. These ma r ks a cte d a s t he refe r enc e po i.nts f rom wh i c h t o 
measure d i ffraction e f f ic iency. The use o f a laser for poi n t 
i nte r r ogat ion g rea tl y fa c ilita t ed this assessment . An i ndicat ion of t he 
a ccuracy o f t he t r ansfer proc e ss wil I be given by a ma t ching of 
diffraction effici enc y f or pho t o res i s t, metal and p l astic c opi e s 
w t thout the introduction o f higher o r de r s wh ich ind icate noise and 
distortior. r o groove depth or profil e . 
Chap t er 2 describe d the mea s uremen t uf diffrac ti on efficienc y a nd 
anomali e s that may a rise. In o r de r t o offe r a usefu l ex pr essi on of true 
e f ficiency t his study has measu r e d g ra t ings with an opt ica l l a you t 
us i ng a con fig ura tion whereby the diffrac ted beam r eturn s a long the 
path of the inciden t beam as closel y as possib l e (known a s a Lilt r ow 
mounting) . P l ate 23 s hows the s ys tem f o r measurement of a n icke l copy 
o f a gra ling. 
The sy~tem was designed a l ong an opti c a l ra il to en s u r e a ccurat e 
alignment of the l a ser beam onto the di f f r a c ti on g r a tings . A 6mW He l i um 
Neon laser was inciden t upon the g r a ting, used in t he S pol a riza t i on 
regime. The laser could be i ntrodu ced a t a ny gi ven angl e o f i n c i denc e 
onlo the grat ing by rotat i on o f t he mounting un i t f o r t he gra t i ng. Th e 
moun ting unit al l owed accurat e r o tation th ro ugh 36 0 " wi th micrometer 
adjustment for f inal positioning. In it ial alie;nmen t wa s as s ured b y the 
relurn of the diffrac t ed zero orde r along the axis of the laser bea m 
f or nor·mc;l inc ident:e. The diffract e d orders we re measured using a 
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power mete r tCoherent 212 ) . AI I measurements were made in reflection. 
The incident intensity of the l ase r output was measured and divided by 
the di ffracted e nergy output t o be expressed as a percentage for 
Absolute Eff iciency . By thi s method of reflected l ight read i ngs for a 
known angle o f incidence , plane of polarizat ion and wavelength , th e 
mos t a cc u ra te as s e ssment of diffract ion efficiency has been possible. 
All of the gra tings , in photoresist, metal and plasti c have been 
measured th is way with surface reflectivity matched to ensure 
consi s tent r esult s. The laser was an e xcel lent point source for 
inter r ogati on of the s u rface using the smal I scratch left by the 
Ta 1 ysurf instrument a s a reference point. This ensured that any 
variations across the surface in depth or finish could be avoided and 
that the s ame area wa s studied throughout the transfer process . In 
o rder to assess the a ccuracy over the entire surfa c e of the diffrac tion 
g r a t i ngs t he I aser wa s scanned across the s urface and variation i n 
diffrac tion efficiency noted. 
Plate 23 Experimenta l Arrangement f or the Measurement 
of Diffraction Effi c i ency 
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4.5.1 Assessment of Errors and Experimental Results 
A J arge number of d1 ffract1on efficiency measurements were made upon 
silver haJlde and photoresist diffraction grattngs. Efficiency is a 
wtdeJy used measurement that IS rarely properly expressed and studies 
were made to assess the errors Involved in the process. The study of 
the anomalies found In grating efficiency was made by considering a 
silver halide grating of 114 1/Nm for different measuring regimes. A 
He-N~ laser of known Input was used and effiCiency was calculated over 
a range of 0-40• angle of Incidence, for both vertical and horizontal 
polarrsation planes over plus and minus six diffracted orders. The 
measuring accuracy of the power meter system was :!:O.OlJ!W/cmZ. The 
grating and laser measuring arrangements are Illustrated In Figure 4.6. 
I Laser 
For 9 = 10,20,40 • 
m= -1 
m=+1 
m=O 
Grating 
m= -1 
m= +1 
F1gure 4 6 Reflection Measurement of Dtffractron Efficiency 
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The results from the measurement of the Initial silver halides gratings 
have been pI ot ted In Graph 4. 7. The measurements were taken over a 
range of laser Incident angles. for both polarisation planes over plus 
and minus s 1 x orders. In this way the presence of gratIng anoma II es 
could be detected. This study was undertaken during early work on 
diffraction efficiency to fully understand the measurement systems and 
the difficult nature of recording results. Thanks are given to 
Mr.M.Hutley for help and sugge•tions In this area 
The results plotted In Graph 4.7 highlight the difficulty of accurately 
expressing a figure for diffraction efficiency. 
a number of features: 
The graph Illustrates 
I) The plane of polarisation used to Interrogate the grating has an 
effect upon measured efficiency. Efficiency IS overall higher for the 
S polarisation <the electric vector being perpendicular to groove 
profile.) 
II) The loss In efficiency for a particular point Is expressed as a 
high point for the corresponding plus or minus order. 
Ill)The precise angle of Incidence should be detailed to provide a 
meaningful expression. 
From thts Initial work, measurement of the photorestst, metal and 
plastic gratings was modified to Include only the ftrst three 
diffracted orders where present The high number of diffracted orders 
Indicated poor quality gratings With Imperfect sinusoid features. 
Ideally all energy should be diffracted Into only the plus and mmus 
first order. The results obtained for photoresist, metal and plastic 
copies of the diffraction gratings are presented In Chapter 7. 
4. 5. 2 Q!_ff!:.a~_tLQ'!..llff i c I ency Versus Groove DeJlth 
An Important aspect In quantifying the accuracy and eff1c1ency of the 
Information Transfer Process has been the study of groove depth and 
diffraction efficiency .. and .. the way In which they may be used as 
for an opt Iml sed transfer system. For 
and plastic, 
that groove 
each drffractron 
the groove depth 
depth has been 
grat1ng produced, rn photoresist, metal 
and measured efficiency as a result of 
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Graph 4.7 Diffraction Efficiency Measurement of a Silver Halide Grating 
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recorded. This has allowed the VIsualisation of the overall efficiency 
of the process to be assessed. 
Graph 4.8 shows the plot of diffraction effiCiency versus measured 
groove depth for photoresist Re!'ults are computer plotted usJng a 
Mult1cs Computer. The data shows best fit curves for Spl1ne smoothing 
using a delta value of 0.4. 
Results are for the first order diffracted beam, at o• angle of 
Incidence, measured with a He-Ne laser In the S polarisation regime. 
The peak efficiency at shallow groove depth (O.IO~m) Is shown at ~30% 
With a second peak at a depth of approximately 0.45~m. This result IS 
compared With those for metal and plastic copies to assess the accuracy 
of the embossing process. The function should appear as a uniform 
series of peaks but the deeper groove depths show reduced diffraction 
efficiency Indicating a distortion away from sinusoid profile at the 
deeper depths These results are discussed more fully In Chapter 8. 
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Graph 4.8 Diffraction Efficiency Versus 
Groove Depth for Photoresist Diffraction Gratings 
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4.6 Discussion and Conclusions 
The measurement of the surface re ltef pat tern for assessment of the 
Information transfer function IS fundamental to thts study. The complex 
nature of the holographic surface pattern necessitated the recording of 
untform, simplified surface patterns frcm diffraction gratings. The 
patterns allowed measurement of groove depth using a variety of opttcal 
and surface ftntsh techniques. The measurement regtmes for an accurate 
description of dtffraction efficiency has been described. By monitoring 
both of these features through the transfer process from photorestst, 
to metal and fmally mto plastic, a quantltatlve assessment of the 
accuracy of transfer has be made. 
Opt I ea 1 and surface ftni sh techniques of measuring groove depth and 
proftle have been successfully appiled to the range of dtffraction 
grattngs. The techniques used tn conJunction with each other have 
provided a more complete analysts than any one technique alone could 
offer. Measurement cf dtffractton efftctency has been undertaken on 
stlver haltde gre.ttngs to assess errors and ltmitattons and on the 
photorestst, metal and plastic copies of the diffraction gratings. 
Analysts of the results and associated experimental error has also been 
Included. From the work undertaken the following conclusions may be 
surrmar1sed. 
• Assessment by electron and optical microscopy produced visual and 
quantitative data. Surface ftntsh measurements were successfully used 
on photorestst, metal and plasttc copies of dtffractton gratings. 
• Study of groove proftle by 1mage process1ng techmques ytelded 
positive results offering an Interesting area for further work and 
study. 
• lnvesttgatton of the measurement of diffraction efficiency has 
htghltghted ltmttattons of the techntque. 
• Exper1mental error of measuring systems has been considered to 
obtain meaningful data from the results. 
• Successful data has be obta1ned from the measurement of groove depth 
and diffraction efficiency to assess the accuracy of the Information 
Transfer Process. 
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CHAPTER 5 
5.0 Introduction 
The sequence of work discussed thus far has covered diffraction 
grat}ngs and holograms, photosens1t1ve materials and the measurement of 
features for the assessment of the transfer process. F1gure 5.1 
outlines the overall Information Transfer Process and 1t can be seen 
that the surface rel1ef Image must be copied Into metal to be used as 
a stamper for the embossing Into plastic. 
Surface 
Relief Image 
Surface Relief 
Metal Repl1ca 
Metal Replica 
Pla.s tic Sheet -~ 
Plastic Replica ~ 
IMAGE RECORDING 
ELECTROFORMING 
EMBDSSI NG 
Ftgure 5.1 Overall Scheme of the Information Transfer Process 
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It would theoretically be poss1ble to emboss 1nto plast1c d1rectly from 
a stable photores1st profile but th1s would severely limit the life of 
the original and would not be sensible for large numbers of embossed 
Images. Consequently a metal copy of the photorestst original Is used, 
capable of withstanding heat and pressure to ailow repeated embosstngs 
to be made. The reproduction of an exact metal replica IS achieved by 
electroformtng techmques Over 80 metal rep! 1cas were produced by 
e I ec_troformtng by careful design and constderat ron of expertmenta I 
work. Modtftcatton to plating tanks and bath formulation resulted In 
excellent qualtty metal shims whtch allowed further metal copies or 
second generation plattngs to be taken from those shtms. 
Electroformtng IS a spectaltsed technique of electrodeposttion or 
electroplatmg of metals. Electroplating IS the depos1t1on of metal 
coatings onto a part for decoration or protection whereby the 
deposited coating becomes a permanent feature designed to remain on the 
plated obJect. EJectroforming differs In that the metal finish IS 
not designed to be permanently attached to the part but can be removed 
to serve as a copy of that part. A further Important difference between 
electroplating and electroforming IS that electroforming IS concerned 
WIth reproduction and the deposit must possess structural properties 
such as low stress, hardness and brittleness characteristics. 
The art of electroform1ng IS an old one As early as 1848 articles had 
been reproduced 
from the desire 
printing plates 
In nickel 
to copy 
In the 
by electroform1ng. Initial Interest arose 
art obJects followed by the production of 
m1d 19th century and the preparat1on of 
phonograph stampers Electroforrntng IS still used for the reproduction 
of complicated fine detail parts, VIdeo discs, wave guides. parts both 
large and small. This chapter Will consider the application of 
electroform1ng to the reproduction of diffraction grat1ngs and 
holograms The record. VIdeo and compact disc are the onost closely 
ail 1ed Industrres to embossed holographic elements and currently use 
electroformtng techniques for the production of stampers and masters. 
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5.1 Electroforming Process 
Figure 5.2 illustrates the process of electroplating which 1s the 
deposition of a metal layer by electrolysls. <Electrolysis IS the 
production of a chemical change by passing current through an 
electrolyte.) Two electrodes <cathode and anode) connected via an 
e~ternal current are Immersed In an electrolyte (conducting solution) 
A potential difference between the two electrodes causes the metal of 
the pos 1 tl ve I y charged anode to be deposited upon the negatively 
charged cathode. Consequent I y the anode s !owl y disso Ives away as the 
cathode builds up. 
Cathode --+--4.. 
DC + 
e--------+ 
e-------+ 
e-/'"L-, -+ 
e--~-- --+ 
c2--- -- --+ 
e---- + 
..1--t--Anode 
Electrolyte 
Figure 5.2 The Process of Electrolysis. 
To produce metal copies of the diffraction grattngs the metal deposited 
from the anode must bu1ld up and contour the surface of the 
photores1 st The depos 1 ted me ta I 1 ayer can then be separated from the 
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photoresist to produce a durable, accurate copy of the surface profile. 
For electrolysis to occur both anode and cathode must conduct a current 
end the photoresist had be rendered conductive before the metal copies 
could be produced by electroforming. Th1s was achieved by the 
deposition of a thin, metallic layer. The conductive layer a few 
atoms thick, completed the electric circuit between the cathode end 
anode of the plating tank. The deposition of the initial layer was as 
cri t_ica I as the actual e I ectroforming process as this intermediate 
layer became the front surface for subsequent re-pletings when 
separated from the original photoresist. 
The latter section of this chapter will discuss the electroforming of 
the photoresist after consideration of the deposition of the ini tiel 
conductive layer. 
Possible techniques for rendering the photoresist surface conductive 
are shown below; 
I. Vacuum evaporation of silver/gold. 
2. Electroless deposition of nickel. 
3. Mirroring process by reduction of silver. 
4. Application of conductive laquers. 
5. Firing on of metal deposits. 
Of these techniques three processes were Identified as viable methods 
for treating photoresist to produce the initial conductive layer: 
i) Vacuum evaporation of silver. 
ii) Electroless deposition of nickel. 
iii> Silver reduction. 
5.2 Vacuum Evaporation of Silver 
Figure 5.3 shows a schematic of the Vllcuum evaporation process. The 
silver, 99.99% pure in the form of small balls, was heated by passing a 
current through the tungsten boat 1n which it was held. The substrate 
held above the molten silver was not heated and consequently at a lower 
temperature .. Evaporation deposition occurred by the silver atoms or 
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molecules travelling away from the source to condense on the cooler 
surface of the photorestst. 
The evaporation source, (almost any metal or alloy or mlxture), 1n thts 
Instance stlver, can b~ tn the form of ftlaments or Wires or held In 
foils or boats for quantities of a few grams Crucibles are used for 
quanttttes of a few grams or more. Heating of the metals or alloys can 
be by resistance heating. high frequency <HF), electron beam 
bombardment or explosion heatup. 
Vacuum Chamber 
Pholores1st Substrate 
Oepos1t 
Heated evaporant 
(S1l ver Grams) 
Ftgure 5.3 Vacuum Evaporation Process. 
The coating process occurs on an atomic scale and 1t could be argued 
that atoms of silver will more llkely deposit evenly over troughs and 
peaks tnan other methods of deposition. Gratlngs of 2000 1/mm are 
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still macroscopic compared to the number of s1lver atoms that could be 
deposited between the grooves. With vacuum evaporation the evaporation 
source 1s small and placed a relatively long distance from the res1st 
surface. The metal atoms striking the (macroscopic) surface are assumed 
to do so at near normal incidence, in which case the thickness of the 
metall1c layer will be constant across the surface. If the thickness 
IS constant the groove shape must match that of the original. Lindau 
[511 has constdered thts problem and proposed models to descnbe the 
coating process as Illustrated In Figure 5.4. 
Al LAYER GROWS VERTICALLY- SHAPE UNAFFECTED 
Bl LAYER GROWS ORTHOGANALL Y- SHAPE DISTORTED 
F1gure 5.4 Model for Growth of Metal for Vacuum Evaporation 
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Limiting factors of the vacuum deposition process are; 
-The material must be suxtable for evaporation in a given vacuum and 
temperature 
-A critical !evel vacuum Is necessary to avoid coliiSH>n of evaporated 
atoms with residual gas molecules. 
-Stress development within the deposit can limit deposited thickness. 
-Substrate shape- should be parallel and flat to evaporant. 
-Substrate s1ze IS limited to vacuum chamber dimensions. 
5.2.1 ~erimental Results - Vacuum Evaporation of Silver 
Th1s techn1que proved the most stra1ghtforward and effect1ve method of 
producing the Initial conductive layer and was used exclusively once 
other methods had been tr1ed and el1m1nated. 
An Edwards High Vacuum, model E500 vacuum coater was used for 
deposition of silver onto the photores1st grat1ngs. The samples, soak 
cleaned In a proprietary cleaning agent (Microclean) and rinsed xn pure 
water WE're rnnu'1ted onto a purpose built plate holder to take upto four 
samples at a time. The samples did not extend to the edges of the 
chamber as uneven deposition would have occurred. The plate holder was 
loaded Into the vacuum chamber w1 th the resist surfaces towards the 
silver source In the tungsten boat The boat was connected between the 
heater filaments and a shutter held over the silver until ready for 
evaporation The chamber was lowered and evacuated Deposition could 
occur once the correct chamber pressure was reached. A current was 
appl1ed to the f1lament to melt the s1lver Once the s1lver was fully 
molten the shutter was opened to allow the silver to evaporate toward 
the resist surfaces and deposit sufficient film thickness. 0 5-0 811m 
thickness of s1lver was satisfactory to ensure good conductivity and 
surface w11formity during electroform1ng. 
It was 1mportant that the chamber temperature d1d not exceed IOO'C 
during evaporation as the res1st surfaces would flow and distort at 
such temperatures. 
and air adm1tted 
samples. 
After evaporation the chamber was allowed to cool 
to release the chamber to allow removal of the 
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Cleanliness of the resist samples was extremely Important tn achieving 
quality coatings. Surface dust, fingerprints or marks were clearly 
VISible after coating and handling of the rPsist was reduced to a 
mtnlmum prior to vacuum evaporation. To Improve the electroforming 
process by ensuring uniform conductivity acr(')ss the Sdrnple, adhesive 
lead tdpe was attdched around the edges of the resist samples. <See 
Section 5.5.1 Design of Cathode.) This was adhered before silver 
evap9rat1on such that stlver covered the Nhole sample Including the 
tape. 
5.3 ~lectroless Deposition of Nickel 
Electroless plating IS also known as 'chemical plating'. Deposition Is 
based on chemtcal reduction reactions that do not require an external 
electric current. Plating occurs by autocatalytic reduction of the 
metal cations, for example nickel <NI++), onto the surface to be plated 
by the presence of hypophosphite anions <H2P0z-) 1n aqueous solution. 
The chemical reaucing agent 1n solution thus provtdes the electrons for 
-:oriVerttng metal tons to the elemental form, eg. 
M2+ + 2etfrom reducing agent) MO 
catalytic surface 
The advantage of electroless plating IS that It may be carried out on 
non-conducting surfaces after suitable surface preparation, It does not 
require an external current and plating IS of uniform thickness 
regardless of the surface shape or geometry. Once deposttton Is 
Initiated on the surface to be plated the metal must Itself be 
catalytic for deposition to continue. The autocatalytic deposition 
proceeds almost linearly with ttme and quite thick deposits can be 
produced. Some Important features are; 
-Untform deposits can be produced regardless of part shape 
-Thickness of depos"t IS only limited by the supply of chemicals. 
-Coating character1sttcs are un1que to electroless plating and not like 
those from electroplating 
-Deposits can be placed dtrectly on non-conducting surfaces. 
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The surface to be plated must be sensitised prior to deposition. This 
1s possible by making the part cathodic for a very short time or by 
rinsing the part In PdCl2 <Palladium Chloride) followed by Immersion In 
the plating bath. This leaves a thin tnvners1on deposit of palladium on 
the surface which Initiates electroless plating. 
Bath Formulation; an aqueous or non-aqueous bath would contain: 
I) The source of metal for plating, 1e. nickel chloride 
11) A reduc1ng agent, le. formaldehyde, hypophosph1te, which affects 
the deposit properties. Reaction products are codeoosited 
depending on whtch reducing agent IS used. 
Ill) A complex1ng agent that IS the source of the metal. 
>v) Buffer agent for pH control. 
v) A stabilizing agent to control deposition rate. 
VI) Agents such as brighteners, exaltants, chelattng agents. 
The formulation used In thts study was a hypophosphtte based bath and 
the overall reaction may be summarised In the following equation, 
Bath temperature and pH are Important factors Influencing deposition. 
The deposition rate Increases almost exponentrally with temperature and 
most baths operate at high temperatures to take advantage of this. 
Deposition rate In an acid bath decreases wrth solution pH and baths 
are typically kept between pH 4-6 (to compromise on speed of plat>ng 
and prevention of precipitation). The plating reaction produces 
hydrogen IOns and the Incluston of buffering agents (sodium citrate) 
prevents rapid pH changes. 
plat1ng to the dislodge 
Agitation ts necessary with autocatalytic 
gas bubbles generated and to replenlsh 
solution In crevices and holes. 
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The limiting features of the autocatslytic plating process are; 
-It cannot be used on parts susceptible to phosphorus or boron whtch 
are codeposited with autocatalytic coatings. 
-Deposited coatings have little shock or stress resistance 
-Electroless nickel coatings are b~Ittle and lack ductility making them 
'.!l1SUitable for flexing around printing rollers for embossing. 
-Formulations are limited to fewer deposited metals than for 
ele~trolytic deposition. 
5.3.1 Experimental Results- Electroless Deposition of Nickel 
This techntque was tried as an alternative to vacuum deposttton for the 
tnltial conductive layer using an acidtc bath for electroless nickel 
plating. 
The formulation was as follows: 
Nickel Chlonde 30.0 gll 
Sodium Hypophosphite 10.0 g/l 
Scd1um Citrate 12.6 g/l 
rH 4-6 
Temperature 90-100'C 
Before successful plattng could be achteved, pre-treatment of the 
resist was necessary using Palladium Chloride sensitizatton. 
Rinse: De-tontsed water with wetting agents 
Senstttze: Senstttzing solutton at 2s•c 
Stannous chloride 70g/l 
Acttvate. 
R1nse 
Hydrochloric acid 90 g/1 
Acid solution palladium chloride 0 l g/1 
De-Ionised water 
The sensi ttztng solution produced an absorbed layer of tin on the 
surface The activation step then formed palladtum nuclei on the 
surface by reduction wtth the absorbed tin tons These nuclei provide 
the catalytic sttes for the electroless nickel 
deposition. The plating solution was contained within a glass b~aker, 
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heated wtthtn a water Jacket. Electrical contact with the restst was 
not necessary and the restst was stmply held wtthtn the solution on a 
gla~s rack The temperature of the solution was monitored and 
matntained because platJng would increase exponenttally with 
temperature. The solution was not taken above go•c for fear of damaging 
the resist. Plating was slow to butld up and after four hours the 
resultant fell was extremely th1n at 0.02mm th1ckness. The 1mhal 
plat.mg was very poor wtth the thin nickel coating ltfttng from the 
surface. Improved restst surface preparation produced a separate fotl 
that was still extremely thin and too fragile for subsequent plating. 
Electroless deposttton of ntckel for the first conductive layer was 
found to be slow and surface pre-treatments made repeatabtltty 
difficult. The Imhal film of palladium produced on the surface for 
plating to begtn was obviously cructal tn maintatntng a conttnuous 
metal film One advantage of the method was that the resist did not 
require complicated Jigging or connectton to external ctrcutts although 
the 1rtt1a! sen~Jttzatton and activation Introduced addtttonal handling 
stages. The techniques could have been Improved to obtatn addtttonal 
results but the alternative methods Investigated offered advantages 
over electroless plattng. The use of electroless ntckel deposition IS 
an area that would be considered In future work. 
5. 4 B~duc t !_~n o_f__e_1 1 ver 
The last method described the process of autocatalytic deposttlon as 
part of the electroless chemical regime. A further method of rendering 
the photorestst surface conductive prior to electroforming can be 
achteved by chemical reduction of stlver. The process ts also part of 
electroless deposition (noncatalyttc displacement plating). Depostts 
are produced on non-catalytJc substrates 1n the presence of a reducer 
In a solution of the metal chemical compound. The surface of the part 
may or May not require sensttistng. In this study, the resist surface 
was sensitized wtth ttn salts before betng sprayed with a solut1on of 
srlver nrt~""ate and a forf'"1aldehyde reducrng agent. The two solutions 
mtxed on the surface to produce a thtn film of metallrc silver 
Depostt1on stopped once the surface was covered and very thin deposits 
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are typica I, 
method but 
10-200l!m. It IS a relatively cheap and straightforward 
tndtscrtmtnately covers all surfaces In contact wtth the 
solutions. Ltmtttng features of the process are; 
-Only thtn d~pos1ts are posstble. 
-Compltcated parts are not eastly sprayed. 
-Untformtty of coating ts vartable. 
-Non~onducttng surfaces can be treated but with ltmtted range of 
deposited metals. 
5.4.1 ~~perimental Results - Reduction of Silver 
Thts techntque for rendering the restst surface 
w1dely reported. It 1s known to be used in 
conduct 1 ve 1 s 
the produc tl on 
not 
of 
electroforms for decorative stamping purposes and the process has been 
studted tn this capacity. The techntque has not been reported for use 
wtth holographtc grattngs or Images and ts belteved to be untque In 
thts appltcatton. 
g~u_!~ent, No pre-treatment of the restst surface was necessary other 
than to ensure 1 t was c I ean and dust and grease free. A spray gun 
cons1strng of two nozzles very close together dtrected two solutions 
onto the surface of the resist for the period of only a few seconds. 
The two solutions were ammon1cal Silver nitrate and formaldehyde which 
reacted 1n the spray droplets to produce a thin film of silver on the 
resist The plate was then quickly transferred to an electrolytic 
plating bath to prevent the oxidation of the s1Iver f1Im. The deposited 
thickness was controlled by length of spraying but depos1t1on stopped 
as soon as the surface was covered. As soon as the surface appeared 
visually bright the spraying was stopped and the gun dtrected away from 
the surface to prevent stray droplets falling onto the surface. 
The technique IS known to work well for electroforms of large scale 
decorative patterns and d1d produce holograms which after electrolytic 
plating were stable and vrsually brrght. No VIsual defects were seen on 
t~e sJlver surface and 1t plated and adhered well to the resist Upon 
separating the original resist 
11 fted from 1 ts substrate and 
from the overplated copy the resist was 
retained on the silver It could be 
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removed by rinsing In acetone. The method did rely upon the skill of 
the operator In directing the spray nozzle with the correct distance 
and speed across the surface In much the same way as for spray 
painting. Delay In placing the sprayed plate Into the electroforming 
tanY produced an oxidised layer on the surface which dulled tne silver 
appearance. The technique was considered as the best alternative to 
vacuum deposition 
Summary The three outlined methods for the deposition of the first 
conductrve layer have been used on photores1st grat1ngs. 
The first, vacuum evaporation of silver, was found to be the fastest 
and easiest method since equipment was available In-house and was 
reliable and efficient. Deposrtion of silver, by vacuum evaporation Is 
consrdered to be the best choice for meeting the requirements of 
optical disc systems (22,23]. This technique was used consistently for 
tbe work undertaken 
The electroless deposition of nickel was more time consuming and 
eYacti"1g than silver evapor~tion. The use of nickel for the Initial 
layer was not a disadvantage as It would have provided a nickel/nickel 
Interface for the next stage. Problems were encountered with Inadequate 
adhesion of the deposited layer due to cleantng and sensittzatton of 
the resist surface The metal copies were extremely delicate and uneven 
and Inferior to those from evaporated silver. 
Reduction of silver by spraying the surface of the res1st was a fast 
techntque which produced a thin metalltc layer that had to be 
1m~ed1ately electroformed to prevent oxidation of the metallic silver 
The technique had to be used under clean conditions Within spray booths 
wtth adequate venttlatton Overspray of silver solution makes the 
techn1que more expensive than vacuum evaporation of silver but would be 
tdeal for large specimens that could not be mounted In a vacuum 
chamber Evenness of coating was acquired With practice by steady and 
smooth handl1ng of the spray gun. 
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5.5 Elec~roformtng the Conductive Layer - Deposition by Electrolysis 
Hav1ng rendered the surface of the photores1st conductive 1t could then 
be us~d as the cathode In the process cf building up a thick metal 
depos1t by electroform1ng. As mentioned previously electroplating is an 
electrochemical process using an electrolyte (conducting solution) to 
depo:nt one or more relatively th1n adherent layers of metal. The 
deposited layers may then have different physical or chemical 
properties from that of the original surface. Electrolysis 1s the 
production of a chemical change by passing current through an 
electrolyte as illustrated 1n Figure 5.5. 
-DC+ 
(Cathode) + (Anode) 
Sil~R.red <!---- + Titanium Basket 
Photoresist + with Nickel 
Pellet-$ Grating + <J--
+ 
+ 
Nickel Sulphamate 
Soluhon 
Figure 5 5 Electrolytic Deposition of Nickel 
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Figure 5. 5 shows the anode as a t1 tanium basket containing nickel 
pellets. The silvered photoresist grating is the cathode. The two are 
connected VIa an external current. The electrolyte was nickel 
sulphamate solutton. The potential difference that arises between the 
anode and cathode when current I~ applied causes the cathode to become 
more negatively charged The surface atoms In the nickel lattice 
structure become hydrated and dissolve Into the solution whtch contains 
its Ions. At the same time, the metal tons In the solution are 
attracted to the negatively charged silver cathode and become depostted 
over its surface. The nickel pellets slowly dissolve away as the nickel 
deposit built up over the surface of the silver gratings. 
There are many complex reactions associated with the process and 
factors such as stress of the deposit, coverage, effiCiency, 
construction of cathode and anode, bath formulation, uneven charge 
distnbutlon 1n cathode and electrolyte all affect the quality of 
deposition. 
Theoretically all metals and alloys which did not directly react with 
photoresist. used In aqueous or non-aqueous electrolytes could be 
deposited by electroforming. In practice, a number of limitations are 
placed upon the e1ectroforming process. These are; 
i) The substrate <photoresist plus the support) must not react With 
the electrolyte. It must be thermally stable in order to retam the 
fine dimensional detail during the plating process Heated solutions 
and fused salts electrolytes should be carefully monitored. 
II) The surface profile of the resist Influences the accuracy of the 
metal replica. Very narrow recesses or deep grooves (hence the problems 
with grat1ngs 1 ) can cause unevenness of coattng. 
Ill) The electroforrn 1s separated from the photoresist after plating 
and has to be rigid and stable. High Internal stresses can develop 
during electroform1ng and cause cracking of the coating. The thickness 
of deposit is a function of time and electroforming 1s a slow process, 
usually tak1ng days to plate some larger p8r~ts. Additionally the bath 
formulations are more critical 1n terms of pH, pur1ty, stab1l1ty etc. 
than for the equivalent 1n electroplating terms. 
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Discussions held with Dr.P.Mitchell of the Chemistry Department, LUT 
and Mr.T. Hart of Hart Coating Technology Indicate that the precision 
of electroforrmng required In replicating dtffractton grattngs goes 
beyond present commercial and academic Interests. A dtscusston of 
accuracy of metal dtstrtbutton 1s presented In Appendix 4. 
A consequence of this work was the design and construct1on of a high 
prec}slon, stress-free, mtcro-depost tton, electroformtng system. The 
features of this equipment are discussed in the following section. 
Plat1ng Tank· Commercial plating 
A heavy duty g I ass tank was used 
dtmenstons were chosen to house 
tanks are usually large steel vats. 
for experimental work. The tank 
the anode and cathode In close 
proximity WIth opt I mum so 1 ut Ion usage. The glass vesse I was easy to 
clean and allowed observation of the plating process and build-up of 
any sludge. The plattng tank was held wtthtn a ~ater Jacket to matntatn 
solution temperature. A fish tank was found tdeal for this purpose and 
a smal I photographic submerstble heater operated within ! 1•c to 
matntatn constant plating temperature. (An early problem was 
encountered wtth the quality of fish tanks used as water Jackets 1 
Several leaked and caused the heaters to burn out leaving the plating 
solution cold.) Maintaining the solution at a temperature of 40•c 
ensured a reasonable rate of metal deposition. Agitation of the 
solution was not necessary within the small plating tank although a 
magnetic stzrrer was used when plattng larger parts 1n a larger tank 
E?_~er __ e!-1~ An external direct current supply was necessary to 
produce the ctrcutt between anode and cathode. A small t5V/30A unJt 
was used wh1ch was adequate but not !deal as 1t d1d not allow precise 
adJustment of current to the cathode. The cathode was I£1Vnersed tnto 
the solul10n l1ve at IV The current had to be limited to 0.5 A/ft2 
(amperes per square foot are the plater standard untt) when the 
photores1st was ftrst Immersed to prevent flalnng of the stl ver As the 
ntckel depos1t butlt up over the silver the current could be gradually 
Increased unttl the maxzrnum c.urrent of 2 A/ft2 could be maintained A 
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stabilised. purpose built power supply would be used for future work as 
It IS believed that Initial current conditions are crucial In achieVIng 
quality platings. 
~~t~S~Jy. The water used for bath soluttons must obviously be ultra 
pure so as not to cvnta~Inate any part of the process. Hard water was 
avoided as this could leave thin films on the Silvered photoresist ~hen 
rinsing before plating. Modern water plant assures high quality volume 
outp~t and the water used for rinsing and solution dilution was taken 
from Chemistry Department plant as ultra pure. particulate free. 
pestgn of Anode: The anode IS the positive electrode of the plattng 
tank and that which provides the metal for deposition. This work used 
a titanium anode basket containing nickel pellets Immersed In a 
solution of nickel sulphamate. The tttantum basket was purpose built to 
match dimensions of the glass tank 
calico anode bag, (calico IS not 
The basket was enclosed within a 
attacked by the slightly aCidic 
nickel solutions.) The anode bag was essential for retaining the 
sludge produced as the nickel pellets dissolved By using th1s design 
of anode cheaper nickel pellets and scraps could be used and easily 
replenished. Even though the purest materials are 11eed for the anode a 
certain amount of sludge IS produced and should not be allowed to drop 
1nto the plating solution. Choice of material for the anode Is 
critical when considering that It must conduct a current but not react 
In the plating process Titanium was chosen since It was capable of 
forming a passive layer over 1 ts surface to limit reaction Wl th the 
plating solution However, the passive layer was not Insulating and 
still allowed the conduction of a current through the nickel pellets 
held wtthin the basket. Connection from the power supply onto the anode 
was made by clips onto the arm-s of the unit Excellent results WO?re 
achieved with thts anode arrangement, the whole unit could be easily 
replenished during plating and re~oved for rinsing and replacement of 
the anode caltco bag when necessary. 
D~_~!_g_!).___9_f__C_~t_l)od~. The cathode IS the negative electrode In the plating 
process, that to be plated by the deposition of metal In thts Instance 
tt1e silver photores1st grattngs served as the cathode Rend~red 
conductive by the Silver layer. nic~el could be deposited by completing 
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the electrical circuit between anode and cathode In the plating tank. 
From an understanding of the theory of metal deposition It was clear 
that the even conduction of current across the cathode greatly 
Influenced the quality and evenness of coating. It was therefore 
necessary to des1gn a plat1ng Jlg to hold the cathode w1th1n the tank 
and maintain electrical connection to the power supply. In commercia) 
pra~tt~es where a number of similar arttcles are plated at one time a 
rack. or frame IS constructed, usually of brass or copper and PVC 
Insulated, to lower any number of parts Into the tanks. In this way 
the parts can be handled from one treatment to the next with greater 
ease This principle was adopted for the Initial plating trials and a 
frame, <s1mllar to that des1gned to hold sheet fllm) held the glass 
substrate by top corners w1th cl1ps connected to the power supply. Th1s 
arrangement IS Illustrated in Figure 5.6 a). This method had the 
advantage of leaving all the 1mage area clear to be plated but the 
clips dug Into the silver and only provided point contact onto the 
surface and only at the top of the plate After plating the depos1ted 
nickel was seen to have bu1l t up ever the cl1ps preferentially to the 
rest of the cathode. 
An alternat1ve method for Jigging the cathode was used with greater 
success. The Intention was to provide an almost continuous contact 
along the silvered photoresist edges. This was achieved by modification 
to computer edge connectors desrgned for computer boards. Two edge 
connectors, for top and bottom of the photores1st plate were connected 
Vla a Wire soldered onto the end copper pins of the connectors. 
Connection between the top and bottom connectors ensured a more even 
current flow across the surface of the photoresist which would Improve 
the uniformity of metal deposrt1on A second wrre was soldered onto the 
pins for connection to the power supply The photoresist plate could 
then be pushed 1nto the connectors, firmly makrng contact wrth the row 
c•f copper prns on Its silvered front surface. To prevent metal 
deposition over the soldered Wires a protective lacquer was sprayed 
untv the conr.ectors Exposed parts such as the solder points would 
'steal' the metal from the plating solution and hrnder the deposition 
onto the silvered photorestst A large nu~ber of platrngs were 
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Figure 5.6 Experimental De~1gns of Cathode Fixings 
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successfully achieved by this method. The edge connectors are seen In 
Plate 24 showtng the experimental apparatus Including platmg tank, 
t 1 tan I um basket and anode bag and power supp 1 y. The d1 sadvantages of 
this method were that some Image area was lost by the edge connectors 
fitt1ng over the surface and that only on~ sample could be plated at a 
time. Additionally the connectors would not rest against the side of 
the plating tank to remain parallel to the anode which was considered 
desirable. 
A further refinement to the Jigging was made and used most successfully 
for the number of pI at ings made. The edge connectors had shown that 
current flow from top to bottom across the photoresist Improved 
uniformity of metal deposition. However, small pits could be seen on 
the plated surface appearrng to run from top to bottom of the sample. 
Turning 
pi atJng 
the entire sample plus connectors 
bath showed that the prts strll 
through 90 degrees 1n the 
ran between the two edge 
connectors Indicating they were a feature cf the electrical connection 
across the sample. It was believed that conduction uf a current along 
all four edges of the sample should Improve deposition further and 
should alter the nature of the marks on the plating. Adhesive lead 
tape, (as used for decorative strip on Window panes) was applied along 
all four edges of the photoresist before It was silver coated Vacuum 
evaporated silver was then deposited over the entire surface Including 
the tape. Trials were undertaken using the edge connectors as before 
connecting top and bottom edges of the sample. This time the current 
was bound to conduct around all the edges of the sample An 
Improvement was seep In the smoothness o£ the plating finish although 
the p1ts still appeared to run preferentially from top to bottoJn but 
less pronounced than previously. The use of the lead tape was applied 
to all subsequent platJngs. A Jig was stJ 11 required that would hold 
more than one sample and a purpose built plastic frame was made 
designed When using the frame the edge connectors become cumbersome 
and further alterations were made to the design of the cathode un1t 
F1gure 5 6 b) Illustrates the final arrangement. The plastic un1t held 
twc. samples, flat and parallel, side by stde Within the tank. Plastic 
fixtures Nere used Instead of metal to prevent unwanted plat1ng. I\ 
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Plate 24. Experimental Plating Apparatus 
Power Supply, Plating Tank, Titanium Basket and Anode Bag 
and Edge Connectors for the Silvered Photoresist 
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further refinement was made by the use of 'shtelds' holdtng the 
samples Constderatton of plattng theory 1nd1cated that current 
dtstrtbution around the sample and through the electrolyte Influenced 
quail ty of plating Ftgure 5. 7 illustrates the current dtstrtbuttorts 
for two plating bath arrangements. 
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Anode 
Basket 
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TO SOLUTION SURFACE 
T1tamum 
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Basket 
Ftgure 5 7 Current Drstrtbutton for Two Arrangements of Plating J1gs 
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Figure 5.7 a) shows how the current distribution runs directly between 
cathode and anode at the centres of the electrodes but deflects 
outwards at the extremes of the electrodes. It was considered that the 
use of 'shields or deflectors as tn Figure 5 7 b) could Improve 
current distribution. 
The final 
bottom of 
Jig therefore used shaped plastic 
samples. On the underside of the 
shields at the top and 
shields lead tape was 
applied which contacted onto the stlvered lead tape around the edges of 
the photoresist Figure 5.6 a) Thts ensured a full surface contact, 
not point contact, along the length of the sample. Electrical contact 
was achieved by soldering a wire to the lead tape on the shield for 
connection to the power supply A further wire could then be linked 
between the top and bottom shields ensuring conduction around all edges 
of the samples. When excessIve met a I became depos1 ted on the I ead on 
the shields 1t could easily be peeled off and replaced. The whole unit 
could be t~r.ersed 1nto the plating tanks and stood upright and parallel 
to the anode Dtfferent s1ze samples could eas1ly be accorrmodated by 
slots for Increasing or decreasing the sample holding area. It IS 
believed that tnis un1~ encompassed the best designs possible to match 
plating theory with practical requirements. 
Bath Formulation: Sulphamic ac1d, the basis of the bath used 1n this 
work, has been commercially available since the 1930's and IS used 
almost exclusively for electroforming appl1cat1ons. The stress values 
of such baths can be lowered by reducing the chloride concentration and 
sulphamate baths are noN generally used chloride-free. This bath gives 
deposits With low stress and good ductility, Indeed the lowest stress 
of any commonly used nickel electrolyte IS possible from baths which 
have been thoroughly treated to remove Inorganic and organic 
1mpur1t1es N1cKel sulphamate IS much more soluble than nickel 
sulphate dttd h1gh concentration sulphamate solutions allow h1gh 
deposition rates WJ th consistently low Internal stress. The 
formulations g1 .ren are known to be used tn the commercial repl1cat1on 
of !drge, lvw str~:::.s, 1netal ::.buns for decorative patterning of 1terns. 
Stress In electroformJng has been studied by McK1nney and Bartle [211. 
Wearmouth and Bishop [221, and Sptro [521 
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5.6.1 _E_!<>ctro_lyti<;: __ Jhck.!'J De~s_!_t_!<:>!! 
Plate 24 shows the expe:-Imental equipment for plating USing the edge 
connectors for holding the silvered photorestst sample. 
Nickel sulphamate baths (chloride free) were used exclusively, With the 
following formulation. 
Nickel sulphamate 
Boric acid 
Nickel pellets 
320 g/1 
78 g/1 
Temperature 40'C, pH 4.0 
Operating current: Initial 0.5 A/ft2 
Final 2.0 A/ft2 
The expert~ental design of the equipment has been described In Section 
5. 5. 1. Over 80 diffraction grahngs were reproduced by e I ectroformmg 
In this study using nickel sulphamate baths and different Jigging 
arrangements. 
The silvered photores1st grat1ngs were rinsed Immediately prior to 
electroformtng In a dtlute solution of Microclean. Th1s was found to 
remove surface grease and marks and Improved the qual1 ty of depos1 t. 
The sample was mounted onto the plastic Jig and connected under the 
lead tape on the shtelds. The anode and cathode were connected to the 
power supply and a voltage of 1V applied before rmmerstng In the 
solution. Solution level was temperature controlled and maintained 
fractionally over the cathode shields. A current of 0.5A/ft2 was 
applied to the cathode on unmersion Into the plating tank. After a 
period of one hour the current was Increased to l.OA/ft2 as the metal 
d~posi t built up Aftet~ two hour-s the current was Increased to a 
max!mum of 2 0Aift2 and the sample was left to build sufficient 
thickness Plat1ng was usually achieved overnight, deposrtrng a nickel 
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thickness of 1.5-2.0mm. This was thicker than would be normally 
required but the extra thickness provided support for Talysurf 
measurements and helped tn the embossing stage. 
When the plating was sufftcter.tly thtck the sample ..vas removed from the 
plattng tanks and washed under fast flowing water to remove nickel 
sulphamate from under the connectors and screws To separate the metal 
cop~ from the photoresist the adhesive lead tape was carefully lifted 
from the edges of the glass plate. It was essential to remove the 
platmg without buckl1ng or creasing the metal copy. In early trials 
the resist was removed from the glass substrate when the metal was 
peeled away leaving restst on the front surface of. the metal. Post 
baking of the resist Improved the adhesion to the glass and the metal 
copy could be separated without removing the resist. Whilst the resist 
was damaged by thts process It was left mostly tn tact and proved 
useful for SEM examtnatton and comparison wtth the metal versions. The 
rear surface of the ntckel plate was found to vary 1n quality. If the 
current wes 1ncr~a3ed too rapidly a rough depostt was laid down leaving 
pits on the surface. These pits are belteved to be a result of hydrogen 
bubbles, evolved from electroplating, adhering to the surface as 
p l at 1 ng proceeded. On one occas 1 on when the back surface was ground 
down to remove the rough spots, plating solution was detected trapped 
within the pits Cthe bright green colour was easily spotted) Agitation 
could have prevented the air bubbles remaining on the surface of the 
sample. By ensuring the current was Increased slowly and carefully once 
an Initial deposit could be seen the level of pits was greatly reduced 
and the back surface remained smooth. No problems were encountered with 
the nickel/silver Interface and removing the metal shim from the sample 
always lifted the silver front surface easily away from the 
photorestst. 
Groove depth of the me ta I shims was assessed by SEM and Ta I ysurf 
Instruments and diffraction efficiency measurements were also made The 
original metal shims are referred to as ftrst generation shims and from 
these other metal copies can be taken to build up a 'famtly' of shims 
This process IS detailed In the following section 
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Embossing 1nto plasttc IS rarely done ustng the ftrst generation metal 
shtms. The photorestst original ts often lost In the process of 
electroform1ng and stnce the ernbosstng shtms have a ltmtted ltfe 
further shims could on:y be produced from original photorestst plates, 
if still available. Consequently the ftrst generat:;on shtm 1s used to 
produce other metal coptes by conttnutng the process of ntckel plattng 
a" lllustrated 1n F1gure 5o8 The ftrst generatton sh1m 15 kept 
secure and used for re-plattng as and when the second generatton 
coptes become worn. 
1st. GENERATION 
~ ~ NEGATIVE 
~~MM I I I I 
POSITIVE 
2nd GENERATION PMM 
~~
3rd GENERATION POSITIVE 
Ftgure 5.8 Electroform1ng to Produce a 'Famtly' of Metal Shims 
Further copies are produc~d by re-plating the original metal sh1m. A 
pass1vat1ng layer must be aopiied to allow separatlon of the second 
generation sh1m from the first generat1on sh1m. Plating the shim 
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before passivatton would simply deposit a new nickel layer upon the 
old that would be Intimately and permanently attached. 
5.6.3 Passivation of First Gen~rl!._tl.Q!!.Eh..irn 
Passtvation of the front surface wa~ achieved by Immersion In a seri~S 
of baths designed to leave a ur.Iform oxide layer across the surface. 
The oxide layer acts as an Interface between first and second 
gen~ration platings 
The stages for passivation were as follows; 
1. Rinse of original metal shim In pure water. 
2. Immersion In Sulphuric acid 10% solution. 1 minute. 
3. Immersion In Sodtum dichromate 5% solution. 30 seconds. 
4. Immersion Into nickel sulphamate plating tank. 
This Initial procedure was not successful. A faint orange ftlm was 
observed ever the surface before re-plating but the second generation 
shim was difficult to separate from the original and dull and tarnished 
In appearance. The tarnished appearance of the second generation shim 
could not be removed The difficulty In separating first and second 
generation shims caused some buckling to the thinner shims which made 
embossing from them unsatisfactory. 
A modification to this bath was made by combining the acid and 
dichromate Into one solution. Th1s formulation was discovered to be a 
proprietary passtvating dip for zinc and Zinc alloys (491. When the 
original metal was placed Into the solution an orange f1lm formed 
across the surface and dulled the appearance. If the metal was then 
rinsed In clean water and the surface gently Wiped, re-Immersion Into 
the passivating solution brightened the surface Image and the orange 
colour disappeared. After a further rinse In clean water the metal 
surface was bright and slightly greenish. The metal original could 
then be Jigged ready for Immediate Immersion Into the plating tank. 
Plat1ng occurred In the same manner as for the origtnal production, a 
low current of 0.5 A/ft2 was applied and gradually Increased to 2 0 
A/ft2 Plating was left to run overnight to build thick shims. To 
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separate the two copies the edge of the shim was trirrrned WIth shears 
and the copies simply fell apart. The need to oversize the original 
became clear as each copy further reduced the Image stze when 
~e:parattng by this technique. The surface finish appeared bright and 
clean without marks or tarnish 
The passivation of the first generation slum leaves much scope for 
further work. This method works by producing an oxide layer across the 
surface and the homogeneity of that layer IS Important. Since the 
embossing process relies upon second and third generation copies from a 
photoresist original the accuracy of plating and re-plating should be 
further Investigated 
Plates 25, 26 and 27 show SEM photom1crographs of photores1st, f1rst 
generation and second generation metal copies. The mark left by the 
stylus/sktd assembly was used as a reference point to try and ensure 
that an Identical area en each sample was examined. Whilst accurate 
Interpretation IS difficult, tt can be seen that the unevenness of the 
side walls of the rtdges has copted through from resist to both 
generation metal shims. 
5.6.4 Accuracy of Elect~ofo~~~~ 
By measurement of the groove depth and diffraction effiCiency for each 
of the photoresist, ftrst and second generatton metal shims, an 
Indication of the accuracy of the electroform1ng process could be 
acquired. The quantitative analysis of thts process ts considered a 
un!qJe feature In this appltcation of electroformtng 
Graphs 5 9-5.10 show the plots of dtffractiOll efftc1ency agatnst groove 
depth for the f1rst and second generation sh1rns. <A sJtntlar graph was 
plotte:d for ortgtnal photorestst In Chapter 4 ) All grat1ngs were 
measured 1n reflection at o• angle of tnctdence measurtng the ftrst 
dtffracted order using a He-Ne laser at S polarisation. The results 
show that dtffcactu.Jlt t"ff1c1entj and groove depth does not remain 
constant between th~ two suosequer.t plat1ngs 
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Plate 25. Diffraction Grating Recorde d in Photoresist 
Plate 26. Diffraction Grating Copied into First Generation Metal 
- 17 5-
Plete 27. Diffraction Grating Copied into Second Generation Metal 
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From the graphs 1t may be noted; 
1) The peak dtffracbon eff1c1ency at shallow groove depths <=O.I81J.rn) 
1s htgher for the ftrst generatlon metal sh1m <27 8%) than for the 
second ge~erat1on ~etal (18.46%) The value for photores1st efficiency 
was found to be 29.1%. 
11) The second peak efficiency appears at a deptJ1 of ~0.58~m for the 
ftrst generation metal but has shifted to ~o.78~m for the second 
generation metal. 
111) The second generation metal 5hlm does not accurately follow the 
original proftle, consequently the noise terms, 1e. htgher diffracted 
orders, reduce the available ftrst order efficiency such that Instead 
of productng a sinusoid function wtth uniform brightness peaks a 
decaying function Is seen as In Ftgure 5 11. <Detailed comparison 
between photores1st, metal and plastic copies IS given In Chapter 8 ) 
::!2. 0 
m 
" 
" ~n 
Ftgure 5. J l Funct1on of Dtffract1on Eff Ictency Versus 
Groove Depth 
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5.7 Dtscusston and Conclusions 
------
An Important factor In the process of electroforming IS the deposition 
of the Intttal conductive layer and the profile It adopts from the 
original photorestst. This profile, whether accurate or not dictates 
the profiles that follow In the electroforming process. If the profile 
of the Initial layer IS dt~tcrted or Inaccurate the subsequent platings 
can only compound matters and result In a proftle significantly altered 
from that of the photoresi s t. The random nature of the ho I ographi c 
Image without regular profiles would be considered 'forgiving' since 
variation In the surface profile may not produce ch~nges In overall 
Image brightness or clarity. The same could not be true for audio or 
optical dtscs where distortions would reveal themselves more clearly. 
Similarly In spectroscopy, variation In grating profile would change 
the spectroscoptc properties of the grating. 
This chapter has considered alternative methods for producing the 
Initial conductive layer and presented experimental detail for each 
technique. The process of electroform1ng has been studied In theory and 
by experimentation. The design of plating tanks and Jigging has been 
extens1 ve 1 y researched to produce high qua It ty, accurate, stress-free 
electroforms. Second generation plating has been successfully achieved 
after modification to passivation baths. The measurement of groove 
depth and diffraction efficiency has allowed quantitative analysis of 
electroform1ng accuracy. Conclusions reached from the study of metal 
replication may be summarised, 
e Vacuum evaporation of s1lver onto photoresist yielded accurate and 
repeatable results 
• Electrolytic plat1ng of nickel onto s1lvered photoresist could be 
achieved and repeated. 
• Design and maintenance of electroforming tanks and J 1gs 
Influenced quality of plating 
• Subsequent re-platings could be produced by use of mod If 1 ed 
passtvatlon baths. 
• Gruove depth and profile did not remain constant dur1ng the 
electroform1ng process. 
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• Preferential plating occurred In the production of second 
generation nickel shims. 
• The original groove depth and profile Influenced accuracy of 
electroplat1ng. 
The area of electroform1ng and accuracy of metal to metal copies offers 
the largest area for future work. Results of electroform1ng accuracy 
and aspects of future work are discussed in Chapter 8. The following 
chapter considers the final stage of the Information Transfer Process 
which IS the embossing of the metal shim Into plastic. 
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CHAPrER 6 
EMBOSSING TilE MIITAL REPLICA INTO PLASTIC FILM 
6.0 Introduction 
Embossing is the final stage in the information transfer process. Tha 
metal shim that has been produced by electroforming is used as a 
stamper which, under heat and pressure transfers the surface relief 
pattern into suitable plastics. The process of embossing is illustrated 
1n Figure 6.1. Electroforming is an established technology dating from 
1848. Embossing predates this; the earliest example being official 
seals in wax. Applying pressure to an engraved plate into heated wax 
for a period of time is identical to the techniques of embossing used 
today for both functional and decorative purposes. 
HEATED 
METAL MASTER 
PLASTIC SHEET 12 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 d 
EMBOSSING 
PLASTIC REPLICA 
F1gure 6.1 Embossing Into Plast1c- The Final Stage 
of the Informat1on Transfer Process 
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The record industry, decorative printing, optical and compact disc 
manufacture all transfer information by application of heat and 
pressure into plastic or vinyl. The heated plastic moulds to the shape 
of the stamper or die to produce flexible or rigid lightweight plastic 
copies of the original stftmper. The information storage capacity and 
capture of fine detail has advanced such that features of lJ1111 can be 
repeatably stamped and replicated for hundreds of thousands of copies. 
The hand engraved seal has been replaced with laser cut dies or ion 
etched stampers and the sealing wax replaced by polymers with known 
and controllable thermosoftening behaviour. Clear thermoplastic films 
such as vinyl, polyester, acetate, polycarbonate and polyolefin are all 
suitable materials. Figure 6.2 illustrates the detail of features 
currently used for the production of records, optical discs and 
gratings. 
This chapter considers two aspects of embossing. Firstly, the plastics 
used for embossing are detailed. Secondly, the physical process of 
embossing using roller 8nd pl8ten techniques is discussed. The 
experimental detail and results for the embossing of the metal shims is 
also given. A more detailed account of physical properties and 
characteristics of polymers and plastics is presented in Appendix 5. 
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Record Disk 
Optical Disc 
(0 25-1 Oj.lm) 
__,~ 
Optical Element 
Figure 6.2 Comparison of the Level of Detail for 
Record Disk, Optical Disc and Optical Element 
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6.1. Plastics for Embossing 
The plastics used for embossing must be capable of resolving the fine 
detail applied to the plastic under heat and pressure. The plastics 
most commonly embossed are polyvinyl chloride, polyester, acetates or 
polycarbonate. Full details of these plastics will be found in 
Appendix 5, the section be low presents a brief description of the 
structure and uses of the pl4stics. 
6.1.1 Polyvinyl Chloride <PVC) 
The chemical structure is shown in Figure 6.3 
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Figure 6.3 Chemical Structure of Polyvinyl Chloride 
The general properties of PVC are good chemical resu>tance and good 
mechanical strength. In the manufacture of PVC, plasticizer is added to 
improve flexibility but highly plasticized f1lm and sheet can become 
brittle at low temperatures-. The range of PVC usage and products is 
vast, from shower curtains to meat wrapping, toys to gramophone 
records. The versatility of the product depends much upon its 
processing, make-up and manufacture. The essential feature of PVC film 
for embossing is that it is able to be embossed by platten or roller 
techniques. 
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6.1.2 Polyester 
Polyester films show greet strength end aging characteristics. The 
chemical structure for polyethylene terephthelete, ("Myler") is shown 
in Figure 6.4 
H H 
I I 
0-C-C-0-C ft C-
l I 1~11 
H H 0 0 
Figure 6.4 Chemical Structure of Polyester 
n 
Most typically, polyesters are used for vacuum packaging, boil-in-the-
bag products, and laminations with PVC films for packaging. Use es 
photographic film substrate illustrates the toughness of polyester end 
the ability to withstand high temperatures is demonstrated in the use 
of polyester as a carrier for pigments and metal leaf In hot stamping 
foils. 
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6.1.3 Polycarbonate 
Polycarbonates are produced from a wide range of polyfunctional 
hydroxyl compounds. Figure 6.5 Polycarbonate is exceptionally tough 
with good transparency and temperature resistance. The largest 
application area is in electronics, where its electrical insulation 
properties, flame resistance and durability are essential. Sheet 
glazing is mostly polycarbonate used for light weight, transparency and 
toug)'mess. 
CH 3 0 I ll 
o-(}-l-Q-o_c_ n 
CH3 
Figure 6.5 Chemical Structure of Polycarbonate 
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6.1.4 Cellulose Acetate 
Cellulose acetate is derived from the acetylation of cellulose. The 
chemical structure of cellulose is shown in Figure 6.6. 
0 
H OH 
0 
H 
H OH 
H 
0 
n 
Figure 6.6 Chemical Structure of Cellulose 
In cellulose acetate the underlined hydrogens <!:!> are replaced by 
acetate groups (-OCCHJ). Cellulose acetate has high cl,.rity, good 
toughness and impact strength. It is suitable for display packaging due 
to its heat formabi 11 ty, clarity and toughness. It is also used in 
graphics arts and for photographic substrates. 
The following section wi 11 detai I the nature of embossing for roller 
and embossing techniques before considering some alternative embossing 
methods and presenting experimental detail and results. 
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6.2 !h~.!'latu!"_e_of__Emb<>~s~ 
Whtlst embossed holograms are relatively new, embossed products are 
not. Luggage, furn1 ture coverings, book btndtngs. veht cl e upholstery 
are all examples of decorative embossing. Apart from decorative 
finishes an embossed surface can mask Imperfections In sheettng 
produced by calendering or extrusion processes. ProJection screens are 
embossed wtth lenttcular arrays for even ltght dtstrtbutton. Embossing 
re ltes upon three factors, heat, pressure and dwe 11 t tme (I ength of 
ttme of applted pressure). Two dt fferent embossing methods wtll be 
considered, roller and platen embossing. 
roller emboss1ng des1gns. [531 
F1gure 6.7 lllustrates two 
ELECTRIC 
HEATER 
(a) WITH HOT DESIGN ROLLER 
(b) WITH COLD DESIGN ROLLER 
Ftgure 6 7 Roller Embossing Designs 
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6.2.1 Roller Emboss1~ 
The metal shim produced by electroforming must be sufficiently thin 
<2~) and flexible to 'wrap' around large rollers. In practice, 
multiple shims would b~ adhered over the entire surface of the roller 
to provide a continuous embossing area ln the sa~~ fashton as pr1nt1ng 
rollers. Thts becomes the design roller. Vartattons In shim thickness 
must be avotded In order to ma1nta1n constant pressure over the roller 
sur~ace In contact with the plastic. The hot design roller, Figure 6.7 
a) 1s the most simple technique. A continuous plasttc sheet at ambtent 
temperature IS fed between the hot destgn roller and the cold counter 
roller. The plasttc sheet Is simultaneously heated and stressed by the 
rollers As the plastic sheet becomes hotter stress 1s relieved by 
molecular re-arrangement of the polymer charns and the plastic assumes 
the patterns transferred from the design roller Unh I the dwell hme 
stops, re. the sheet leaves the rollers, the stress continues to be 
relreved and the plastic sheet reaches the same temperature as the 
design rol !er The embossed pattern will still flow after this time 
due to the relref of residual stresses within the plastic 
Consequently, machines using hot design rollers tend to gtve depth of 
embossing approximately half that of the design on the embossing 
roller The loss of depth occurs rap1dly at the end of the dwell time 
and forced cooling of the sheet on removal from the roller offers only 
slight Improvement to the process. However, this hot technique gives 
hrgher retention temperatures because the embossed sheet IS vrrtual 
stress-free as a result of the heating allowing continued stress 
relref. 
The altErnative method, Ftgure 6.7 b) uses a cold design roller armed 
at Improving the depth and hence quality of embossing. The plast1c 
sheet IS fed between cold rollers but heated prior to reaching them. 
The sheet must be sufficiently hot on reaching the rollers to emboss 
upon contact before rt cools and resets. The sheet leaves the rollers 
below the temperature at which It can flow. so no residual stress 
re I 1 ef occurs and more accurate embossIng Is achieved. Both designs 
are used In Industry for embossed products, the chorce be1ng dictated 
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by the flnish desired. Even the so-ea 11 ed 'eo l d' process may use 
rollers heated to 25-6o•c depending on the plastics in use. 
Ftgure 6 8 Illustrates the emboss1ng process used In the production of 
embossed motion pictures for televtston playback [191. In this Instance 
the metal sh1m IS a continuous metal tape replicated from a photorestst 
tape. Photorestst was deposited onto a 16rnrn polyester substrate for 
use wtth motion picture recording equipment. 
NICKEL 
MASTER TAPE 
--
HEATED 
ROLLER 
MONITORING 
TV CAMERA 
t REPLICATED VINYL TAPE 
NICKEL 
MASTER TAPE 
--
CcoouNG AIR 
Ftgure 6 8 Replication of Ewbossed Motion Pictures 
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6.2.2 Platen Embossing 
Unlike roller embossing where a thin metal shim IS required, platen 
embossing can use thick, flat shims. For large format embossing, 12" 
square, shims as thick as 40rrrn may be necessary [17J. The platen 
embosser ccns1sts of two flat metal plates, upper and lower, the shim 
being attached to the upper heated plate. The plastic sheet IS fed 
between the two plates, the upper plate lowered and 'pressed' onto the 
plas_tlc. Variations In the technique use two heated plates and rapid 
air or water cooling of the plastic or plates after sufficient dwell 
t1me. 
flow 
Internal heating and cooling of the plates ensures even plastic 
similar for roller embossing methods. Production rate Is 
considerably slower than for roller embossing and a compartson of the 
techniques IS given in Table C. 
The most obvious applrcatton of platen embossing IS the record 
Industry and the 'stamping' of records. From similar technology of 
metal masters and sh1ms, electroformed nickel stampers are pressed Into 
a mass of heated thermoplastic material The pressing IS raptdly 
cooled until rigid, removed from the press and trimmed. 
Table C Comparison of Roller and Platen Embossi~g 
Htgh production rates 
-30 m/minute 
Thin, flextble sh1m ~2mm 
H1gh equipment cost 
Lower production rate 
-Seconds/Impression 
Rigid, thick shim =20-40mm 
Lower equipment cost 
H1gh proquct1on numbers onl~--------~--5}~1~ embosp1~g~_Ro~~LQ_le __ __ 
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6.2 3 J'.lternat.,_~__Ern_b_e>~-~I.echr>!gu~ 
lnJectJon, blow and vacuum moulding techniques are well established and 
future trends suggest products w1th hologram~ as an integral part of a 
moulded Items. Figure 6.9 Illustrates inJection and compresston 
moulding for opttcel d1sc productt~n. The re~olutton requirements for 
holography could well be met by advances tn this technology. 
Injection 
Polymethacrylate 
Pressure 
~ ~ 
:=zz ZZ/<ZZ 
~SS' 
Polycarbonate 
Ftgure 6 9 InJeCtion and Compression Mouldtng 
tor Optical D1sc ProdJCtion 
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6.2.4 Hot Fo1I Prin~ 
Hot foil pr1nt1ng Is not a new technique of decorative printing. 
Greettngs cards, bustness cards and decorative finishes of s'lver, gold 
or coloured fotls are all examples of hot fotl printing. Metallic or 
coloured fotls are transferred to a surface by application of heat and 
pressure. The Interest tn hot fotl prtnttng for holography devPlopE>d 
when the metalltc or coloured layer tn the prtnttng fotl was replaced 
wlth. a hologram. The holographic Image IS transferred by heat and 
pressure wtth the Image being an Integral part of the prtnttng 'fotl '. 
Ftgure 6.10 Illustrates a cross-section of a foil show1ng the 
tncorporatton of the holographic Image. Platen type embossers are used 
to transfer the Image whereby the fotl Is held in contact with a heated 
metal plate to transfer the 1mage to almost any surface. High qual1ty, 
large production output is poss1ble with this method. 
OUTER FACE 
~fff 5!0''/;~ 
< 
. . 
Release Agent 
:> v 
Lacquer c.. 
.. 
> > 
< 
Vacuum Metallised Aluminium 
-
-Adhesive 
Ftgure 6 9 Cross Section of a Prtnt1ng Foil 
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The carrier material IS typically polyester, z25~m thickness. The 
hologram IS embossed Into the thermoplastic varnish or lacquer as shown 
In Figure 6 10. The release agent between the polyester carrier and 
the embossed varn1sh allows separation of the hologram from the carrier 
under heat and pres!:lure An adhesive coating may a) so be applied 
allowing hot fo1l prrnting onto a variety of surface finishes. 
Registration of hot foil printed holograms IS very critical and 
reg~strat1on marks are usually Incorporated Into the foil runs. 
Printing IS achieved by placing the holographic foil between the platen 
plates, the adhes1ve toward the surface to be prmted. The heated 
platen presses the foil onto the surface simultaneously releasing the 
printed lacquer layer from the polyester carrier .. The hologram is 
printed onto the surface as the polyester carrier IS advanced by 
rollers to present a fresh area for printing. 
Hot foil printing offers an alternative technique to holograms embossed 
Into thermoplastics It offers advantages of speed and transfer of 
1mage:s onto almost any flat surface Including paper. fabric, metal, 
polished wood, ~tc. The stages requrred to produce the Initial fori for 
printing follow those for the production of embossed holograms and this 
research 1s also appllcable to hot foil printing. The transfer of 
Information from surface relief or1g1nal through to metal replicas IS 
Identical. The metal shrms are then used to emboss the lacquer used In 
the fo1ls as opposed to embossing pJast1c sheet An Interesting aspect 
for further work would be the comparison of techniques between 
emboss1ng the lacquer for the foil and embossing thermoplastics. 
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6.3 Experimental Detail and Results 
The experimental tnvesttgatton tnto embossing selected a number of 
plasttcs, embossed ustng a platen embosser. 
6.3.1 Choice of Plastic 
Details of the embosser and embossing parameters ~Ill be found In a 
latter sect1on of th1s chapter. The follow1ng deta1ls the plast1cs used 
for trtal embossing. 
a) Polyester Gloss Clear f1lm: a transparent gloss polyester fllm 
typically used for photograph reproduct1on layouts, receptive to pen, 
penctl, marker and typewriter 
bl M1lmar Br1ght S1lver Polyester· a metall1zed polyester f1lm de~igned 
for decorative metalltc ftntshes for appliances, name plates, etc. The 
ftlm IS top coated for tnk recepttvtty, clatmtng excellent dtmenstonal 
stabtltty, weathering resistance and good agetng charactertsttcs. 
c) Embossable Polyester Gloss St !ver: a metalltzed polyester ftlm 
designed for embossing emblems and stgns w1th a metalltc ftntsh. Top 
coated for Ink receptivity 
dl Dumar Bnght Sliver Polyester· a metalllZed polyester fllm w1th 
stmtlar uses and characteristics as b) above. 
All the above samples were produced by ADP Ltd <Adhesive and Display 
Products Ltd.). 
e) Chrome Dart Flight: a metall1zed polyester f1lm designed for 
decorat1ve f1n1shes. Produced by CSL (Coated Spec1al1t1es Ltd.). 
f) Acetate Overlay Fotl: a transparent acetate sheet designed to Impart 
gloss finish for heat sealed mounting Produced by Ademco Ltd 
g) Silver Mirror Polyester· a metallized polyester destgned for 
decorative finishes. 200~m and 400~m thickness. 
h) Stlver Mirror PVC a 400~m PVC sheet designed for decorative 
finishes. 
All of the poljester films were embossed under a range of conditions. 
<Section 6 3 3) The Chrome Dart Fl1ght matenal <CSL Ltd.) y1elded the 
best results for embo~stng at 16kg/cm2 for dwell times of 10-15 seconds 
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at 120"C. Unfortunately this material is no longer available. The 
embossable polyester ftlm produced by ADP Ltd. showed a very deftntte 
surface structure from the manufacturing process that obscured detar1 
from the embossed grat1ngs as seen In Plate 28. 
The acetate f1lm <Ademco Ltd.) was used extensively for a number of 
trials and those for assessing embossing variability. Plate 29 shows an 
SEM photomtcrograph of a grattng embossed Into this matertal. 
Observations and Discussion The range of material available for 
embossing IS limited to polyesters, acetates, PVC or polycarbonates. 
In thts study, polyester, acetate and PVC have all been used for 
embossed grattngs. The choice of plastic has been determined by cost, 
availability and supply of matenal Cmintmum orders typically far 
beyond that requtred for assessment). The Chrome Dart Flight material 
(metallized polyester CSL Ltd) was the first chotce In this Instance 
because of the range of embossing conditions over which results could 
be obtained, cost effectiveness and small sheet size availability. 
The ceased production of th1s rnaterral meant that the subsequent 
results were produced on acetate sheet. The sheet was cheap, available 
In small roll quantities and already In use for other purposes The 
film was not metallized and consequently viewing of the grat1ngs or 
hologram was by mounting agarnst mirrors or mirror fori. 
Commercially produced holograms were obtained for assessment over the 
different •plastics. Plates 30 and 31 show detail from two Identical 
Images embossed onto PVC and polyester. 
The depth of Impression obtarned In PVC Is very much greater than for 
the polyester material 
and the PVC holograms 
The surface finish quality 1s also enhanced 
appear VISUally brighter. Results were 
photographed using DIC (differential Interference contrast) techniques 
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Plate 28 . Embossable Polyester Film Showing Manufacturing 
Process Marks 
Plate 29 . Emobssed Acetate Sb?et 
- l%a-
Plate 30. Detail from Hologram Embossed Into PVC 
Plete 31. Detail from Hol ogram Embossed into Polyester 
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6 . 3.2 Modification of A Platen Embosser 
- --
A unique feature o f th i s resea rch has been the qua ntitative anal y si s o f 
the a ccu racy and e ffi ciency of the embossing process thro ugh al I o f the 
image transfer s tages. Th~ process o f embossing was identified as the 
g r eat es t tnfl uencing f a •: t o r i n det-=rmining the a ccura c y of the process. 
In o rde r t o ob t a in meaningful and ac c urate result s the e mbosser 
r equ i r e d modi ficati o n t o mea s ure applied pressure, temperature ~ nd 
dwe 11 t ime . 
A hand operated platen embos s er, designed for small s c al e ho t f o il 
printing, Ho t Printer 1000 , was a cquired to perform emboss i ng 
e xper i men ts. The unit had no indication of applied pressure o r 
acc urate t empera t ure monitoring on the platen face . Accurate 
measurement o f temperature o f the metal shim and applied press ure in to 
t he pl as ti c wa s requ ired . Pl ate 32 s hows the p l aten embosser with 
deta i l o f t he u ppe r p l ate. 
A pol i s!-aed steel die bl ock was cons t ruc t e d t o fit into the uppe r un i t 
o f t he embosser . The uppe r unit was hea ted and heat conduc t ed through 
the die bl o ck t o the f r ont f ace . The me tal s hims p r oduced by 
e lec troforming were a ttach ed to t he fr ont face of t he b l ock by a 
hermal a dhesi ve . In o rder t o a ccur a t ely mo n itor the t e mpe ra ture o f the 
bl ock a the r mocoup le was clamped between the b l ock a nd moun ti ng bars. 
Close prox i mity to t he f a ce o f the me t al sh i m ensured a n a c c u r ate 
r ea d ing o f t he sh i m tempe r a t ure . Th e th e rmocouple unit i s seen be s i de 
the emb') s s e r i n Plate 3 :;) . Th e un i t t oo k 10 -15 mi nut es to wa r m-up a nd 
the the r mo s t a t i c h eater a ! t owed t e mpe r ature ope r ation between 103 " and 
20J" C . The t empera tur e of t he me tal bl o ck wou l d va r y during operal lon 
a nd aft .:r four t o fi ve emboss t ngs a s ho rt break was r equire d t o a l l ow 
the t ~m~er alure of b l ock l a stab il rze. By modtfi cal ion o f lh~ uni l i n 
t h i s way it was pc•ssib! e t o mon i t or the 5-6 "C tempe r· ature dro p t.hat 
occurred acros s the metal sh iro o n contac t with t he plasti c when 
embo s s t ng. 
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Plate 32. Modified Platen Embosser- Detail of Heated Upper Plate 
Plate 33. Modified Platen Embosser - Detail of Load Ce ll s 
Attached to Lower Plate to Calibrate Applied Pressure 
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The second modification to the platen embosser was to allow accurate 
measurement of applied pressure to the metal shim Into the plastic. 
Plate 33 shows deta1l of the unders1de of the lower plate of the 
embosser. Attached to the plate are load cells arranged m a half 
br1dge The bottom plate was purpose built and designed to spread the 
appl1ed l~ad In a controlled manner 
The ~laten embosser was calibrated us1ng an lnstron machine. The design 
of the heated die block presented an Imprint area of 9cm2 onto the 
lower plate f1tted w1th load cells. The upper and lower plates were 
rtgged upon the lnstrom machine In an Identical fashion as when 
embossing to calibrate the applied load to the unit. The attached load 
cells produced a res1stance change output as ~strain deflections on a 
bridge meter 
6. 11 shows a 
H1r;hllghted on 
J..I.Stratn. From 
<Temperature corrected.) The calibration curve In Graph 
plot of appl1ed load 1n k1lograms aga1nst ~stra1n. 
the graph are two embossing pressures of 30 and 60 
the calibration curve these values relate to applied 
pressure In kg;cm2 
Meter 
gStra1n 
30 
60 
Equivalent Pressure 
kg/cmZ 
10 
16 
These pressures were chosen to produce results over a range of 
embossing pressures. Using only a small hand-operated platen embosser, 
pressures above 80 j.istrain, representing 20kg/cm2 were difficult to 
apply and maintain Hydraulically operated presses can apply 1n excess 
of 30kg/cm2 at the lower range of embossing pressures. 
The accurate measurement of dwell time was achieved by a stop watch 
started as the heated upper plate and metal sh1m contacted the plast1c 
sheet beneath A range of embossing temperatures, pressure and t1me was 
Investigated a5 detailed 1n the following section 
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uStr-ain 
70 
60 
50 
40 
30 
20 
10 
0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200 
Load (kgs) 
Graph 6.11 Calibration of Embosser 
Applied Load Versus ~Strain 
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6.3.3 Trial Smbo~ 
The calibrated embossing unit, capable of accurately monitoring 
temperature, pressure and time permitted a number of trial embossings 
to be made to identify veriables of the process. The pla,.tic copies 
embossed from the metal shims could be quantitatively measured for 
groove depth and diffraction efficiency and compared to the values 
obteined for the photoresist and metal originals. 
An initial metal shim was used for early embossings. This was a second 
generation metal shim, lb4 as detailed. 
Grating lb4 
Resist 
1st Gen Metal 
2nd Gen Metal 
Incidence 
Angle 
o· 
o· 
o· 
Zero I 1st Order 
Efficiency 
7. 14" 
4.84" 
Grating Depth 
""' 0.06 
0.07 
0.15 
The second generation metal shim showed a groove depth over twice that 
of the photoresist or first generation metal. The Talysurf traces of 
the profile show the reason for th1s anomaly. <Section 6.4) The 
profiles are far from sinusoidal showing flat tops to the peaks. The 
distorted profile accounts for the low first order diffraction 
efficiency. This choice of shim was made to assess the accuracy of 
embossing over best and worst profiles. This shim offered the worse 
case likely to be encountered. 
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A first generation shim with a more sinusoidal 
embossed. This was metal shim 1a2 as detailed below; 
Grating 1a2 Incidence 
Angle 
Resist 0' 
1st &en Metal 0' 
2nd Gen Metal 0' 
Zero I lst Order 
Efficiency 
2.50" 28.3" 
2.58" 27.40" 
3.07" 13.33" 
profile was also 
Grating Depth 
11!11 
0.15 
0.16 
0.15 
This metal shim showed high first order diffraction efficiency and 
~mall variation between resist and first mete] shim groove depthe The 
profiles of the grating structures are shown in Section 6.4 
After difficulty in acquiring metallized polyester film all embossed 
re suits were produced in acetate sheet. The acetate sheet was laid 
against smooth vinyl to ensure a flat, even surface for embossing into. 
The nature of the surface under the acetate sheet was important for 
quality embossings. Initial experiments used card and rubber surfaces 
under the acetate sheet. The heat from the metal shim caused the rough 
texture of the card to impart into the plastic sheet making measurement 
of the diffraction gratings difficult. Similarly with the rubber matt 
used to absorb the heat, the fine pattern on its surface transferred to 
the embossing. The use of the vinyl sheet overcame these problems and 
presented a smooth surface, capable of absorbing heat from the metal 
shim without interfering with the embossing. 
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Results are presented for trial embossings made to establish optimum 
temperature, pressure and dwell time for embossing a second generation 
shim into acetate sheet. 
TEMPERATURE PRESSURE 
·c kg/cm2 
"120 10 
120 16 
130 10 
130 16 
145 10 
145 16 
DWELL TIME 
seconds 
10 
20 
40 
10 
20 
40 
10 
20 
40 
10 
20 
40 
10 
20 
40 
10 
20 
40 
X EFFICIENCY-FIRST ORDER 
A 
2.24 
2.50 
2.34 
1.63 
B 
1.58 
4.44 
1.42 
3.49 
2.33 4.76 
3.66 4.03 
2.66 3.44 
4.16 3.44 
3.33 
2.50 
3.50 
2.16 
2.16 
4.65 
4.82 
5.68 
4.12 
4.48 
2.83 5.00 
2.16 
2.50 
3.50 
2. 16 
5.34 
6.55 
4.31 
5.34 
c 
2.83 
3.16 
2.00 
2.66 
3.33 
2.16 
2.16 
2.50 
2.66 
3.20 
2.80 
3.50 
3.70 
4.10 
4.60 
5.20 
2.90 
3.70 
D 
2.50 
3.20 
1.80 
2.10 
E 
2.76 
3.57 
2.48 
2.22 
2.80 3.16 
2.50 2.84 
3.00 2.40 
3.50 3.98 
3.00 3.67 
4.10 4.50 
3.10 4.41 
2.80 3.00 
2.90 3.14 
3.20 3.50 
3.33 
3.76 
4.32 
4.22 
4.05 
3.22 
4.13 
3.33 
Graphs 6.12-6.17 plot dwell time versus diffraction efficiency for the 
two embo~sing pressures for temperatures of 120•, 130• and 145•c. The 
embossing temperatures were chosen as those best suited for acetate 
sheet. 
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Tr1al Emboss. 120C 10kg/cm~ Tr1al Emboss. 120C 16kg/cm2 
I £FFIC1£1fl"\ 
• 
I 
~ 
L~I£LL TJ"'E: '~E<C"l.:!•) 
Graph 6.12 
Tr 1al Embo=.sa 130C 
£FFll..l[~o..Y 
• 
'" 
,, 
[.!JELl T !ME < ~..<::Gn4~' 
Graph G.l4 
Graphs 6.12-6.15 
fFFICIEHLY 
, 
• 
• 
' 
• 
, 
• 
Graph 6.13 
Tr 1a.l efT'lbo..::s. 130C 
£F<l:'HK\ 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
'" " 
Graph 6.:5 
• 
• 
'2 16kg/cm 
• 
Diffraction Eff~ciency Versus Dwell Time 
For D~fferent Temperatures and Pressures 
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Trtal Emboss. 145C 10kg/cm 2 Trtal Emboss. 
2: 145C 16kg/cm 
). loFfiCU.HCY 
• 
, 
' 
• 
) EFfiCIENCY 
• 
• 
• 
Graph 6.16 Gral''l 6.17 
Diffraction EffiCJ.ency Versus D.1ell TirE For r;.;_:::f~r~nt 
Embossing Pressures 
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From the data collected it was possible to combine results to obtain an 
indication of the optimum embossing conditions. Results in Graph 6.18 
show dwell time versus diffraction efficiency for the two pressures 
over the three temperatures plotted from the data presented below. 
TEMPERATURE 
~c 
120 
120 
130 
130 
145 
145 
PRESSURE DWELL TIME 
kg/cm2 seconds 
10 10 
16 
10 
16 
10 
16 
20 
40 
10 
20 
40 
10 
20 
40 
10 
20 
40 
10 
20 
40 
10 
20 
40 
MEAN 1st ORDER 
X 
2.38 
3.37 
2.00 
2.42 
3.28 
3.04 
2.73 
3.52 
3.46 
3.82 
3.90 
3.12 
3.28 
3.73 
3.90 
4.25 
3.95 
3.75 
S.D. 
0.45 
0.63 
0.38 
0.63 
0.82 
0.70 
0.45 
0.58 
0.68 
0.86 
1.04 
0.66 
0.78 
0.76 
1.10 
1.45 
0.55 
1.04 
After the identification of the optimum embossing conditions for the 
unit and plastic in use, all embossed results were produced under 
identical conditions. A number of selective shims were embossed 
offering a range of groove depths and efficiencies for comparison with 
metal originals. In this way a quantitative analy•is of the accuracy of 
the embossing process has been possible. Results of these selective 
sh1ms are presented in Chapter 7. A discussion of the results obtained 
from the initial trial embossings follows. 
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MEAN EFFICIENCY FOR THREE EMBOSSING 
TEMPERATURES AT 10kg/cm PRESSURE 
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6.4 Discussion end Conclusions 
The experimental work undertaken 
plastics and determ1ne variables 
Modification to the embosser unit 
attempted to identify suitable 
in the embossing process. 
allowed accurate monitoring of 
temperature, pressure and time during embossing. 
Graphs 6.12-6.17 from the embossing tria Is showed definite trends in 
the increase of efficiency from !Okg/cm2 to l6kg/cm2 applied pressure 
and from 120"C to 145"C. The high scatter seen in the graphs can be 
attributed to a number of causes: 
a) Applied pressure; the applied pressure over the metal shims during 
embossing was achieved by lever action of the embossing unit. Embossing 
at the higher pressure required full body weight on the unit to achieve 
desired pressures. This action was difficult to maintain over the 
longer dwell times and pressure was seen to drop after the initial high 
pressures to less than the max1mum 16kg/cm2. 
b) Temperature; the temperature of the metal shim was seen to drop by 
5-6"C on contact with the acetate sheet. Consequently an embossing 
temperature of 130"C would actually be -125"C over the period of 
embossing. Raising the temperature of the mete! shim to eccount for 
this instantaneous loss in temperature ellowed an actual embossing 
temperature of 130"C to be achieved. 
c) Dwell time; the measurement of dwell time was achieved by timing 
starting on contact of the metal shim with the plastic and ending when 
the shim was raised from the plastic. On many occasions the acetate 
sheet stayed adhered to the metal sh1m when the upper plate was 
released. This meant that the sheet still experienced heat but no 
pressure for longer than intended. It is possible that the plastic 
sheet would continue to stress relieve or flow at this point. 
The relationship between dwell time, applied pressure and embossing 
temperature is a complex one. A point will exist whereby increased 
temperature will cause the plast1c to flow or melt and increased dwell 
time at h1gher temperatures would 1ncrease the likelihood of this 
occurrence. For accurate reproductions of detail the plastic must r1se 
above its glass transition temperature (see Append1x 5) and this 
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temperature must penetrate through the thickness of the plastic to 
retain the embossed information. If only the upper surface of the 
plastic receives sufficient heating the embossing will not be recorded 
to its full depth. Hence the importance of correct pressure and 
temperature for accurate reproduction. 
It is believed that variability in embossed depth occurs as e result of 
trapped air and stretching as illustrated in Figure 6.19. 
Plastic 
Sheet 
Metal 
Shim 
, 
• I 
I 
I 
----, 
Figure 6.19 Illustratlon of Inaccuracy of Embossing Process 
The summation of the date from the graphs shown in Graph 6.18 
i 11 ustrated a peak efficiency for the two applied pressures with an 
upward trend seen toward peek efficiency for a dwell time of 20 seconds 
in each case. For both applied pressures h1gher efficiencies have been 
obtained with 1ncreas1ng embossing temperatures. the peak in each 
1nstance being 145'C. Increasing the range of dwell times and 
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embossing temperatures would have provided more data points but it is 
believed acceptable that the trend illustrated is accurate. 
Results from the eMbossed shims are shown in the followin~ pages. The 
Talysurf traces show the profiles for first and second generation ~tal 
shims for grating 1b4. 
GRATING 1b4 
D • J):E'3 -~-"'' 
- IH2 J>'u 
fiRST GENERATION MET~AL~~A~v~·~0~.0~7~~~m~----------------------------
G \,:3 . "'~ 
SECOND GENERATION METAL Av. 0.15wm 
'1) ' 024 f'fi\ 
0 
-. 038 y.r. 
PLASTIC EMBOSSED FROM SECOND GENERATION METAL Av.0.06~m 
Prof.6.1 Profile of Grating 1b4, Embosstng Family 
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COMMENTS Grating lb4. This series shows distorted non-sinusoidal 
profiles and the diffraction efficiency measurements show high noise, 
low efficiency as a result of this. The interesting feature of the 
profiles is the 'mirrcr-im,ge' type appearance of the trsces. The 
photoresist shows wide bottoms between the peaks which are mirrored in 
the first generation metal trace showing flat tops to the peaks. The 
period between the peaks appears sharp and narrow. The second 
generation metal again shows the mirror image of the first generation 
metal. The distorted curve now shows sharp narrow peaks with large 
areas between and this non-flat spacing may account for the apparent 
increase in groove depth from 0.07p.m to 0.15p.m <2nd.gen.) This poor 
quality grating was embossed to illustrate a worst case example. 
Photoresist 
1st Gen Metal 
2nd Gen Metal 
PI as tic 
DEPTH < p.m > 
0.05 
0.05 
0.15 
0.05 
ZERO I 1st ORDER EFFICIENCY 
58.3X 5.50X 
47 .61X 
31.25% 
35.45X 
7 .14X 
4.48X 
2.56% 
The resist shows the high zero order associated with the distorted 
profiles seen in the Talysurf traces. However, the metal shims show 
lower zero efficiencies arising from the emergence of many higher 
orders >10. The high number of diffracted orders produced by the 
grating reduced the available energy available for first and second 
orders and indicated a non-sinuso1d, very inefficient grat1ng. 
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GRATING la2 
PHOTORESIST Av.peak to trough height 0.15~m 
0... t2 pir> 
0 
-0.14 Jlit1 
FIRST GENERATION METAL Av. 0.16~m 
0 .. OB J.ll~ 
0 
-0.11 J.'•'fl 
SECOND GENERATION METAL Av. 0.15wm 
0.075 pm 
-. 0?2 Jl ... 
PLASTIC,EMBOSSED FROM FIRST GENERATION METAL Av. O.!Owm 
Prof.6.2 Prof1le of Grating la2, Embossing Fam1ly 
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COMMENTS Grating la2. Thuo series shows good sinusoidal resist and 
first metal profiles with a slight increase in groove depth between 
resist and first metal. <Talysurf accuracy limited to ±0.02~). 
Photoresist 
1st Gen Metal 
2nd Gen Metal 
Plastic 
DEPTH < Jllll) 
0.15 
0.16 
0.15 
0.10 
ZERO I lst ORDER EFFICIENCY 
2.50% 28.30% 
2.58% 
3.07% 
11.35% 
27.40% 
14.46% 
13.33% 
The profile for second generation metal has distorted away from a true 
sinusoid so increasing the noise wh1ch is seen as diffracted higher 
orders in the measurement of diffraction efficiency. The plastic 
grating was embossed from the first generation metal shim and shows 
good sinusoidal profile. The peak to trough height for each has varied 
from 0.1611m <lst.gen.metal) to a mean of 0.10~ for the plastic. The 
first order diffraction efficiency has fallen from 27.4% to 18.3%. The 
zero order efficiency for the plastic has increased dramatically from 
2.58% to 18.0% due to profile reduction away from the optimum depth. 
Graph 6.20 shows the variation in diffraction efficiency versus angle 
of Incidence for photoresist, first and second generation metal shims 
and embossed plastic. The photoresist and first generation metal show 
excellent correlation between zero and first orders. Comparing resist 
and second generation figures shows how the first order efficiency has 
fallen for the second generation shim. The plastic grating was 
embossed from first generation metal and shows the dramatic increase in 
zero order efficiency reducing available energy for the more important 
first and second orders. 
Plate 34 shows a photomicrograph of the diffraction grating embossed 
from the first generation metal shim. The input depth from the shim was 
O.l611m consequently the plastic shows very little surface relief 
measured at 0.10~. The compares.with the embossed image seen in Plate 
35 showing an embossed depth of 0. 471'm from an Input depth of 0. 581'm 
(3b2, first generation metal shim). 
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Graph 6.20 Variation in Diffraction Efficiency Versus 
Angle of Inc1dence for Photoresist, First and Second 
Metals and Embossed Plastic for Grating la2 
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Plate 34. Photomicrograph of the Surface of Embossed Plasti c 
Metal Input 0 . 16~m - Plastic Groove Depth 0.10~ 
Plate 35. Photomicrograph of the Surface of Embossed Plasti c 
Metal Input 0 . 58~m - Plastic Groove Depth 0 . 4 7~m 
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Details of additional shims embossed into plastic are given in Chapter 
7. 
Summary Embossing has been described as the final stage in the transfer 
process under study. The plastic replica of the original photoresist 
surface pattern is reproduced by application of heat and pressure to a 
metal stamper in contact with a thermoplastic. 
An investigation into a selected number of thermoplastics has been 
conducted using a hand operated platten embosser. Successful 
modification to the embosser unit has allowed the accurate measurement 
of temperature, pressure and time whilst embossing occurred. 
Conclusions may be summarised; 
• Polyester, acetate and polyvinyl-chloride <PVC> materisls have been 
embossed. 
• A temperature drop of 5-6'C occurred on contect of the metal shim 
with the plastic necessitating a higher operating temperature to ensure 
consistent input temperature into plastic. 
• The applied pressure to the meta I sh1m was limited between 10-
16kg/cm2 for the embossing unit available. 
• Applied pressure of the embossing unit could not be accurately 
maintained over long dwell times. 
• The relationship between temperature, pressure and dwell time has 
been investigated by the trial embossing of selected shims. 
• <>ver 200 individual embossings of diffraction gratings have been made 
to quantify the accuracy and efficiency of embossing as part of the 
information transfer process. 
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CHAPTER 7 
EXPERIMEm"AL RESULTS 
7.0 Introduction 
The information transfer process has been identified as the transfer of 
a surface relief profiles from a photosensitive recording medium to a 
metal copy of the pattern, to stamping of the pattern into 
thermoplastic. This overall scheme is illustrated in Figure 7.1. One 
unique aspect of this work has been the quantitative analysis of the 
individual processes involved in the production of embossed elements. 
The measurement of each stage has faci I itated the development of a 
'feedback' system to gain the greatest accuracy and efficiency from the 
process. Results from the research are intended to be applicable to the 
commercial production of embossed holographic elements and images. 
IMAGE RECORDING 
Me~al Replica 
Plas~ic Shee~ ~EMBOSSING 
Plas~ic Replica ~ 
! X jJffi 
F1gure 7.1 Overall Scheme of the lnformat1on Transfer Process 
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7.1 Review of the Information Transfer Process 
Quantitative analysis of the information transfer process has been 
possible by the manufacture, study and measurement of diffraction 
gratings which possessed uniform surface profiles compared to those of 
holographic images. Two specific features of diffraction gratlngs were 
identified, groove depth and diffraction efficiency, that would 
facilitate accurate measurement of the level of distortion or change 
that. occurred through each stage of the optical and mechanical copying 
process. Different measurement techniques were utilised; surface finish 
measurement, scanning electron microscopy, 
microscopy and image processing analysis. 
optic" I interference 
The optical recording stage of the information transfer process began 
with the manufacture of diffraction gratings. Diffraction gratings were 
recorded into positive working photoresist. Full understanding and 
characterisation of photoresist properties was achieved by theoretical 
study and experimentation. Optical arrangements, exposure and 
development regimes were investigated and refined to produce the 
optimum quality diffraction gratings with 1deal surface re I ief 
profiles. Consideration was given to material type, image recording and 
development in order to achieve reproducable results. 
The mechanical copying stages involved electroforming of the surface 
relief photoresist to produce metal shims. Deposition of an initial 
conductive layer was necessary prior to the electroforming stage. 
Comparison between techniques identified vacuum evaporated silver as an 
ideal option before the metal replicas were produced by electrolytic 
deposition of nickel. Subsequent re-plating of the nickel shim to 
create a series of positive and negative metal copies was achieved 
after passivation of the original surface to allow the new copies to be 
easily separated. Quantitative analysis of groove depth and diffraction 
efficiency for original photoresist and subsequent metal copies 
Identified levels of distortion and change. 
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The final mechanical copying stage of the information transfer process 
was embossing. Embossing the metal shims into suitable thermoplastics 
was achieved by modification of a platen embosser designed for small 
scale hot foil printing. Control over temperature, pressure and 
embossing time allowed accurate multiple embossings from a selective 
range of metal shims. The choice of plastics for embossing dictated the 
operating conditions of the embosser. Choice of two different 
embossing pressures combined with a range of embossing temperatures and 
times allowed sufficient experimental data to be acquired. Comparison 
of plastic groove depths and diffraction efficiencies with those of 
original photoresist and metal shims illustrated the degree of losses 
and distortions. 
The production of holographic images using the data acquired completed 
the experimental work undertaken. These images were electroformed and 
embossed using the same experimental methods and constraints as 
described in th1s work~ 
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7.2 Experimental Detail 
The experimental results presented in the following section will be 
considered in a number of separate areas. 
1. Grating Manufacture. Tabulation of results showing the groove depths 
for photoresist, first and second generation metal copies and selected 
embossed plastic. Variation in groove depth between the copying stages 
is shown. 
2. The results from the variation in groove depths for the photoresist 
to metal and metal to metal copying stages are plotted as plus and 
minus variations to allow quantitative analysis of the repeatability of 
the electroforming process. 
3. Talysurf proflle and depth results are presented for the selected 
shims used for embossing to quantify the accuracy of the transfer 
process. The diffraction efficiency curves for the embossed plastic 
showing the wide variation in embossing are included. 
Analysis of the results and calculation of the efficiency of the 
informat1on transfer process will be found in Chapter 8. 
7.2.1 Manufacture of Diffraction Gratings 
The individual areas of research for optical arrangements, exposure and 
development times are detailed within the relevant chapters. This 
section presents the results from the quantitative analysis of the 
information transfer process for the measurement of selected 
diffraction gratings. Results are given for the measurement of groove 
depth and diffraction efficiency for photoresist, first and second 
generatlon metal shims and selected plastic embossings in order to 
determine the accuracy and efficiency of the process. 
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Results are tabulated below for the exposure and measured groove depths 
for the series of diffraction gratings produced for the original 
photoresist, first end second generation metal shims and plastic 
embossings where given. 
instrument. 
Groove depth was measured using a Talysurf 
. MEAN GROOVE DEPTH Jlm <t0.02J1m) GROOVE DEPTH 
GRATING E VARIATION Jlm 
m.J/cm2 Resist lst.Metal 2nd.Metal PI as tic Resist/ Metal/ 
Metal Metal 
Series I 
1+4 dev 
la! 3 0.06 0.10 0.07 0.04 -0.03 
la2 6 0.15 0.16 o. 15 0.10 0.01 -0.01 
la3 12 0.27 0.40 0.29 0. 17 -0.11 
la4 18 0.25 0.32 0.39 0.07 0.07 
lbl 24 0.18 0.19 0.19 0.01 0.00 
1b2 30 0.10 0.12 0.21 0.02 0.09 
lb3 36 0.12 0.08 0.28 -0.04 0.20 
lb4 42 0.06 0.07 0.15 0.06§ 0.01 0.08 
Series 2 1+5 dev 
2al 9 0.04 0.05 
2a2 18 0.10 0.13 0.13 0.08 0.03 0.00 
2a3 27 0.15 0. 16 0.212 0.01 0.05 
2a4 36 0.18 0.28 0.23 0.18 0. 10 -0.05 
2b1 45 0.32 0.55 0.48 0.23 -0.07 
2b2 54 0.42 0.51 0.72 0.09 0.21 
2b3 63 0.48 0.58 0.79 0.47 0. 10 0.21 
2b4 72 0.50 0.42 0.80 -0.08 0.38 
2cl 81 0.46 0.70 0.73 0.24 0.03 
2c2 90 0.54 0.73 0.78 0. 19 0.05 
2c3 99 0.48 0.72 0.76 0.38 0. 14 0.14 
2c4 108 0.44 0.60 0.63 0.16 0.03 
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MEAN GROOVE DEPTH ~m (t0.02~> GROOVE DEPTH 
GRATING E VARIATION~ 
m.J/cm2 Resist lst.Metal 2nd.Metal P!.sstic Resist/ 
Metal 
Series 3 
1+6 dev 
3al 36 0.05 0.07 0.09 0.02 
3a2 54 0.20 0.27 0.30 0.07 
3a3 72 0.31 0.48 0.29 0.17 
3a4 81 0.37 0.71 
3b1 go 0.47 0.80 0.87 0.33 
3b2 gg 0.47 0.63 0.83 0.42 0. 16 
3b3 108 0.43 0.47 0.87 0.04 
3b4 126 0.40 0.45 0.79 0.05 
- Sample was damaged before measurement was made. 
Shipley Positive working resist, AZ1450B. 1~m thickness. 
25 minutes softbake at 90"C. 
Development; Sh1pley AZ303, 1 minute at 20"C. 
Meta I I 
Metal 
0.02 
0.03 
-0.19 
0.07 
0.20 
0.40 
0.34 
All plastic embossings were made from first generation metal shims with 
the exception of that marked *· Shims were embossed at 145"C for 10 
seconds dwell times at 10kg/cm2 pressure. An average of 40 embossings 
was made from each metal shim to take account of embossing variables to 
present a mean value for groove depth. 
7.2.2 Variation In Groove Depth from Electroforming Process 
The experimental detail for the electroforming of the diffraction 
gratings has been presented in Chapter 5. The measurement of groove 
depth and diffraction efficiency for the photoresist and first and 
second generation metal shims has allowed the efficiency of the 
transfer to be assessed. Two separate stages are considered; the groove 
profile variat1on in photores1st to first generat1on metal copying and 
variation in f1rst generation to second generation metal copying. 
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Graph 7.1 plots the variation in groove depth for the first generation 
metal shim against the input photoresist groove depth. 
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+ Photores1st Groove 
+ 
Graph 7.1 Variation In Groove Depth Between Photoresist 
and First Generation Metal Copy 
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08 
Depth 
A linear regression has been carried on the data to plot the best line 
fit which has allowed the variation in groove depth between photoresist 
and metal to be factored in the determination of the feedback system. 
It can be seen that variation between resist and first metal groove 
depths is less at shallow input depths upto 0.25~ than for the large 
variation in groove depths between 0.4-0.5~. 
Anomalies appear with the minus groove depth variation seen when the 
photoresist input of 0.5~ shows a decrease in groove depth of O.OS~m. 
Conversely, a photoresist input groove depth of 0.47~m has produced an 
increase in groove depth in metal of 0.33~. 
Graph 7.2 plots the variation in groove depth of the second generation 
metal shim against the input depth of the first metal shim input. A 
similar linear regression has been used for the best fit I ine. The 
experimental data is used to determine the efficiency of the 
electroforming process. 
The high number of anomalies in this data make the quantitative 
analysis of the percentage groove depth 1ncrease less prectse than for 
the photoresist to first metal electroforming process. 
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Graph 7.Z Variation in Groove Depth Between First 
and Second Generat1on Metal Copies 
These experimental results are discussed in full in the concluding 
chapter for the assessment of the efficiency of the information 
transfer process. 
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7.2.3 Presentation o( Selected Embossed Metal Shims 
The following Talysurf results are taken from four selected first 
generation metal shims used for multiple embossings. The Talysurf 
traces show the grating profile as a plus and minus deviation about a 
zero axis. Calculation of the grating depth is taken from this axis. 
The "series was chosen to quantify the accurecy of embossing over a 
range of original input depths. Results are presented as profile traces 
for each of the photoresist, first and second generation mete I shims 
and the embossed plastic. Over 20 embossings were made from each shim 
and the mean diffraction efficiency for zero and first orders are 
presented with the re suits. Discussion and analysis of the re suits 
given in this section will be found in Chapter 8. 
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GRATING 2s2 
0 24 pg, 
[l 
-0.2:2 Jo'IU 
PHOTORESIST Av. peak to trough height O.!Oum 
0.10 V"' 
- 0 11 J,JII> 
FIRST GENERATION METAL Av. 0.13Jtm 
0 
- 1)€:7 J.'•'• 
SECOND GENERATION METAL Av. 0.!23um 
0. 08 J.l"' 
0 
-0.07 J'<fl 
PLASTIC. EMBOSSED FROM FIRST GENERATION METAL. Av.0.08um 
Prof.7.!. Proftle of Grating 2a2, Embossing Family 
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ZERO ORDER 
(Photoreslst-31.2% 
1st Gen Meta1·32.30%) 
(Photoreslst·26.50% 
1st.Gen.Meta1·20.00%) 
4 5' 6 7 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
E11BOSSED SAMPLE NUMBER 
COMMENTS Grating 2a2. This series of traces shows a good sinusoidal 
resist profile. The trace for the embossed plastic shows spikes 
superimposed upon the main sinusoid which has distorted the true nature 
of the profile. This error may have arisen from a damaged surface or 
from dirt on the Talysurf stylus. 
MEAN MEAN 
DEPTH C!!m> ZERO I 1st ORDER EFFICIENCY 
· Photoresist 0.10 31.20" 26.50" 
1st Gen Metal 0.13 32.30" 20.00" 
2nd Gen Metal 0.13 20.00" 18.46" 
Plastic 0.08 30.18" 17.12" 
Graph 7.3 shows the variation in diffraction efficiency for the 
embossed plastic over the 24 embossed samples. The mean diffraction 
efficiency for photoresist and first generation metal shim is included 
on the plot. These results demonstrate the accuracy of information 
transfer process for gratings of shallow groove depth. The variation in 
groove depth and diffraction efficiency all lie within experimental 
measuring limtts. 
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COMMENTS Grating 2a4. This series again shows good sinusoidal profiles. 
Results are tabulated below: 
MEAN MEAN 
DEPTH <l!m> ZERO I 1st ORDER EFFICIENCY 
Photoresist 0.18 2 0 56" 7.45" 
1st Gen Metal 0.28 2.68" 5.97" 
2nd Gen Metal 0.23 3.37" 8.30" 
Plastic 0.18 3.07" 10.06" 
The embossed plastic from the first generation metal shows a groove 
depth reduction of 0.10~. lt does however show higher zero and first 
order diffraction efficiencies. This series shows the discrepancy 
associated with the transfer process since the groove depth between 
first and second generation metal shims shows a reduction of 0.05~. The 
gratings still produced in excess of seven diffracted orders suggesting 
the introduction of noise or distortion to the surface. Graph 7.4 plots 
the vanation in diffraction efficiency for the embossed plastic and 
presents the mean values for photores1st and first generation metal 
sh1m. 
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COMMENTS Grating 2c3. This series of profiles shows more rounded peaks 
than have been presented before. The sharp troughs show a distortion 
away from sinusoidal form. The results obtained as are follows: 
MEAN 
DEPTH <um> 
Photoresist 0.48 
·1st Gen Metal 0.62 
2nd Gen Metal 
Plastic 
0.76 
0.38 
MEAN 
ZERO I 1st ORDER EFFICIENCY 
6.61% 13.22% 
5.16% 
2.81% 
4.48% 
12.09% 
8.12% 
4.89% 
The embossed plastic samples were taken from the first generation metal 
and have only reproduced ha If the input depth. The inaccuracy of 
reproducing metal shims from deep groove depths is becoming evident 
with an increase of 0.14um groove depth between photoresist and first 
generation metal. The first order diffraction efficiency has 
consequently fallen to one third that of the metal shim indicating 
distortion and noise and the introduction of higher diffraction orders. 
Graph 7.5 plots the variation in diffraction efficiency for the 
embossed plastic and shows the mean efficiency for the photoresist end 
first generation metal. 
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COMMENTS Grating 3b2. This series shows the form of a slanted 
sinusoidal profile. The peaks of the profiles have distorted and this 
profile is mirrored through the photoresist and metal copying stages. 
The plastic samples were embossed from the first generation metal shim 
and does not share this distorted profile but presents an almost true 
sinusoid form. Results are tabulated below: 
Photoresist 
1st Gen Metal 
2nd Gen Metal 
Plastic 
MEAN 
DEPTI! (!!Jn) 
0.47 
0.63 
0.83 
0.42 
MEAN 
ZERO I 1st ORDER EFFICIENCY 
9. 18" 
10.15" 
5.93" 
4.97" 
11. 80" 
8.12" 
6.25" 
8.62" 
The embossed plastic shows a loss of groove depth of 0.21~m from the 
input of the first generation metal shim. The first order diffraction 
efficiency has remained h1gh but the zero order has halved compared to 
that of its metal counterpart. The variation in first order d1ffraction 
efficiency for the embossed plastic samples is shown in Graph 7.6. 
7.3 Summary 
This concludes the presentation of experimental work and results. A 
selective number of results have been given from those produced during 
the. course of this study. The examples have shown the necessary 
desired features such as good sinusoidal profiles, distorted prof1les, 
deep and shallow groove depths through the entire 1nformation transfer 
process. Re suits not presented simply repllcate the various profiles 
and have been used to establ1sh confidence in the process and identify 
any anomalies. 
This chapter has shown the visual differences between groove profll e 
for photoresist, metal and plastic diffract1on gratings in the form of 
Talysurf outputs. Variation in diffraction efficiency has been 
tabulated and plotted and an analys1s of the accuracy and efficiency of 
the 1nformat1on transfer process 1s presented in Chapter 8. 
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CHAPTER 8 
DISCUSSION AND CONCWSIONS 
8.0 Introduction 
This concluding chapter will discuss the experimental results obtained 
in the study of the information transfer process. The objective of the 
research has been to quantify the accuracy and efficiency of the 
overall process in the production of embossed elements. The research is 
considered unique in this approach. No quantitative data has previously 
been available that relates the initial input profile in photoresist to 
the output profile in embossed plastic. Initially groove depth had been 
considered the only important transfer parameter. It now appears that 
to fully determine the transfer process the diffraction efficiency and 
groove depth must be considered together. The diffraction efficiency 
can act as an indication of noise in the system as well as signal 
strength. Measurement of these features has permitted the development 
of a 'feedback' system to optimise the overall information transfer 
efficiency of the optical and mechanical copying stages. 
The development of a feedback system dictates that the groove depth 
necessary in photoresist to produce the final required groove depth in 
plastic can only be calculated once the accuracy and efficiency of the 
transfer process has been quantified. In this way the initial groove 
depth tn photoresist is correctly factored by the actual groove depths 
that occur through the copying stages. 
The discussion and conclusions will centre on two major aspects of the 
information transfer process that heve introduced distortions and 
inefficiency to the process. These are; the Electroforming and 
Embossing stages. 
8.1 Accuracy of Electroforming 
The electroforming process has been described in Chapter 5. The 
photoresist diffraction gratings were electroformed by electrolytic 
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nickel deposition to produce durable metal replicas that could ba used 
for embossing. The first copy of the photoresist produces a first 
generation metal sh1m. These shims were re-plated by electrolytic 
nickel deposition to produce second generation shims. There is no limit 
to how many times this copying process can occur and third and four 
generation shims may be used for large scale roller embossing. 
The production of metal shims by electroforming has occurred in two 
stages: 
- photoresist to first generat1on metal copy, 
- fir.st generation metal copy to second generation metal copy. 
As can be seen from Graph 7.1 for the transfer between photoresist and 
first generation metal and Graphs 7.2 for the transfer between first 
and second generation metal the information transfer accuracy is not 
identical for both processes. 
These graphs were plotted using a linear regression fit assuming the 
general form, y = A + Bx. B describes the slope and A descnbes the 
intercept value. The calculation of regression of y on x yields an 
average ,value of y be1ng scattered on either side. A level of 
confidence of this fit can be obt.uned by considering the standard 
deviation of the data values relative to the calculated regression. 
Calculated values for Graph 7.1 and 7.2 respectively; 
-.. A= 9.44 x 10 , B = 0.306, xan = 0.16, ya. = 0.09. 
A= 0.042, B = 0.105, xa. = 0.22, ya0 = 0.141. 
8.1.1 Photoresist To First Generation Metal Copy 
The scatter and standard dev1at1on of the photoresist to first 
generation metal electroforming process (Graph 7.1) indicates good 
correlation suggesting control of the plating to be satisfactory. The 
slope indicates that with increasing 1nput profile depth the process 
will further increase the groove depth. 
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One explanation for this would be preferential deposition of the 
initial conductive layer of evaporeh!d silver. The effect of 
preferentie I deposition upon gratings over e range of depth to pitch 
ratios would lead to e relative variation in plated groove across the 
grating or hologram, ie. the higher frequency components of s 
holographic element would not receive the same increase in groove depth 
as the lower frequency information. If this assumption were applied to 
the .white light 'rainbow' hologram it would imply that the final 
embossed high frequency terms would be reduced (assuming the rest of 
the process to be near linear> with e loss of high frequency 
information. High frequency information is responsible for perception 
of image depth in holograms. A low resolution silvel" h'"Jide emulsion 
(eg. Agfa 10E56) can transfer information with '" n'"rrow angle of view 
compared to that recorded on high resolution emulsion <eg. Agfa 8£56) 
which can transfer a greater angle of view with increased image depth. 
Limited image depth has always been associated with embossed holograms, 
= 1-2" compared to the depth of 10-12" for silver halide materials. 
8.1.2 First Generation to Second Generation Metal Copy 
The subsequent re-plating of the first metal copy <Graph 7.2) shows a 
higher scatter and standard deviation thab for the photoresist to metal 
stage. The slope of the graph suggest the el teration to the input 
groove depth is not as great as for the photoresist to metal transfer. 
The higher deviation merits consideration and two aspects may be 
introduced; i) oxidation of the front silver face of the first 
generation metal shim prior to re-plating and ii) an inhomogenous 
passivation layer on the front face of the initial metal shim. 
The metal 
diffraction 
to metal electroformed was 
gratings over a period of 
undertaken on individual 
time. Whilst all initial 
electroforms were stored in s dessicstor and soak cleaned in detergent 
prior to second generation plating, the period between first end second 
generation plating varied from days to weeks. This was not deemed 
Important at the time although there is the possibility that oxidation 
of the front si Jver face of the hrst metal shim could have a minor 
Influence on the accuracy of the second generation plating process. 
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Prior to second generation electroforming a uniform parting layer must 
be applied to the front surface of the first metal shim to prevent 
permanent adhesion of the second plating. The technique of chemical 
passivation described in Chapter 5 rei ied upon producing a uniform 
oxide layer of dichromate across the surface. This is the essential 
difference between the first and second generation electroforming 
processes. The composttion and operating conditions of the 
electroforming tanks was identical for every metal shim produced. 
Variability in passivation of the front metal surface is regarded as 
having contributed to the large deviation seen In the results. This 
conclusion has implications for embossing operations that use second, 
third and even fourth generation metal shims on embossing rollers. 
8.1.3 Diffraction Efficiency Versus Groove Depth 
The changes in groove depth between photoresist and the first 
generation metal copy have affected the diffraction efficiency of the 
gratings. Distortion away from sinusoidal profiles introduce noise 
terms and higher dtffracted orders that reduce available energy for 
first order dtffraction. The measuring regime for diffraction 
efficiency used a He-Ne laser of wavelength 0.633~. Assuming 
constructive interference for a reflected light measuring system, peak 
efficiency would appear at l/4 phase shifts as illustrated in Figure 
8.1. This highlights the peak efftciencies occurring at groove depths 
of 0.16~m. 0.47~m, 0.79~m etc. 
The introduction of noise and distortion 1nto the copied profiles 
alters the function to that seen in Figure 8.2. Diffraction effictency 
is reduced as groove depth increases due to variability 1n the 
e I ectroforming process. Experiments I verification of this has been 
illustrated in Graphs 4.8, 5.9 and 5.10 which plotted diffraction 
versus groove depth for for photoresist, first and section generatton 
metal shims. 
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8.2 Accuracy of Embossing 
The emboss1ng process has been described in Chapter 6 and detailed the 
modification to a hand operated pl~Sten embosser. Results for the 
determination of the accuracy of embossing have been taken by the 
selective embossing of a number of first generation metal shims as 
detailed in Chapter 7. The first generation shims have been used for 
comparison with the orig1nal photoresist groove depths and diffraction 
efficiencies. 
To ensure a useful range of results over 24 embossings were made from 
each metal shim for measurement of groove depth and diffraction 
efficiency. The plots showing the variation in diffraction efficiency 
for the selected embossed shims have been shown in Chapter 7. 
8.2.1 Variation In Groove Depth 
The results from measurement of the embossed plastic gratings are 
tabulated in Table D. 
TABLE D. Percentage Transfer for Embossing Efficiency 
GRATING 
NUMBER 
2a2 
2a4 
2c3 
3b2 
METAL INPUT 
m 
0.13 
0.28 
0.62 
0.63 
PLASTIC OUTPUT 
0.08 
0. 18 
0.38 
0.42 
PERCENTAGE TRANSFER 
61. 5" 
64.28" 
61. 29" 
66.66" 
This percentage transfer value gives an indication of the transfer 
depth of the embossing process only. 
The percentage figures for the embossing into acetate sheet from the 
first generation metal shim show mean values of - 63X over a range of 
input depths <0.13-0.63JlfTI). It 1s surprising that this transfer depth 
efficiency remains consistent Irrespective of the range of input 
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depths. It was expected that shallow profiles would transfer more 
completely than would deeper groove depths. 
The over a 11 embossed transfer efficiency allows calculation of the 
required groove depth in metal that would be necessary to achieve a 
desired groove depth in plastic. For example; 
A groove depth in plastic of 0.16JL111 is required to optimise peak 
efficiency. See Figure 8.1. What first metal groove depth would be 
nece~sary for this optimal embossing assuming a percentage transfer of 
- 63:1: ? 
If d is the metal depth required, d x 63:1: = 0.16~m 
.. d = 0.16 
0.63 
.. Required depth in metal shim = 0.25!11!1 
This figure is confirmed from the experimental result of embossed 
grating number 2a4. An input metal groove depth of 0.28~ yielded an 
embossed depth of 0.18~. The measuring "ccuracy of the T8lysurf 
instrument was t0.02JLI1l so these figures lie within experimental error. 
It is possible therefore with a priori knowledge of the illuminating 
wavelenght of the diffraction efficiency measuring system to plot 
optical diffraction efficiency against groove depth to determine the 
required plastic profile. Factoring of this profile by the embossing 
transfer function can determine the required metal shim depth. 
8.2.2 Diffraction Efficiency Versus Groove Depth 
lt has been decribed how distortion of groove depth affects the 
diffraction effficiency of first generation metal shim and embossed 
plastic from that of the orginal photoresist efficiency. The results in 
Table E show the first order diffraction efficiency for photoresist, 
metal and embossed plastic from the four metal shims used for the 
embossing trials. <See Section 7.2.3 of Chapter 7>. 
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TABLE E. X Diffraction Efficiency Transfer for Embossed Shims 
% Diffraction Efficiency <1st OrdPr) % Transfer 
Grating Resist Metal Plastic Resist/Meta I Metal/Plastic 
1 2 
2a2 26.50% 
2a4 8.00% 
2c3 13.22% 
3b2 11.80X 
KEY: Column 1 
Column 2,3,4 
Column 5 
Column 5 
3 4 5 6 
20.00% 17. 12% -24.5% -14.4% 
7.50% 10.05X - 6.3% +34.0% 
12.07% 4.89% - 8.7% -59.5% 
8.12% 8.52% -31.8% + 5.2% 
Gr8ting sample number. 
Measured diffraction efficiency, 1st Order. 
Change in efficiency between columns 2 and 3 
Resist %- Metal X 
Resist % X 100% 
Change in efficiency between columns 3 and 4 
Metal X - Plastic X 
Metal % X 100% 
The change in the figures for the percentage transfer from resist to 
metal and metal to plastic may be explained by considering Figure 8.1 
which shows the function of dtffraction efficiency versus groove depth 
for perfect transfer proftles. 
The figures for grating 2a4 show that for metal to plastic transfer an 
increase efficiency of 34% has occurred. The tnput depth of the metal 
was 0.28~ which represents a low point in the curve above. The 
embossed plastic showed a depth of 0.!8~m taking the efficiency back to 
the peak of the curve. From this 1t would appear that an tncrease in 
diffractton efficiency has been achieved despite embossing- 63% of the 
metal input. 
Constder grating 3b2. The groove depth in photoresist was 0.47~m 
indtcating a peak on the efhctency versus groove depth curve. The 
metal copy increased the groove depth to 0.53~m. moving off the peak 
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efficiency curve reducing the measured diffraction efficiency by 32%. 
Embossing the metal shim gave a groove depth in plastic of 0.42J1111 
moving the efficiency back up the curve. This is confirmed 
experimentally by an increase in diffraction efficiency of 6%. 
These results illustrate that with an embossing transfer of -63% of the 
input information an apparent increase in diffraction efficiency can 
re suit. In practice the distortions and noise introduced into the 
gra t ings through the copying process would reduce the que li ty of the 
surface profile. 
The information transfer process has been studied and quantified by the 
measurement of diffraction gratings. The uniform sul"face profile of 
gratings offer a model of the transfer process for holographic images. 
The 'feedback' system developed through this work by the quantitative 
analys1s of the electroforming and embossing processes allows the 
information transfer process to be illustrated as in Figure 8.3 
The desired groove depth and efficiency of the embossed element should 
be calculated prior to exposure in photoresist. The desired groove 
depth can be achieved by optimised exposure and development sequences. 
Calculation of the required groove depth in photoresist could be made 
by reference to Graph 8.2 which indicates the optimum embossed depth 
for A=633nm to be O.l6~m groove depth. 
Assuming the embossing is made from the second generation metal shim; 
I. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
An embossed groove depth 
in plastic of 
Would require a second 
•..•. O.l6J1111 
generation metal shim depth of ..... 0.25~m assuming a 63% 
transfer efficiency 
Which would require a first 
generation metal shim depth of ..... O.l9~m 
Which would require a 
groove depth in photoresist of ..... 0.15~m 
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For embossing from third or fourth generation shims similar factoring 
of the groove depth would be necessary. 
For the experimental results achieved by the embossing of the first 
generation shim similar calculations can be made by reference to Graphs 
4.8 and 7.1. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
An embossed groove depth 
in plastic of 
Would require a first 
••••• 0.16Jllll 
generation metal shim depth of •...• 0.25Jllll 
Which would require a 
groove depth in photoresist of •..•. 0.195Jllll 
Which by reference to 
Graph 3.10 for a 1+5 developer 
dilution would require an 
exposure E of •.... 23mJ/cm2 
It is felt that the objective of this research has been met in 
assessing the information transfer process for accuracy and efficiency. 
Whilst many questions have been answered in the pursuit of this 
objective still more have been raised that could not be answered during 
this research. These areas are briefly discussed in the Further Work 
Section that follows. 
In-line assessment of the quality of images used for embossed holograms 
could be developed by the inclusion of a diffraction grating on the 
original master plate in photoresist. Quantitative assessment of the 
accuracy of the transfer process would be possible by measurement of 
grating prof1le. A distortion of the grating would indicate distortion 
to the holographic profile. This technique could be applied in the same 
way as photographic test strips used 1n development tanks. Operational 
controls for the acceptable level of distortion could be established 
and would high! ight changes in the transfer process before a poor 
result is produced at the final stage of embossing. 
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8.3 Further Work 
In assessing the information transfer function it has become clear that 
the largest area for further work is that of electroforming. However, 
future work would also seek to study the following areas; 
1. An improvement in the appl !cation of photoresist by spinner. A 
spinner unit to allow larger format substrates to be coated would be 
advantageous. Re-design of the existing spinner for higher speeds with 
controlled ramp features would be necessary and desirable. 
2. The refinement of photoresist processing techniques using spray 
development would be useful to improve processing repeatabi li ty and 
uniformity. 
3. The development of image processing techniques for profile 
assessment incorporating whole field, non-contacting phase stepping 
fringe analysis techniques. Inclusion of these techniques with multiple 
beam interference microscopy could provide whole field quantitative 
surface analysis. 
4. Investigation into alternative techniques and materials for the 
deposition of the initial conductive layer in electroforming. 
Quantitative analysis of the surface profiles us1ng various techniques 
should be made. 
5. Alternative passivation techniques and formulations should be 
sought to identify the variables seen in metal to metal electroforming. 
Study of the nature of the passivating oxide layer by whole field 
interferometric techniques before and after passivation would highlight 
changes in surface profile. 
6. Refinements to the plating tanks and cathode fixings in the 
electroforming process could improve the repeatability of plating. 
7. Investigation into roller embossing techniques and the comparison 
with platen embossing efficiency should be undertaken. A wider range 
of embossing materials should be sought to extend the research area. 
This concludes the final chapter of this thesis. The references and 
appendices will be found in the following pages. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Mathematical Description of The Holographic Recording Process 
Holography IS a two beam recording process using an obJect and 
reference beam. The obJect beam i 11 urninates the obJect and l1ght ts 
reflected and scattered back from the obJect to imp1nge upon a 
holograph1c plate. The reference beam falls d1rectly upon the 
holograph1c plate and is a un1form even 1ntensity beam not modulated 
1n any way. The essential feature of the holographic recording process 
1s the ab1lity to record phase information from the 1nterfer1ng 
wavefronts of ObJect and reference beam. Phase Information is not 
recorded dtrectly (photosensitive emulsions can only record tntenstty) 
but phase Information is encoded within the Interference pattern as 
Intenstty dtstrtbuttons across the holographic emulsion. Figure Al.! 
illustrates a recording regime wtth an off-axts reference beam. 
Reference -------------.---:;\"\ 
wave 
z 
Photographic 
plate 
Figure Al 1 Image Recording wtth an Off-Axis Reference Beam 
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Let o represent a monochromattc wave from the obJect and r a reference 
wavefront, coherent wtth o. The obJect wavefront IS modulated and the 
phase relationships of the scattered wavefronts unknown. The reference 
wavefront IS a plane ~avefrcnt, not modulated, with uniform Intensity 
and a known phase relationship. The functions are expressed tn terms 
of complex amplitudes such that the object beam can be written; 
o(x,y) = lo<x,y)f exp[-1~1 ....... I 
and the reference beam, 
r(x,y) = lrl exp(l2n<rx> ..••••• 2 
The phase Information for the obJect wavefront IS unknown and is 
expressed as the complex value$. From Hariharan (541. 
The phase Information for the reference beam can be determined as 
'r= (sin 9/A) since the beam 1ntens1ty lS uniform and unmodulated and 
only the phase of the wavefronts should vary across the emulsion. 
The complex Interference of the two beams at the emulsion IS recorded 
as tntensi ty, expressed as the square of the amplitude of the two 
beams. 
f(x,y) = lr(x,y) + o(x,y)f2 
= lrCx,y)f2 + fo(x,y)f2 
+ rlo<x,y>lexp[-l~(x,y)Jexp(-l2n<rx> 
+ rfo(x,y>lexp[l~<x,y)Jexp<i2n<rx>, 
= r2+fo(x,y)f2+2rfo(x,y)fcos[2n(rx+~(x,y)l ... 3 
This expression shows the Intensity of both the reference beam and the 
obJect beam and 1mportantly, the ampl1tude and phase of the obJect wave 
are encoded, respectively, as amplitude and phase modulation of a set 
of Interference fringes equivalent to a spatial carrier with a spatial 
frequency equal to l;r 
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<The Importance of coherent laser light IS seen since without a phase 
relationship between the two beams, the final part of the expression 
above would not exist. Without phase encoded, only the 1ntens1ty of 
the beams is recorded and the hologram would not reconstruct an Image 
of the or1g1nal obJect.) 
It IS assumed that the amplitude transmittance of a correctly exposed 
and .proc~ssed plate 1s I1nearly related to the 1ntens1ty 1n the 
Interference pattern. The amplitude transmittance of the hologram can 
be written as; 
t(x,y) = t 0 + ~TIIo<x,y)J2 
+ rlo<x,y)Jexp[-i~(x,y)Jexp(-i2n~r~) 
+ rlo<x,y)lexp[i~(x,y)Jexp(l2nCrx)Jl •••• 4 
where ~ is the slope of the amplitude transmittance versus the exposure 
characteristic of the photographic material, T Is the exposure time and 
to IS a constant background transmittance. 
In order to reconstruct the Image, as shown in Figure A1.2, the 
hologram must be Illuminated with the same reference beam as used to 
record It 
\ z Reference Halo beam 
... 
Transmllted 
... 
-
beam 
..., 
/ 
, .... / Hologrdm 
... -, 
\. ' 
' \ I , I I I I 
.. , \.., 
VIrtual Image Real Image 
Figure Al 2 Image Reconstruction for an Off-Axis Hologram 
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The complex amplitude u,(x,y) of the transmitted wave IS the sum of 
four terms, each corresponding to one of the terms of equation 4 and 
can be written; 
u(x,y) = r(x,y>t(x,y), 
= utCx,y)+u2(x,y)+uJ(x,y)+u4(x,y) ...... 5 
where 
ut(x,y)= torexp(i21t,rX) ....... 5. 1 
U2(x,y)= ~Trio(x,y)j2exp(I21t,rX) ...... 5.2 
u3<x,y>= ~Tr2o(x,y) ....... 5. 3 
U4(X,y)= ~Tr2o•(x,y)exp(I4n,rx) ....... 5. 4 
The first term of equation 5, ut<x.y), IS the attenuated reference beam 
transmitted directly through the plate. The transmitted beam IS 
surrounded by a halo due to the second term, U2(x,y), which IS 
spatially varying. The angular spread of the halo IS determined by the 
angular extent of the obJect. 
The thtrd term, UJ(x,y) IS Identical with the obJect wave, except for a 
constant factor and generates a VIrtual Image of the obJect In 1 ts 
original position. This wave makes an angle 9 with the directly 
transmitted wave. The fourth term, U4(x,y) generates the conJugate 
real image, the term exp(I4n~rx) Indicates that the conJugate wave IS 
deflected off the axis at an angle approximately twice that which the 
reference wave makes With It. Thus two Images, real and VIrtual are 
generated from the replay of the original hologram, angularly separated 
from the directly transmitted wave and from each other. Th1s off-axis 
technique eliminates the problem associated With the Gabor type 
hologram of replay and VIeWing The generation of the real Image 
allows the copying to produce white light VIewable holograms. The real 
Image can be focussed onto a second holographic plate, which with the 
Introduction of a second reference beam can allow display copies to be 
recorded. Figure A! 3 Illustrates the generation of the real and 
VIrtual Images by use of conJugate reference beams. 
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F1gure A1.3 The Format1on of Real and V1rtual Images 
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The 
1786, 
The Development of Diffraction G~~ttng~ 
earliest recorded Investigation of diffraction 
when D.Rittenhouse produced diffracted orders 
gratings was In 
by di ffractlng 
light around small apertures made from hair wound onto nails. The name 
more renowned for the study of gratings however Is that of Joseph von 
Fraunhofer who repeated the earlier work of Rittenhouse and In 1821 
produced a grating 12mm wide containing 9600 grooves. From this 
grating the nature of diffracted orders. measurement of wavelength of 
light and grating equations were derived. Limitations In the use of 
early gratlngs lay In the difficulty of manufacture. Traditionally 
watch makers had produced fine wire grat1ngs and it was not until the 
Introduction of ruled gratings In the 1880's that further progress was 
made. Lord Rale1gh (1874) proved theoretically that a grating could 
resolve more spectral lines than the prisms used up to that time and 
the first diamond ruled grating supported this theory. The 'ruling 
engine' as 1 t was known, It tera 11 y cut grooves Into the surface of a 
mirror or glass blank and the engineering precision required made the 
ruling engine the finest form of machine tool available. The 
advancement to gratings ruled onto the surface of a concave spherical 
mirror extended the type and ability of mstruments to study the 
nature of light. The re-design and use of ruling engines continued 
Into the 1950's and the use of casting and plastic replicas meant the 
replacement of prisms with gratings In the maJority of 
spectroscopic Instruments. The ability to 'tune' grat Ings by shaping 
or 'blazing' (profiles with a slanted or shaped nature) to control the 
distribution of light among diffracted orders led to even wider usage. 
The Invention of the laser producing monochromatic, single phase l1ght, 
renewed Interest and placed greater demands on the production of 
quality gratings. The laser helped further m this respect with the 
generation of gratings by Interference techn1ques Interference between 
two beams of monochromatic, coherent light produces fringes of light 
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and dark bands that can be recorded by photographic materia Is. The 
spacing of the bands and optical properties of these gratings can be 
controlled by the wavelength of l1ght used, A and the angles, e formed 
between the Interfering beams. See Figure A2.1 
PHOTOSENSITIVE 
MATERIAL 
SUBSTRATE 
Figure A2.1 Interference Fringes Generated by Collimated 
Coherent Beams of Light 
WIth correct processing 'interference grat1ngs' can be made almost 
perfect without stray light or ghosts associated with ruled gratings 
due to the engineering and mechanical limitations. Whilst the gratings 
are cheaper and easier to produce. control over the groove profile IS 
more difficult since sinusoidal or quasi-sinusoidal profiles typically 
result from two-beam Interference. Advances are now being seen WIth 
the production of two and three-dimensional gratings recorded 1n 
photorestst 
techniques. 
materials and cheaply mass 
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produced by embossing 
Diffraction and Wave Propagation 
The actlon of splitting llght into orders by a gratmg iS known as 
'diffraction. The effect IS a general characteristic of wave phenomena 
occurring whenever a port Ion of a wave front encounters an obstac I e, 
(transparent or opaque) and the resultant wavefront IS altered In 
either amplitude or phase. The wavefronts which propagate beyond the 
obstacle Interfere and result In a particular energy density 
distribution known as a diffraction pattern. 
The diffraction grating Is a repetitive array of obstacles or 
apertures, around whtch dtffractton occurs to produce pertodtc 
alterations m phase, amplltude or both. The simplest diffraction 
grattng would consist of a single sltt, (a rectangular aperture whose 
length iS large compared to its breadth) as illustrated in Figure A2.2 
R 
e 
Figure A2 2 Diffraction at a Single Slit 
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Parallel llght is mc1dent on the sll t AB. The 1rr8dumce falling 
at any po1nt, eg. P or Q, can be found by vector add1tlon of the 
ampll tude of the distribution of the wavefronts at that po1nt. 
Cons1der the general effect of the two halves, AC, CB of the 
wavefront, AB. The wavelets (according to Huygen's prtnctple) 
arr1ving at P w1ll all be in phase If the size of the slit 15 the 
order of a few wavelengths of l1ght, the ampl1tude at P of the whole 
wavefront AB 1s large and a bright band will be seen at P. Away from P 
the wavefronts reaching the screen are more and more out of phase and 
the br1ghtness d1m1n1shes. Considering the po1nt, Q, the wavefront AQ 
1s half a wavefront larger than CQ such that a disturbance from C would 
be out of phase by 180' at 
m1n1mum 1ntens1ty around 
point Q. Thus Q corresponds to the edge of 
the central band of brightness, P. Out 
towards R, the Intensity r1ses again but to a much smaller maximum 
where AR-AB=3l/2 If the sl1t 1s very narrow other max1ma and minima 
diffraction bands Will be observed. 
The angular w1dth of the bnght central band shown 1n F1gure A2.3 1s 
29 From F1gure A2.2 the l1ne CQ makes an angle 9 to the d1rect1on CP 
of the Incident light, given by; 
sln e = l/d where d = sl1t w1dth AB 
Hence the per1od, d of the grat1ng 1s equal to the w1dth of the 
and becomes: 
d = l/sln e or A = d Sln e 
silt 
When the slit wrdth IS widened and d becomes large compared with A, sin 
9 IS very small, hence 9 Is small. In this case the directions of the 
maximum and minimum 1ntens1ty of the central band are very close to 
each other and practically the whole of the l1ght 1s conf1ned to a 
direction rmmediately 1n front of the Incident direction so no 
spreading occurs. 
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F1gure A2.3 Var1at1on 1n Intens1ty Across a S1ngle Sl1t 
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F1gure A2.4 Effect of Increasing SI1t Numbers 
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A true diffraction grating contains many slits, each producing a 
diffraction pattern. As the number of slits IS Increased, the Intensity 
and sharpness of the principa I maximum as found at point P In Figure 
A2.3 Increases and that of the subsidiary maxima decreases. The effect 
1s illustrated 1n F1gure A2.4 
Rep!ac1ng the s1ngle sl1t by an arrangement of closely placed parallel 
slit~, only a few sharp prtnctpa) maxima are seen. The angular 
separation depends upon the distance between the si Its whereas the 
w1dth of the sl1ts affects the 1ntens1ty of the h1gher order pr1nc1pal 
maxima, the narrower the slits, the greater the diffraction of light 
Into the higher orders. 
The position at whtch the maxtma are seen can be determined. 
Figure A2.5 for normal Incidence of a grating. 
Consider 
Frgure A2 5 Normal Incrdence-Determtnation of Maxtma Position 
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For normal Incidence the bright or principal maximum are obtained when; 
d Sin 9 = m). m an Integer = diffracted order 
The Images corresponding to m= 0.1,2, are respectively zero. first 
and second orders. The zero order Image IS the Image where the path 
difference of diffracted rays Is zero. 
A more general case IS found with oblique Incidence Illustrated In 
Ftgure A2.6 when a brtght diffraction Image ts seen when; 
d (stn 1 ! stn 9) = mA. 
m IS an Integer known as the order number whtch and can be positive. 
negative or zero zero corresponding to the undevtated beam. The 
precise form of the grating equation depends upon sign conventions for 
angles of Incidence and diffraction. It IS Important for calculations 
of gratrng properties and describing the formation of the spectrum and 
diffracted orders. 
0 
m = -1 
0 
Figure A2.6 Oblique Incidence-Determinat~on of Maxuna Pos~t~on 
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IY~of Diffraction Gratings 
I 
I 
~
I 
I 
I 
(a) (b) 
Figure A2.7 Three Grating Structures 
Figure A2.7 a) Amplitude grating. The grating consists of clear and 
dark stripes which modulate the amplttude of the tnctdent wavefront. 
The trradtance for such would be 10 1/4n2 
Figure A2.7 b) Phase Grating. The optical thickness of the grating 
varies, (physical thickness x refractive Index) and ytelds a phase 
modulation. This has the effect of doublIng the amplitude and the 
Irradiance would be 10 l/n2. 
Figure A2.7 c) Blazed Grat1ng. The advantage of the blazed grating 1s 
that most of the tnctdent ltght undergoes specular reflectron acttng as 
a plane mirror wtth Irradiance tn the zero order effectively wasted. 
By controlling the shape of the groove, the angular postttons of the 
vartous orders and 9m values are determined by A. d and 81 As the 
phase vartes across each groove, each contribution Is In phase and the 
amplitude of the diffracted wave ts Increased by a factor of nand the 
efficiency of the grat1ng by n2. Most grat1ngs are of this shaped or 
blazed var1ety and used 1n reflection. 
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APPENDIX 3 
Posttive Photoresist, Formulatton and Image Models 
A brief descrtptton of the relevant detatls of composttton and image 
formation models for positive photoresist are gtven below. 
Sensitizers for Positive Resist 
Hundreds of posstble senstttzers can be used wt thtn resist 
formulattons, the maJortty being found only 1n patent literature. 
Most are derivatives of the diazo oxides or orthoqutnone dtaztde 
compounds, typically; yellow tn colour, stable and resistant to 
decomposttton, soluble tn solvents of low polartty and insoluble In 
water. Examples of the structure of the qutnone diazides are shown In 
Figure A3.1 [381 
0 
11 (X)=N, 
...,:; 
SO ,et 
NAPTHOQUINONE - 1 , 2 -DIAZIDE - 5 -
SULPHOCHLORIDE 
N, 
h co=o 
SO ,Cl 
NAPTHOQUINONE - 2 , 1 -DIAZIDE - 4 -
SULPHOCHLORIOE 
0 
11 
CO=N, ~ 
so,CI 
NAPTHOQUINONE - 1 , 2 -DIAZIDE - 4 -
SULPHOCHLORIDE 
u 
11 
o~N, 
so,CI 
BENZOQUINONE - 1 , 2 -DIAZIDE - 4 -
SULPHOCHLORIDE 
Ftgure A3.1 Postttve Restst Sens1t1zers 
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All the elements possess a sulfochlor1de (-SOzCI), 1mportant in form1ng 
the ester or amide linkage that joins the sens1tizers to the central 
groupings. The sulfochlor1de IS reacted wrth hydroxy <-OH> or amine (-
NH2) on the central group The central group affects the overall 
properties of the resist characteristics although 1t may not be In 
Itself photo-sensitive. It may affect the solubtl1ty of the sens1t1zer 
In certain solvents, along With film-forming properties, 
crys.tallization tendencies and development characteristics. 
Resins for Positive Resist 
The senstttzer In positive restst does not react with the restn in the 
formulation. Typically a positive resist may contain 2 to 4 ttmes as 
much resin as sens1t1zer whereas negative resists contain 50 to 70 
times as much resin as sensitizer - th1s Is because the sensitizer does 
not have to react with the resin. 
The function of the resin IS as follows; 
-to Improve the adhesion of the coating to the substrate, 
-to lessen the tendency for the sensitizer to crystallise out of 
the solution, 
-to Increase the coating viscosity and enhance coating 
characteristics, 
-to reduce the cost of the system by acting as a partial 
substitute for the resin-like sensitizer. 
The resin Is typically of low molecular weight to ensure good aqueous 
developing characteriStics - It should be soluble In alkaline solutions 
and be resistant to ac1ds. It IS Important the resin IS not too 
soluble 1n alkaline solutions otherwise It could be leached from the 
coating In the unexposed areas and leave no useful Image. 
The resin most commonly used for positive resists IS the phenol 
formaldehyde novolak, accounting for the characteristic reddish amber 
colour of the resist formulations. The resin IS soluble In alkaline 
solutions and many common solvents. Dertvattves of phenol may be used 
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to prepare novolak resins, an illustration of which can be found In 
F1gure A3.2 
OH 
~ 
~CH 
' 
MET A - CRESOL 
!PHENOL DERIVA TIVEJ 
The methyl group 
at the meta pos1tton 
1ncreases the read1v1ty 
towards polymer1zat1on 
HCHO 
PHENOL 
(IN EXCESS! FORMALDEHYDE 
ACID 
H"-. 
/ 
H 
C=Q 
FORMALDEHYOE 
OH H OH 
v~v + H,O 
NOVOLAK CHAINS TERMINATING 
Wl TH PHENOL GROUPS 
Figure A3.2 Preparation of a Novolak Resin from 
Phenol and Phenol Derivatives 
Solvents for Positive Resist 
During preparation of the resins and constituents of the resists, 
solvents are used to hold then In solution for storage or application 
and for the development procedures. Solvents In positive resists must 
be chosen carefully to avoid crystallization of the large amount of 
sensitizer present In the formulation. This may occur due to sheer 
quantity maintained In solution or Incompatability with the type of 
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resin used. The solvent, sensitizer and resin combinations are 
critically bound, the type and amount of resin being determined by the 
quantity that can be maintained In solution. In turn the amount and 
type of solvent used affects the characteristics of the ftlm-forming 
and coating properties. When applying the resist to the substrate It 
Is Irnportant that the solvent In the system does not evaporate too 
quickly, this would prevent the resist from flowing and causes 
unevenness of coating. Unlike negative reststs, the positive resists 
are less likely to form "skins" on the surface during drying and do 
allow for the film to flow before the baking stages. Typically a 
combination of solvents may be used, some of which are Illustrated In 
Figure A3.3 
CL 
0 0 
TOLUENE BENZENE CHLOROBENZENE 
CELLOSOLVE ACETATE CELLOSOLVE 
Ftgure A3 3 Common Photoresist Solvents 
Film formation may occur by VIrtue of the size of the polymer molecules 
within the solvent system upon evaporation - referred to as ''physical 
film formation". Paints and enamels form ftlms by chemtcal combination 
of smaller molecules Into larger ones - a method known as "chemical 
ftlm formation" Thts Is not desirable for a photorestst because the 
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resultant film would literally become too hard and hinder development. 
A compromise IS needed to allow the polymer molecules to arrange 
themselves Into a f1lm, te. the transition from a liquid solution phase 
to produce a coherent layer of resist. A rapidly evaporating film 
would not factlttate this process, equally a slowly ev~porat1ng solvent 
may remain wtthtn the emulsion and Interfere with subsequent exposure 
and development procedures. 
Additives for Positive Resist 
Positive reststs using dtazo oxtdes or orthoqu1none dtaztde compounds 
as sensittzers have an Inherent dtsadvantage In that such compounds are 
unstable and stabtltztng additives are Included In the formulations to 
overcome thts. Dyes and restn plasticisers may also be Included. 
The stabtltzers for diazo compounds are typically reducing agents or 
antiOXIdants, such as thiourea, sugar and related compounds. The dyes 
are used sparingly because of possible effects upon the exposure 
characteristics of the resist. The sens1t1zer and baste resin 
(novolak) are boih coloured, the sensltizer <quinone diazide) being 
strongly ye! low and the novolak amber red. Th1s IS the colour that 
pre-dominates the resist formulation. Resin plasticisers may be added 
to function as a cross-l1nk1ng agent to give a harder coating with good 
chem1 ea I resistance hexamethylenetetramine can be used to harden 
novolak resins 
Image Fonmation Models 
Image formation occurs by chemical reactions within the resist layer 
Initiated by the absorption of radiation. In summary, the functional 
groups within the sens1t1zer of the resist change from hydrophobic 
dtazides to groups soluble 1n alkal1ne solut1ons. These changes result 
In the removal of resist by the process of development as a 
consequence of differential reactions to the absorbed radiation. 
The mechanism of Image formation must be modelled as a part of the 
entire exposure and development procedure. The development procedure 15 
considered an Integral part of the total mechanism 
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Neureuther and 0111 [ 14 J consider the mechanism for positive 
photoresist films and base their model upon the two maJor constituents 
of the formulation; the resin and the sensitizer. The resist IS 
modelled as a bleachable absorber during exposure and a surface rate 
1 inn ted etch1ng process during development. Exposure IS described by 
the photodecomposition of the light sensJtive Inhibitor co~pound 
whereby the d1azo ring structure absorbs a photon and breaks a bond. 
The -change In ltght tntensi ty WIth depth for exposure at a given 
wavelength Is expressed by; 
where 
dl<x,t) 
dx 
= -l(x,tl[A M (x,tl+Bl 
=optical 1ntens1ty with1n the res1st 
M= relative Inhibitor concentration 
A= Inhibitor related optical absorption 
B = base resin related optical absorption 
The "bleach1ng" of the mh1b1tor w1th hme 1s glVen by; 
dM<x,tl 
dt 
= -1 <x, t>M<x, t>C 
where C =optical sensitivity term. 
by Neureuther and D1ll 1 s The deve I opment process described 
developer phys1cally etch1ng the surface I ayer as a functIon of 
of a 
the 
I oca I tnhibi tor concentration after exposure. Exposure causes 
photodecomposition of the tnhtbitor, therefore the final etched Image 
IS a function of the exposure In that the developer can remove certain 
areas tnat have undergone photodecomposition. it Is assumed that the 
reaction Is surface limited In that the developer must not penetrate 
the photoresi st before etching begins and that as etchtng occurs the 
deve 1 oper by-products do not Interfere Wl th the process. WIth these 
assumptions, Neureuther and Dtll base the development model upon a 
single curve of etch rate versus 1nhtbrtor concentratron. The model 
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requires tn-si tu thickness measurements of the remaining photorestst 
durtng the etching process. 
Neureuther and Dill use the model to Simulate the Interference process 
In grating manufacture with some maJor simplifying assumptions us1ng 
electric field effect, E<x,z) and absorption values of resist M<0.7>. 
The net exposure and resulting bleaching of M<x,z> Is found from 
IE<x,z)f2 and the exposure time. Having calculated M<x,z) the 
development can be Simulated. The theory of Image formation was 
applied to grat1ngs manufactured on glass and alunnnium substrates. 
The determination of the value of M, the relative Inhibitor 
concentration Is not defined making the model difficult to evaluate 
experimentally. However, the bas1s of the model,(exposure-bleaching, 
development-etching) does form ideas used by other workers In this same 
area. 
A later work by Dill et a! [151 still uses the value M for relative 
1nh1bitor concentration and the relationship with the etch rate (rate 
of removal> for positive resist. In this later model the exposure 
process IS extended by consideration of the three further parameters, 
A', B' and C' where, 
A' =exposure absorption dependent term 
B' =exposure Independent absorption term 
C' = optical sensitivity term. 
These three terms are exposure wavelength dependent. The deve 1 opmen t 
process ts described by the function R[MJ, where R IS the etchtng or 
removal rate as before. The theory relies upon a single positive 
photoresist and developer type and concentration being held constant, 
although It does acknowledge that etch removal rate IS weakly dependant 
on developer flow-rate or agitation. 
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The validation of the theory relies upon optical absorption 
measurements for photorestst ftlms on opttcally matched substrates, the 
Beer Lambert law can be used for ltght passing through the resist 
without reflections. The model expands the Beer Lambert law as 
follows; 
<!L = -IIa1m1 
dx 
where = light intensity 
x = distance from resist/air Interface 
m1= molar concentration of tth component 
a1= molar absorption coeffiCient of the ith component 
Expanded to the followmg to Include the three absorbing species of 
xnhtbrtor, base resin and reaction products. 
where 
dl(x,t) = -l(x,t)[atmt(x,t) + a2m2<x,tl + aJmJ(x,t) 
dx 
l(x,t) = light Intensity at any depth x, ln the film with 
exposure t1me t 
81 = molar absorption coefftctent of Inhtbttor 
a2 = molar absorption coefftctent of base resin 
83 = molar absorption coefficient of reaction 
mt (x,tl = molar concentration of tnhtbttor 
_m2Cx,t) =molar concentration of base resin 
>...,., 
mJCx,t) =molar concentration of reaction products 
products 
The model relies upon having factors such as constant lamp Intensity 
(l)~ uniformity of Inhibitor and resin distribution and a linear 
relationship between the exposure given and destruction of the 
Inhibitor, 1e. resist thickness after development as a function of 
exposure energy for different values of Illumination Intensity 
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The model by D1 11 et al [151 was applled to several photores1st 
materials under constant processing chemistry. The results showed good 
tie-up between measured etch rate curves and analytical fits. The 
difficulty of using the model IS the measurement of Inhibitor 
ccncentrat:o.on In the resist formulation and the need for In-situ 
thickness measurements during processing. Additionally no account IS 
taken of the deve I oper chemistry or surface rate react tons In the 
overall mode 1 . 
This factor was subsequent 1 y 
Their model was derived to 
stud1ed 1n the work by K1m et al [J6l. 
describe the development behaviour for 
positive reststs as a function of depth and concentration of Inhibitor 
<M> but over the full range of exposures. K1m et al recognized that 
the development of the restst can be surface rate liml ted and hence 
described by a ktnettc functton affected by development chemistry and 
temperature. In addrtton, Kim et a) have retained a product 
formulation rn which the retardation of the development rate near the 
surface IS used as a multtplter f(z,M) to the overall bulk development 
rate, RsuLK 
Rate <z.Ml = f(z.MlRBULK(M) 
The1r model for the bulk development rate cons1ders the phys1cal 
processes whtch result from exposure and development, these are; 
1) the dissolution of the base restn modtfted by the presence 
of the photoact1ve compound (PAC) and 
2) the dtssolutton of base restn modified by the presence of 
the reacted PAC - mostly carboxyl1c ac1d - termed PPA 
<photoproduced ac1dl by K1m 
The parameter M IS a measure of the relattve concentration of PAC 
remaining whrlst 1-M Is the relative concentration of PPA. Usrng these 
definitions. the model compares the development rates of restst wtth 
PAC (which slows development compared to pure base resin) to that of 
exposed restst possessing PPA (which enhances the development rate). 
Hence the development ts considered as the dissolution of the varrous 
reacttons of resin-PAC and resin-PPA system. 
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Ktm et a! recogntze that they have ltmtted thetr bulk development 
equations to the mtntmum set of parameters for a two component mixture 
and that tf addtttves or processing resulted In a mixture of organic 
actd and ketenes, further parameters would be needed. For the 
experimental verificatton, Ktm et al have closely followed the wotk of 
Dtll using development cell~ for tn-sttu monttortng durtng processing. 
The exposed substrate Is back tllurntnated ustng a He-Ne laser and 
dtrected to a detector to measure the variation In reflecttvtty from 
the substrate. Deveioper temperature and flow rate across the 
substrate are controlled parameters and the effects of soft bake, 
developer type and concentratton are also considered. The conclustons 
and observed data ft t well Wl th the model proposed by Ktm et a! and 
cover resist/developer combinations and exposure ranges from 0 mJ/cm2 
to 300 mJ/cm2. 
The notion of etch rates of exposed and unexposed photorestst was used 
by Bartol1n1 [121 In h1s study of the characteristics of relief phase 
holograms record~d tn photcres1sts. Though not strictly offering a 
model for grating formation. Bartoltnt does propose a "design 
procedure" for htgh efficiency, low noise, high sensitivity grating 
structures. The holograms produced are tdenttfted as betng limited by 
two non-ltneartttes, the Inherent non-linearity of the phase recording 
process and the mater raJ non-ltneart ty associated Wl th the exposure 
characteristics of the photorestst. Bartoltnl Is the first to Include 
the non-linearity of a phase recording process to the study of 
photoresist. Kozma [55] Investigated this phenomena much earlier In 
1966. 
The two non-)Inearities are considered by Bartolini as follows; 
Inherent non-linearity; 
t<x.y) = exp J~(x,y) 
where the transmittance function t<x.y> IS a non-linear function of the 
recorded phase shifts. 
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Material non linearity; 
bd = T[rt-br exp(-~E)J 
where the relief depth, ~d IS a non-linear function of exposure E and 
T = development time (secs) 
rt= photoresist removal rate 
a = a constant 
Bartolini offers practical recording parameter defint ttons by 
considering the effects of exposure va 1 ues, reference to object beam 
ratios and development processing. It IS shown that .the matertal non-
linearities can be overcome by suitable processing. Bartol1ni suggests 
control of the Inherent non-linearity In the following way; 
By consideration of the Bessel function within the expression for the 
Intensity lp of the primary hologram Image Up; 
lp = I Up 12 = IURI2Jt2[(4n/~R)(n-l)gt1Uoi1Urll 
where UR = readout beam 
Jt = Bessel function of first kind, order I 
Uo = complex fie Id amplitude of object beam 
Ur = complex fie Id amplitude of reference beam 
Bartoiint states that If the following approximation IS made; 
J 1 (a) - !>a where a is small and given by; 
a= 2 2n/~R (n-l)geiUol IUrl = 4n/~R(n-l)ge/lo1Uoi1Url 
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The parameters given are; 
n = 1.7 R.l of photores1st 
~R = 632.8nm He-Ne laser. 
lo-101Uol2 =Hologram 1rradiance. 
1Uai-<10)~1Uol Beam ratio 10:1. 
~d=ge = 0.1~m Typical exposure value. 
With the parameters given Bartolint's expression calculates; 
a = 0. 44 
wh1ch would support Jt(a)-~a as a valid approximation. 
In using thts approximation, the inherent non-linearity has been 
overcome. In practical terms this would mean the eltmtnatton of noise 
effects In the images from the holograms, eg. harmonic and 
intermodulahon <!M) distortion !M d1storhon often appears as a 
ghost image in the background of the hologram reducmg the overall 
Image contrast The measure and acceptable level of IM dtstortton 15 a 
value that finds disagreement between other workers as detailed In 
Bartolini's discussion. 
The problem of material non-linearity as mentioned earlier IS overcome 
by proper development procedures. Bartolini discusses this relationship 
In detail and this model for photoresist behaviour forms the basis of 
experiments undertaken for this work 
Bartolini's model was published m 1974 and followmg h1s studies, 
several workers applied hts techniques to the updated restst 
formulations available. In particular the work of Norman and Singh 
[131 use later reststs to confirm the linear development behaviour 
possible with correct processtng. 
The work of Mashev and Tonchev [561 combtnes a number of elements from 
all the previous models and further considers the Influence of the 
reflective substrate upon the grating formation. All previous models 
have been based upon a srnuso1dal profile on a glass substrate. Mashev 
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and Tonchev use GaAs and metals which produce standing wave effects on 
the gratings. In addition they consider the effect of recording 
geometr1es when Interference fringes are perpendicular to the plane of 
the film or slanted at some angle with respect to the medium 
bounder ies. The mode J ling for the e...cposure-deve lopment process uses 
the concentrat tons of the Inhl bi tor, resin and so 1 vent components end 
the Beer-Lambert Law for light 1ntens1ty at a g1ven depth in the res1st 
(after D1ll et a!) but 1ncludes the relat1onsh1p r = dw/dT for removal 
rate and exposure E to explain the development process. (w IS used to 
Indicate dtrecttonal normal, T development tliJie). For experimental 
verification factors such as soft bake effects on removal rates (r) for 
exposed and unexposed reststs are studied. Also the.use of different 
developers on removal rate IS Included. The model IS applied to 
predicting grating profiles for sinusoidal, rectangular, trapeoidal and 
quasi-rectangular type. 
Surrmary 
The Image formation models described have been based upon the work of 
Neureuther and Dill and Kim who have all suggested resist exposure can 
be described as a bleaching reaction and development as an etching 
process. The experimental ltmttattons of some models have been 
h1ghl1ghted. The development of the Bartolmi model for res1st 1mage 
formation has arisen from study of prevtous models and provides the 
basis of the theoretical and experimental work described, 
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APPENDIX 4 
Accuracy of Electroformtng - Metal Dtstrtbution 
No matter what the application of plating, the nature of metal 
dtstrtbutton over the workptece IS Important for accurate reproduction 
of d~taii. The dtstrtbutton of the depos1t IS most greatly affected by 
the primary current distnbuhon determined by the geometry of the 
plating tanks, conditions of operation and cathode efficiency. It IS 
Independent of solution properties provided they are untform throughout 
right up to the cathode surface Physical or electrochemtcal phenomena 
can change the state of this uniformity termed 'polartzation'. Any 
such changes bring about a secondary current dtstrtbutton which wtll 
further Influence the metal distribution. If the primary current 
dtstrtbutton IS uniform the cathode polarization wtll also be and 
results In uniform metal 
geometry of the bath, 
deposition Factors to be considered are the 
stze and shape of electrodes, conductiVIty, 
relattonshtp of electrodes to each other and the electrolyte boundaries 
and the tncl us ton of conducting or non-conducting surfaces such as 
'thieves' or 'shields'. 
Potential Field 
When voltage iS applied between two electrodes in an electrolyte 
(electric potential), every point in the electrolyte assumes some 
potential intermediate between that of the two electrodes. The metal 
electrodes are significantly more conductive than the electrolyte and 
so it is assumed that every point on the electrode surface 1s at the 
same potential. an equipotential surface. Similarly. equipotenttal 
surfaces Will be found 1n the electrolyte surrounding each electrode. 
The equlpotential surface around one electrode w1ll actually resemble 
the shape of the electrode and changes as It 
the first to take on the shape of the second. 
thiS 
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moves further away from 
Figure A4 I Illustrates 
Figure A4 I Illustration of Equipotential Surface 
Around Electrodes 
Thts may be thought of as a three dtmenstonal contour map w1th current 
density the greatest where the equtpotenttal lines are crowded 
together. The traces of the equtpotenttal surfaces form an orthoganal 
net crossing each other at right angles. The electrodes are also 
equtpotential surfaces and this means that the current enters or leaves 
the electrode at any point In a direction perpendicular to the surface 
at that pomt. A further point In the theory allows that any 
equtpotential surface may be replaced by a conductor without d1sturb1ng 
the fteld, stmllarly for replacement by an Insulating boundary for a 
lrne of force. The replacement however must be with a perfect 
substitute, otherwise the 1mag1nary net IS disturbed and the fteld 
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lines Will change altering the metal distribution. The practical 
consequence of considering this theory IS that plating tanks and their 
contents can be destgned to produce the ultimate control over metal 
dtstrtbutton Parts can be 'boxed' in to produce short, parallel 
rlattng areas, whtch ts one of the best arrangements for the field 
lines. A plating rack full of closely spaced flat parts, held 
equidtstant between two rows of anodes tn a tank JUSt btg enough to 
hold. the rack IS an tdeal sttuatton. However, for obJects and parts 
that do not represent a untform current dtstrtbution and obJects that 
present recesses or angles, control over metal distrtbutton is sttll 
necessary. For a perfect angle wtth sharp corners, the prtmary current 
density ts tnftnl te on the sharp externa I corners and zero on the 
internal corner. lt should then be theoretically impossible to deposit 
on the Internal corner whilst plating on the external corners should be 
excessive. Plating IS not Influenced by the size of the angle, only 
its shape. Figure A4.2 illustrates this feature for different shaped 
parts.[57l 
Even metal distribution IS also determined by factors of throwing 
power and covering power briefly mentioned below. 
Throwing Power 
"Throwing power" describes how thick a layer may be deposited, In 
particular, the difference In thickness of deposit within the peak or 
trough of a profile. The practical Implication of the term arises In 
that certain plating baths, typically nickel are capable of in-filling 
micro-pores whilst cyanide baths are not. lt iS thought that when 
the dimensions of a recess approach the order of magn1 tude of the 
thickness of the cathode, film plating breaks down. Tank geometry and 
rack design are Important In this aspect since Widely spaced parts 
within a tank Will not plate as efficiently as parts close together 
because the field lines become distorted. 
Covering Power 
Th1s property of plating baths 1s concerned With the ability to deposit 
metal at very low current densities as when plating deep holes or 
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cavities. The greater the amount of metal deposited In such areas the 
better the covenng power. Two factors affect this; the bath 
composition which determines the decomposition potential <the lowest 
voltage at which metal can be deposited) and the cathode and Its 
surface condition <this affects the voltage In excess of the 
decomposition voltage necessary to produce a plating). The 
distribution of current flow to the cathode thus becomes very 
Important. 
These Ideas Illustrate the Importance of system design for 
electroforming. The Ideal practical solution Is; 
-A tank and Jigging capable of carrying the current wi.thout appreciable 
voltage drop. 
-A pure e I ectro I yte whi eh offers uniform conductIvity throughout the 
solution (uneven temperature or concentration of solution would destroy 
this). 
-The current directly reaching from one electrode to the other without 
being d1s~turbed by some means <referred to as stray currents). 
The experimental 
many aspects of 
tanks used for this work have tried to encompass as 
these points as possible, tanks have been small. 
solution levels and quality monitored and design of Jigging optimised 
In this way it has been possible to achieve quality platings With ease 
and repeatabiiity. 
Choice of Metals for Electrofonming 
Nickel need not be the only metal deposited electrolysis but Is the 
most Widely used material. A number of alternative choices are 
considered; 
Copper IS cheaper than nickel and strong enough for many applications 
of work, 1t IS deposited quickly and In a reasonably low state of 
stress It IS not well suited for corrosion resistance parts. 
Iron whilst being extremely cheap IS deposited In a very high state of 
stress and brittleness. To overcome this It must be deposited at high 
temperatures, 195"F. which would be detrimental to the photoresist. 
The biggest application has been In the production of printing plates. 
~Il~~£{g~l~ are deposited In an extremely low state of stress Thetr 
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htgh cost usually warrants some additional reason for use such as the 
electrtcal properties the electroforms then possess 
Ntckel has the advantage of being extremely well documented tn terms of 
Lath formulations, phys1cal properties and charactenshcs. It can 
also be deposited over the widest range of parameters. It has been 
shown to possess suitable wear characteristics and be capable of 
accurately reproducing the fine detail required from the grat1ngs. 
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APPENDIX 5 
Thermoplastics for Embossing 
The action of embossing 1s to transfer detail under h~at and pressure 
Into a plastic. The material used for embossing must obviously be 
capaple of reproducing the detail transferred from the metal shim and 
certain polymers are capable of achtevtng this. Polymers are composed 
of many thousands of atoms joined Into giant molecules which are 
composed of repeating units called monomers The process of linking the 
monomers to produce long chains Is polymertsatton, either addttton or 
condensation according to the nature of the bonding process. Figure 
A5.! Illustrates an addition polymerisation to form polyethylene 
(polythene) from ethylene gas. 
~ ~ 
C=C 
I I 
H H 
----(> -C- C--t:>- C 
I I I 
(- c 
I I 
Figure A5.! Example of Addition Polymerisation 
c 
I 
The long chain polymers can be broadly d1v1ded Into two classes. 
thermosetting and thermoplastic. The properties of each are determined 
by the chain structure of the polymer. Thermosetting plastics often 
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supplied as mouldtng powders or casting resins, only soften In the 
m1tial stage and then harden by further polymensation to a rig1d, 
brtttle matertaJ. Heating has the effect of caustng chemical change 
whereby the chain molecules anchor to each other by covalent bonding. 
Bakelite IS ar. excellent example and scrap material cannot be re-used. 
Thermoplastic materials can be readily moulded and extruded because of 
the absence of cross links 1n their structure and can be repeatedly 
softened and re-hardened on heating and cooling. The mechantca I 
properties of thermoplastics are; sensitivity to temperature and 
sunlight and exposure to temperature may cause a thermal degradation, 
1e. the breakdown of some bonds. The qual1t1es of thermoplastic f1lms 
depend upon their manufacture and pol~er preparation. The method of 
fabncation has a marked effect on optical qual1ty and determmes 
surface flatne~s and parallelism. Polymer chains may be drawn or 
stretched from a random entanglement Into a more orderly arrangement, 
parallel to the d1rechon of the appl1ed stress. When the cha 1n 
straightening occurs, the mutual attraction between chains IS Increased 
and this determines the tensile strength and elastic modulus of the 
plastic. This orientation of polymer chains IS fundamental to the 
nature and property of the pi as tic sheet. Casting of sheet fllm 
produces the highest quality material. The polymer used In manufacture 
should possess a narrow molecular weight distribution and contain no 
reaction by-products. The propert1es of scattering and light 
transmiSSion for clear films are affected by additives used to compound 
the polymers and these should be known and controlled. The matenal 
used for embossing 1s typ1cally polyv1nyl chlor1de <PVCJ, polyester or. 
polycarbonate. Properties of plastics may be classified as follows, 
many of whi eh, such as f I a tness, transparency, therma 1 range are 
Important for embossing. 
Phys1cal Mechanical 
Thickness Tensile strength 
Dens1ty Modulus 
Flatness Impact strength 
Coeff. of friction 
Chemical 
Gas-
perm. 
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Opt1cal 
Transparency 
Haze 
Gloss 
Thermal 
Range of-
service-
temps. 
Shnnk heat 
__ --~~-a l1~ng ~ __ 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
Physical States of Polymers 
Polymers can exist In three physical states. Consider a polymer at high 
temperature being cooled: 
1) Melts and rubber-like states. At sufficiently high temperatures, 
some low molecular weight uncross-IInked polymers become a viscous 
liQUid allowing amorphous chalns to readily flow past each other. 
Other polymers possess highly flexible, wriggling, mobile molecules and 
are ln a rubber-like state. 
Il) Amorphous glassy state. As the temperature Is reduced so the 
flexibility of the molecules reduces because the segment a I rotations 
about the s1ngle carbon-carbon bonds are 1nh1b1 ted. Under suitable 
coo ling the po I ymer will change from the rubber-! ike state to the 
amorphous glassy state, which Is brittle. The temperature at which 
this transition occurs IS denoted by Tg, the glass transition 
temperature. 
lli) Partially crystalline state.lf the cooling rate IS sufficiently 
low certain molecules can produce 
molecules can become regular, 
crystalline 
repeatedly 
structures whereby 
folded structures. 
Crystallisation causes a dense packtng of molecules which Increases the 
Inter-molecular forces and produces higher strength, rigidity and 
brittleness. 
Important IS that during embossing the The reason these states are 
thermoplastic material will 
cooling, the temperatures 
embossing. 
undergo eye l es between rapId heatIng and 
of which will Influence the quality of 
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Comparison of Plastics for Embossing 
PVC Polyester Polycarbonate Cellulose 
Acetate 
Transmittanc~ Transparent Transparent Transparent Transparent 
Crys ta I I me 
Melting Point ·c 200 255 230 upto 300 
Gla~s Transition 
Temperature Tg •c 60 69 150 70-180 
The table above details some properties of plastiCS typically used for 
embossed products. Notice the difference in the values of Tg between 
the examples. The glass transition IS seen as a change In the 
properties from those of a hard, brittle, glassy substance (at lower 
temperatures) 
temperatures). 
to those of a soft, flexible material <at higher 
Below the glass transition temperature the polymer 
chains are rigid and only above this temperature do they gain a degree 
of freedom a I 1 owing stretching under applied stress. Beyond the Tg 
the polymer becomes firstly tougher and more fleXIble and then more 
rubbery In nature. The Importance of this should be seen for embossing 
when plastics are heated and deformed at the same time. Only With 
correct temperatures and pressures wi 11 results be achieved. 
components make up the glass transition process; 
Three 
a) the instantaneous elastic deformation caused by bond stretching, 
which Is completely recoverable when the stress is removed. 
b) the molecular alignment deformation caused by unco1ling, giving a 
more linear molecular arrangement parallel to the surface and which is 
retained into the structure when the material IS cooled. 
c) the non-recoverable VIscous flow caused by molecules sliding past 
each other. 
Hence, these three stages can be found In the embossing stage; 
I) when Insufficient heat IS applied to Impress the surface, 
11) when correct heat for the correct time IS applied and the Impress 
remains In the surface, 
Ili) and finally If too much heat IS applied the plastic melts. 
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